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Abstract

There exists considerable debate in the texture community about whether grain in-

teractions are a necessary factor to explain the development of deformation textures

in polycrystalline metals. Computer simulations indicate that grain interactions play

a significant role, while experimental evidence shows that the material type and start-

ing orientation are more important in the development of texture and microstructure.

A balanced review of the literature on face-centered cubic metals shows that the op-

posing viewpoints have developed due to the lack of any complete experimental study

which considers both the intrinsic (material type and starting orientation) and ex-

trinsic (grain interaction) factors. In this study, a novel method was developed to

assemble ideally orientated crystalline aggregates in 99.99% aluminum (Al) or copper

(Cu) to experimentally evaluate the effect of grain interactions on room temperature

deformation texture. Ideal orientations relevant to face-centered cubic rolling tex-

tures, Cube {100} 〈001〉, Goss {110} 〈001〉, Brass {110} 〈11̄2〉 and Copper {112} 〈111̄〉

were paired in different combinations and deformed by plane strain compression to

moderate strain levels of 1.0 to 1.5. Orientation dependent mechanical behavior was

distinguishable from that of the neighbor-influenced behavior. In interacting crystals

the constraint on the rolling direction shear strains (γ
XY

, γ
XZ

) was found to be most

critical to show the effect of interactions via the evolution of local microstructure

and microtexture. Interacting crystals with increasing deformations were observed
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to gradually rotate towards the S-component, {123}〈6̄3̄4〉. Apart from the average

lattice reorientations, the interacting crystals also developed strong long-range orien-

tation gradients inside the bulk of the crystal, which were identified as accumulating

misorientations across the deformation boundaries. Based on a statistical procedure

using quaternions, the orientation and interaction related heterogeneous deforma-

tions were characterized by three principal component vectors and their respective

eigenvalues for both the orientation and misorientation distributions. For the case

of a medium stacking fault energy metal like Cu, the texture and microstructure de-

velopment depends wholly on the starting orientations. Microstructural instabilities

in Cu are explained through a local slip clustering process, and the possible role of

grain interactions on such instabilities is proposed. In contrast, the texture and mi-

crostructure development in a high stacking fault energy metal like Al is found to be

dependent on the grain interactions. In general, orientation, grain interaction and

material type were found to be key factors in the development of rolling textures

in face-centered cubic metals and alloys. Moreso, in the texture development not

any single parameter can be held responsible, rather, the interdependency of each of

the three parameters must be considered. In this frame-work polycrystalline grains

can be classified into four types according to their stability and susceptibility during

deformation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Polycrystalline materials are aggregates of millions of small volume elements, known

as grains in Materials Science. In the texture community these grains are also referred

to as Orientations. Mathematically orientations are defined as the coordinate trans-

formation between a pair of coordinate systems; for example between the coordinate

base vectors of internal crystal lattice and the sample. When a certain finite plastic

strain is applied to an aggregate of randomly oriented grains, during the course of

the deformation the individual grains tend to reorient with respect to the applied

loading axes. Reorientations of the grains in the bulk of the sample results in some

preferred orientation, known as Texture. The understanding of texturing in poly-

crystalline materials is of significant importance to both the scientific and industrial

community as materials develop considerable anisotropy in their physical properties.

For example, when tensile specimens are prepared at different angles from a textured

sheet material the yield strength of the samples may vary in different directions. An

industrial observation of this anisotropic behavior is in the operation of deep drawing

to manufacture beverage cans, where anisotropic material flow causes earing of the

cups, thereby increasing the unit cost of manufacturing in trimming the ears and

material waste. Again, texturing of the samples is not always undesirable. Rather

the understanding of the anisotropic behavior of the specimens during a laboratory

test can be safely utilized in designing materials of technological importance. A very

well known application of texture is in Fe-Si steels for transformer cores. Highest

1
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magnetic saturation is achieved when the 〈001〉 crystallographic direction is aligned

with the magnetic field direction. Hence these particular steels could be processed

in such a way to maximize the 〈001〉 pole density along some processing direction

to improve the efficiency of the cores. The presence of texture is also evident in

non-metallic materials like, geological materials and ceramics. The understanding of

texture in rocks and minerals can be utilized to study the seismic anisotropy in the

Earth’s mantle. [1]

Texture development in polycrystalline materials is inherent to the type of mate-

rials processing. Starting from the solidification of molten metals, crystallites grow

in the direction of maximum heat dissipation. This preferential growth of crystals

might result in a few fibre textures inside the solid metal. It is almost impossible

to avoid texturing of materials under any type of thermomechanical processing in

laboratory tests as well as in industrial practices. The unavoidable presence of var-

ious texture components in real materials emphasizes that texture must be included

in the definition of microstructure of polycrystalline materials. Based on experimen-

tal evidence, this thesis attempts to gain new understanding of how ideal texture

components interact with each other when a specified deformation field is applied.

1.1 Motivation

The fundamental question of how macroscopic plastic strain is distributed among

various grains in a polycrystalline metal has captured the imagination of many ma-

terials physicists, ever since Ewing and Rosenhain [2] reported the occurrence of slip

markings on polished surfaces of lightly deformed metals (Figure 1.1).

It is intuitive to realize that the knowledge gained from studying the plastic flow

of single crystals (or grains) can only further the advancement of our understanding
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Figure 1.1: Ewing and Rosenhain’s observation of slip markings in iron [2].

in polycrystals. Though the micromechanics of various single crystals in different

isolated testing environments have been fully understood there still remains the need

for a comprehensive theory capable of predicting the grain-scale microstructure in

polycrystals. The very first successful theory to address the problem of polycrystal

deformation came from the pioneering work of Taylor [3], which assumes isostrain

condition equal to the external applied strain for all the constituent grains. In this

over-simplified homogenization model the entire crystal is treated as a single repre-

sentative volume element and no deformation inhomogeneities occurs as equilibrium

of mechanical forces across the interfaces are ignored [4]. Taylor’s theory has two

major short comings:

(i) the local slip selection in a grain is overly biased towards the geometric rela-

tionship between the macroscopic boundary conditions (or strain basis) and the initial

orientation of the grain. In other words, a similar orientation in a different location

of the sample will always activate the same set of slip systems irrespective of the

orientations of neighboring grains and hence will follow the same reorientation path,

which is in complete disagreement with the experimental observation of orientation

break-up;
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(ii) the inability to predict the formation of various dislocation boundaries and

plastic instabilities in the forms of deformation bands [5]. This results in a consider-

able scatter in the final texture, at least in the microtexture data.

A closer look of the deformed microstructure in Fig.1.1 illustrates the variation

in the alignment of slip marks in two different regions: in the grain interior and

near the grain boundary, which indicates the deviation of local strain from its global

counterpart. Thereby it is believed that the presence of neighbors (or the grain

boundaries) might alter the local slip activity inside a grain, hence, different regions

of the same grain will follow different reorientation paths. At this time there has

been no direct evidence from computational or experimental work to quantify the

extent of grain interaction effect on texture development in polycrystals. Only in

recent years have modeling theories [6–11] been proposed to improve the overall

stress-strain prediction and average texture evolution for a variety of deformation

paths. Nevertheless, these theories are quite far from being called successful when

compared with the experimental observations in real materials. Since the work of

Taylor the development in polycrystal theory has been largely hindered due to the

lack of a proper experimental technique to document the grain-scale microstructure

evolution, including microtexture data. The study of experimental microtexture has

two far reaching implications in materials research: (i) a deeper understanding will

provide necessary inputs to microstructural based models to predict strain hardening

and ductility of materials and (ii) the in-grain microstructural / microtextural data

could improve the prediction of recrystallization models which are used in the real

world of “designing materials by texture”.

The disparity in classical plasticity model predictions and experimental observa-

tions has motivated a few researchers to study the effect of mutual influence of grains

on texture development, which is also the primary motivation of the current the-

sis. Experimentally local grain interactions and grain boundary effects can be best
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examined in samples made out of bicrystals, tricrystals and multicrystals, or two-

dimensional (2D) multicrystals with single layered grains. Detailed deformation and

texture analysis on 3D polycrystal samples is only limited to a few grains lying on the

surface, the starting orientations of internal grains are not known in priori. Stress re-

sponse on a surface grain will differ from an internal grain of the same orientation due

to the variation in local traction imposed by the adjacent neighboring grains. Local

straining in bulk grains can be evaluated by the use of high penetrating X-ray beams

from synchrotron sources and the evolution of orientations can be tracked in-situ.

Recently the role of interaction on grain orientation has been documented but only

in simple loading conditions like uniaxial tension or compression [12]. Overall strain

level for a stable plastic flow is only limited to 10-20% in tensile tests, while plane

strain compression (PSC) tests can achieve stable plastic flow up to large strains.

Techniques to evaluate internal stresses in-situ in multiaxial loading conditions like

PSC are yet to be discovered.

One of the most common industrial manufacturing processes is rolling, where

material is reduced in multiple passes to a desired final thickness. Friction between

the sample and the rolls ensures a plane strain state of deformation on the work-

piece with negligible material spread along the transverse direction (TD), ε
TD

≈ 0,

where ε represents the strain. To simulate ideal rolling operation, laboratory-based

experiments can be conducted where the sample undergoes a plane strain state of

deformation inside a channel die. Great amounts of research data on rolling texture

evolution in face-centered cubic (FCC) metals have been reported in the literature.

Two influential reviews on deformation texture can be found in [13,14]. The ear-

lier review by Hu et al. [13] gives a qualitative analysis of texture change in FCC metals

based on the results of various single crystal tests. Hirsch and Lücke comprehensively

reviewed quantitative analysis of texture evolution in FCC polycrystalline metals by

using X-ray Orientation Distribution Functions (ODF) utilizing the ODF construc-
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tion methods of Bunge [15]. Texture representation through ODFs has served as the

backbone of quantitative texture analysis and is a widely accepted tool to express the

gradual variation in the intensity of texture components. One of the main conclusions

of Hirsch and Lücke was that at large strains (strain, ε > 2.0), crystal plasticity based

texture models predict too sharp a texture development when compared with exper-

imental textures. The fact that the measured textures are “scattered” suggests the

possibility of variation in local slip system selection at different regions of any internal

grain, as the grain does not behave as a single unit. Two important factors influence

the orientation scatter in the deformed grains; the starting orientation (intrinsic in-

fluence) and the presence of neighboring grains (extrinsic influence). Studying the

intrinsic influence is relatively easy, as some single crystal experiments can be con-

ducted to understand the micromechanics and texture evolution with applied strain.

Studying the influence of neighbors on texture evolution is highly complicated as it

introduces a variational strain state and hence a variational local slip selection. The

‘adjustment’ in the prescribed strain that needs to be accounted for due to the neigh-

borhood presence is known as grain interaction. At any given strain, the local texture

evolution depends on the co-existence of both the intrinsic and extrinsic influences.

A direct correlation between the orientation-and-texture, or, interaction-and-texture

is difficult to establish as all three are inter-related through the material dependence

(constitutive equations). This thesis explores the origin of the scatter in the texture

data and reexamines the stability of key ideal rolling texture components through the

novel introduction of grain interaction at moderate strain levels, ε ∼ 1.0.

1.2 Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to gain understanding of the role of grain inter-

action on deformation texture evolution in pure FCC metals: Al and Cu. Particular
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emphasis is given to

(i) developing experimental method to study grain interactions

(ii) explain the stability of various ideal rolling texture components (Cb, G, B, C)

under PSC to medium strain levels, ε ∼ 1.0

(iii) compare and explain the deformed microstructure in both single crystals and

the embedded crystals of the same orientation through local slip activity.

1.3 Organization and Synopsis of the Thesis

The thesis is organized with the following chapters: literature review, possible ex-

perimental designs to study grain interactions in polycrystals, role of interaction on

texture development in Al, role of interaction on texture development in Cu, a general

discussion on linking orientation, interaction and material, conclusions and recom-

mendations for future work.

Chapter 2 gives a critical up-to-date review on the fundamentals of constrained

plasticity in both single and polycrystalline FCC metals. Most of this review chapter

deals with the evolution of texture and microstructure under plane strain compression,

a minor reference to uniaxial tests are made where interactions have been cited to

play a role on deformation behavior. Transitional texture theories for FCC metals

are reviewed. A brief introduction to Taylor based and crystal plasticity based finite

element models is made to illustrate the grain interaction effects.

Chapter 3 describes the various attempted experimental trials on how to investi-

gate the role of interactions in polycrystal deformation. The associated difficulties for

the trials are cited. The simulative experimental designs to study grain-grain inter-

action will be justified vis-à-vis other experimental routes reported in the literature.
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Chapter 4 gives a detailed microstructure and microtexture analysis of plane strain

compressed 99.99% pure Al samples. Results from the deformation of four different

ideal single crystal orientations; Cube (Cb), Goss (G), Brass (B) and Copper (C)

are discussed. The results from the deformation of the inner crystals in different

interacting samples called crystal sandwich aggregates (CSA) are discussed as well.

Deformation microstructure, microtexture and the nature of the orientation scatters

are highlighted. A statistical procedure to quantify the orientation scatter in deformed

grains is applied.

Chapter 5 gives a detailed microstructure and microtexture analysis on plane

strain compressed 99.99% in Cu samples. Specifically the behavior of B and C ori-

entations surrounded by G orientations are discussed. The dominance of the starting

orientation effect (intrinsic effect) over the grain interaction effect (extrinsic effect)

on both the microstructure and microtexture is highlighted. The basic local defor-

mation mechanisms that govern during the deformation of Cu are presented, and the

mechanism driven texture changes are presented.

Chapter 6 gives a general discussion on the texture behavior in both Al and Cu,

and establishes the role of both starting orientation and grain interaction on defor-

mation behavior. The dependence or the non-dependence of interaction on texture

changes is presented via the material driven mechanisms.

Chapter 7 gives the conclusions from the current study and proposes some rec-

ommendations to augment experimental polycrystalline deformation to examine the

role of grain-interaction on texture development.

Appendix A gives a statistical procedure to quantify grain subdivision. The pro-

cedure is applied to calculate mean orientation, orientation spread and misorientation

spread from experimental SEM/EBSD data.

Appendix B describes various ways of representing texture. Transformation equa-
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tions between rotation matrix, Euler angles, axis/angle pair, Rodrigues vectors and

quaternions are included.

Appendix C lists the cubic lattice symmetries applicable to texture analysis.

Appendix D shows various ideal rolling texture components for FCC metals in

{111} pole figure and Rodrigues representation.

Appendix E describes the applied rotations used to correct the SEM/EBSD data

obtained on the transverse sample sections.

Appendix F compiles all the ODFs generated from each SEM/EBSD scan per-

formed on the deformed samples and presents them as φ1-sections in the full range of

the Euler space (0 ≤ φ1 ≤ 360, 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 90, 0 ≤ φ2 ≤ 90).
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Chapter 2

A Review of the Rolling Textures in FCC

Metals

2.1 Introduction

The microstructure of polycrystalline metals is characterized by grain size, grain shape

delineated by grain boundaries, and distribution and fraction of different phases in a

multi-phase system. Apart from geometrical features, grains also have orientations (g)

which are often expressed by some rotational operator between the lattice basis of the

individual grains and some global coordinate axis set. Based on the processing of the

metals the global coordinates coincide with that of the sample. For example, in rolled

specimens it is customary to fix the global coordinates parallel to the rolling direction

(X=RD), transverse direction (Y=TD) and normal direction (Z=ND). Normally for

mathematical reasons one of the convenient ways of representing orientations (g)

is a set of three Euler angles, {φ1, Φ, φ2}. In the plastic regime of deformation,

the grains tend to reorient their lattice basis with respect to the sample basis. So

when the mechanical forces are removed depending on the amount of total plastic

deformation the grains occupy a finite number of new positions in the orientation

space, G. The G space is the full range of space inside which all the orientations can

be uniquely expressed. When the Euler angles are used, the orientations fall inside a

non-Euclidean type of space not surprisingly called Euler Space. Alternatively, due

11
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to symmetry related issues [1] the Euler Space is not always the space of choice. In

Materials Science Rodrigues space at times is preferred in interpreting the orientation

or misorientation data. Transformation equations between the two orientation spaces

are given in Appendix B. For historical reasons Euler Space will be extensively used

in this chapter, unless stated otherwise. The orientation preference of the grains in

polycrystals is called “texture”. Depending on the type of material and the processing

conditions polycrystalline samples develop different types of texture. As mentioned

in Chapter 1, the understanding of textures in materials is an important problem

due to its tendency to make materials anisotropic in their property response. In this

chapter the development of deformation textures in a specific class of metals with

FCC lattice structure will be reviewed.

The first part of this chapter describes the texture components commonly observed

in FCC metals under rolling or PSC type of deformation. Fragmenting the ODFs into

texture components [2] gives an insight into the physical phenomena underlying the

texture formation in materials in an average sense. Texture transition from Copper-

type to Brass-type is revisited.

The second part focuses on the numerous deformation texture theories developed

thus far. Attempts to understand texturing in FCC metals have been greatly hin-

dered due to the numerous proposed theories based on the experimental observations

by various groups. In theory, under a given deformation condition, one expects the

same kind of final texture in metals belonging to the same lattice structure, yet in

experiments, one observes significantly different end textures. The difference in obser-

vation has been argued to be due to the difference in microscopic deformation modes:

Slipping or Twinning on crystallographic planes. This forms the basis of dividing the

FCC metals into two major classifications depending on their stacking fault energy

(SFE) values. But there are other cases, where the SFE of metals are not significantly

different, so if the mode of deformation remains fixed it should result in the same tex-
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tures, though in reality, difference in end textures are observed. For example, rolling

of Al and Cu results in different textures when all other processing parameters remain

unchanged. This further leads one to contemplate what other mechanisms such as

deformation faulting, cross-slip of gliding dislocations or dislocation interactions con-

tribute to texture transitions. Apart from all these intrinsic materials characteristics

it is also possible to vary deformation textures if the initial texture of the material,

grain neighborhood, shape and size of grains are altered.

The third part gives a brief description of the plasticity theory under a polyslip

mode. Polyslip is a deformation mode where dislocations simultaneously glide on

multiple slip planes on which the stress reaches a critical limit. Bishop and Hill’s

maximum work principle [3] is reviewed and the usefulness of the method to predict

active slip systems based on the single crystal yield surface (SCYS) is addressed. It

is realized that the foundation of deformation texture relies on the local governing

principles of slip selection, which decides the associated lattice rotations at individual

grain level. Ultimately, the lattice rotations at grain level adds up to result in some

texture at a higher material scale for an aggregate of a few thousand grains.

The fourth part reviews some of the experimental texture studies available in the

literature. The review includes the deformation behavior of single crystals, bicrystals,

multicrystals and polycrystals. Results from single crystals having orientations rele-

vant to FCC rolling texture serve as a starting point. The role of grain interaction on

deformation is addressed by simultaneously considering bicrystals and multi-/poly-

crystals.

The fifth part introduces the dislocation substructures that constitute a deforma-

tion microstructure. Dislocation boundaries entailing a higher misorientation angle

are the focus of this part. Studying the evolution of these boundaries are vital for

understanding the physics of local slip activity, as these boundaries are believed to
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form due to continuous trapping of mobile dislocations.

The sixth part reviews some of the deformation texture models. Most of the focus

is given on the first generation Taylor model and its subsequent modified versions.

Models which treat polycrystal deformation through grain interactions (e.g. LAMEL,

GIA, self consistent and FEM) are also included.

The final part outlines the problem formulation of the current thesis and proposes

the need for an experimental study of grain interaction on deformation texture.

2.2 Rolling Texture Components

In FCC metals and alloys two types of rolling texture are observed: the pure“metal”

or Copper-type, and “alloy” or Brass-type. The distinction in the texture types is

largely attributed to the SFE of metals. High SFE and high temperature of working

favor the formation of Copper-type, while low SFE and low temperature of working

favor the formation of Brass-type texture. Hu, Cline and Goodman [4] reviewed

the older papers and gave a qualitative description of texture evolution based on

X-ray pole figure measurements. The two characteristic textures in FCC metals

and alloys are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The numbers on the contour lines of

the pole figures indicate the strength of {111} poles in times of randomly oriented

polycrystalline reference. Since pole figures are two dimensional projections of the

three dimensional distribution of orientations, a procedure was essential to quantify

the pole densities which would enable to assess how fast or slow the texture is evolving

with strain. This led to the development of analytical techniques to interpret the X-

ray pole figure measurements. Bunge developed most of the procedures and today

this field of research is known as Quantitative Texture Analysis (QTA). The details

of the method are beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found elsewhere [7].
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Figure 2.1: Rolling texture of electrolytic Cu after 96.6% reduction in thickness at
25◦C. [5]

Figure 2.2: Rolling texture of high-purity silver (99.999%), rolled to 91% reduction
at 0◦C. (a) (111) pole figure, (b) (200) pole figure. [6]
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Hirsch and Lücke exploited the benefits of QTA through the use of ODFs, and

gave an excellent review on the rolling texture evolution in Cu and α-brass at every

10% reduction up to a total of 99% thickness reduction [8]. In the component analysis

the ODF is decomposed into easily manipulated components. There are two types of

component analysis followed in QTA: Peak-type or Tube-type distributions. In some

situations both types could be used together.

2.2.1 Peak-type Distribution

In Peak-type analysis the ODF is described by a model ODF consisting of multiple

Gaussian distribution functions,f(gi), around a mean orientation (also called“Ideal”

component), gi; with a peak height, si; scattering width, ψi; and a volume fraction,

Mi. Each texture component consists of all the orientations within some cut-off angle

from gi, usually the angle at half maximum peak density. Peak-type distributions are

mainly used in QTA.

2.2.2 Tube-type Distribution

At low reductions ∼20% the grains in FCC metals and alloys are found to gather

inside two specific tubes, namely the α- and β- tube as observed in the Euler space

(Figure 2.3). The tube surface can be recognized as the orientations located at half

maximum peak density of the distribution function, f(gi). Thus the tube can be

imagined to be superimposed layers of φ2 sections in the Euler space.

With further thickness reductions (50% reduction) the tubes shrink in width and

develop into fibres. All the orientations on the α-fibre have their < 110 > crystallo-

graphic directions parallel to ND, while orientations belonging to β-fibre have their

< 110 > directions 60◦ away from the ND but towards RD. The crystallographic
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Figure 2.3: Schematic presentation of FCC fibre texture in the first subspace of the
3-D Euler space. [8]

α-fibre has the G orientation at one end and the B orientation at the other, and

is characterized by the line for Φ = 45◦, φ2=90◦ and 0◦ ≤ φ1 ≤ 35◦. The non-

crystallographic β-fibre runs from the B orientation to the C orientation through

another ideal orientation ‘S’, as shown in Figure 2.3. It is during the intermediate

degree of rolling that the G orientation starts to disappear, thus resulting in the

strengthening of the β-fibre. The β-fibre is also called the Skeleton Line and is a very

important line considering all the end components after high reductions are located

on this line. The various rolling texture components in Miller Index forms and Euler

Angles1 are given in Table 2.1. The third column tabulates the multiplicity of the

components in the (90 x 90 x 90) Euler space for cubic-orthorhombic sample symme-

try used for Rolling textures. Multiplicity of the components arises due to the fact

that the simpler looking (90 x 90 x 90) Euler space has three fundamental zones, I,

II and III, as shown in Figure 2.3.

At large rolling reductions (> 90%), the β− fibre deteriorates and the texture

sharpens to form spots in the orientation space. The S orientation forms the strongest

1Euler Angles are presented in Bunge Euler Angles notation
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Figure 2.4: Orientation density, f(g)max of orientations along the β−fibre (skeleton
line) in (a)Cu, S component is the strongest at 99% reduction and (b)Cu-30%Zn, B
component is the strongest at 99% reduction

peak till the highest reduction achievable. The presence of alloying elements (e.g. Zn

in α−brass) results in a strong B component. Relative peak strengths of the ideal

components on the skeleton line at various rolling reduction in Cu and α-brass are

shown in Figure 2.4. The transitional texture between “metal” and “alloy” types has

been the subject of debate over the last fifty years and it is now universally accepted

that SFE plays a major role in texture development. Nonetheless the literature

contains many contentious theories to elucidate the exact mechanism(s) controlling

the texture evolution. The deformation texture theories are reviewed in a following

section (§ 2.3).

In their analysis Hirsch and Lücke did not consider any tube type distribution
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Table 2.1: Positions of the rolling texture components in the (90 x 90 x 90) 3-D Euler
space, and their multiplicity (cubic/orthorhombic symmetry case)

Miller Index Euler Angles Multiplicity

{hkl}〈uvw〉 {φ1, Φ, φ2} in deg. (m)

Cb, {001}〈100〉 {0, 0, 0}, & {(φ1 + φ2 = 90), Φ = 0} 4

Rotated Cb, {001}〈110〉 {(φ1 + φ2 = 45), Φ = 0} 4

G, {110}〈001〉 {90, 90, 45} 4

Rotated G, {110}〈110〉 {90, 0, 45} 4

D, {4411}〈11118〉 {90, 27.4, 45} 1

C, {112}〈111〉 {90, 35.26, 45} 2

{111}〈112〉 {90, 54.75, 45,} 2

B, {110}〈112〉 {35.26, 45, 0} 2

{112}〈110〉 {0, 35.26, 45} 2

S, {123}〈634〉 {58.98, 36.7, 63.43} 1

functions which are expected during the intermediate reductions, but certainly they

can be constructed by superimposing a few Gaussian model functions in situations

where a mixture of both Peak- and Tube- type textures are observed. The effectiveness

of the QTA relies heavily on the selection of the right model functions around the ideal

components. Anisotropic ODFs (like in the case of rolling texture measurements)

demands additional components close to one side of the peak in order to improve the

approximation. Sometimes minor texture components can be missed completely from

the analysis, which might strongly hinder our understanding of the development of

recrystallization texture during annealing. It is therefore imperative to support the

macrotexture analysis with careful local microtexture studies using scanning electron

microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) to gain insights in

the physics of deformation and recrystallization of metals. This thesis looks at the

microtexture evolution juxtaposing the developing microstructure.
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2.3 Transitional Texture Theories

The empirical description of dividing the texture classification in heavily rolled FCC

metals based on SFE is widely agreed, but there exists contradictions in explaining the

mechanism of texture transition from one type to another. Numerous theories have

been proposed in the past: cross slip [9–11], twinning [12], deformation faulting [13]

and dislocation interactions [14]. Multiple theories exist in the literature due to the

fact that rolling textures cannot be solely attributed to unrestricted {111}〈110〉 planar

glides in FCC lattice system.

2.3.1 Cross-Slip Theory

Both Dillamore and Roberts [9], and Smallman and Green [10] proposed that the

transition between“metal”type, {112}〈111〉 and“alloy”type, {110}〈112〉 texture was

due to the difference in the ability of gliding dislocations to cross slip. Based on

a biaxial stress condition (Tension along RD, Compression along ND) for rolling

deformation, Dillamore and Roberts [9] concluded that planar dislocation glides

on both primary and conjugate slip systems will reorient most of the grains to-

wards {110}〈112〉 orientation with occurrence of other minor components {100}〈001〉,
{100}〈011〉, {110}〈001〉 and {112}〈111〉. All of these orientations were considered

stable, in particular {110}〈112〉. So all FCC metals when rolled at room tempera-

ture (or below) will have a tendency to produce {110}〈112〉 texture initially. Earlier

studies [4,15] showed that in both classes of materials (low and high SFE metals) ini-

tial texture development is the same until they deviate at higher rolling reductions.

These past studies must be carefully considered because there was no quantitative

analysis available back then. The cross-slip hypothesis is based on how fast the

stable {110}〈112〉 orientation reorients to {112}〈111〉 orientation. Factors which in-

crease activation energy for cross-slipping will increase the stability of the {110}〈112〉
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orientation by lowering the probability of gliding dislocations to cross-slip. Decreas-

ing the activation barrier for cross-slipping, e.g. high temperature, will destroy the

{110}〈112〉 orientation faster due to abundant dislocations cross-slipping (dislocations

can only cross slip to other slip planes if two slip systems share same Burgers vector,

bbb = 1
2
〈110〉). Cross-slip theory appears to be consistent with both the composition

dependence and temperature dependence of texture transition. In contrast, the ob-

servations of cross-slipping in α−brass by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf casts serious doubt on

the validity of the cross-slip theory [16]. The explanation of Dillamore and Roberts [9]

based on the activation of cross-slips to reorient {110}〈112〉 to {112}〈111〉 has one

serious problem. The available cross slip plane for {110}〈112〉 is perpendicular to TD,

which means that the biaxial stresses, as considered by the authors, cannot produce

the necessary stress to activate slip on the cross-slip plane. The authors further argue

that some stress fluctuations (for example due to intercrystalline constraints) will

rotate the stress axes such that the critical shear stress on the cross-slip plane can

be achived. No evidence or proof of this fact was provided by the authors. To some

extent strain hardening data on single crystals support the cross-slip theory. Cross-

slip can only appear at the end of stage-II and has been attributed to the beginning

of stage-III deformation. The amount of cross-slip to cause the deviation from linear

hardening stage-II to stage-III may be very small, but the amount of cross-slip to con-

tribute to the orientation change from {110}〈112〉 to {112}〈111〉 must be very large.

Usually in rolling the internal stresses are much higher than the τ
III

, the stress to

initiate stage-III deformation. Therefore cross-slip as a secondary deformation mech-

anism, apart from slip on primary and secondary planes, is always present throughout

rolling. Dillamore and Roberts have further argued that stresses much higher than

τ
III

are needed to produce large amount of cross-slip required for crystal rotations [9].

In a critical review discussion to the cross-slip theory, Haessner [17] cited the occur-

rence of large amount of cross-slips observed during the rolling of polycrystalline Cu
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after very low deformation at liquid helium temperature, from the work of Basinski

and Basinski [18]. Furthermore, the process of cross-slip does not require stresses

much higher than τ
III

as earlier suggested by Dillamore and Roberts. The criticisms

of the cross-slip theory led to the development of another texture transition theory

which will be reviewed in § 2.3.2.

In order to improve Brass-type texture intensity, Leffers [11] proposed a modified

cross-slip theory that requires the grain interior to deform by single slip. This require-

ment of the model conflicts with the experimental observation of polyslip inside the

grain interiors, including the observations on α−brass [19]. Furthermore, this theory

exhibited rapid rotations towards the Brass texture in metals that do not cross-slip, as

opposed to the slow experimental Brass-type texture development. Recently, Leffers

and Pedersen [20] calculated the activation energy for FCC rolling texture transition

and found similar results with the theoretical estimates of the activation energy for

cross-slip [21]. The only objection to the indirect estimation of the activation en-

ergy for the texture transition is that, two independent observations were combined

in the calculation; (i) the strain rate dependence on texture of Leffers [22] and (ii)

the temperature dependence on texture of Alam et al. [23]. The individual effects of

strain rate and temperature on the deformation texture is well established. Increas-

ing the strain rate improves the Brass-type texture, while increasing the deformation

temperature improves the Copper-type texture. Cross-slip could be argued to be

the common mechanism governing for these two kinds of test. However, the texture

transition is observed in a single metallic system during room temperature rolling,

without changing the strain rate. Typically, for any class of FCC metal (depending

on the stacking fault energy) the transient between the Brass-type to Copper-type

texture is not a narrow range of applied deformation (Figure 2.4). Texture changes

towards the Copper-end is usually observed at very high rolling reductions (∼ 90%),

at which the material enters into a higher state of stress. The calculation of Leffers
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and Pedersen [20] is based on the assumption that cross-slip is “the” mechanism con-

tributing to the texture transition. The role of the operating stresses on activation of

cross-slip was not addressed.

In summary, cross-slip theory seems to be partly correct when applied to poly-

crystalline deformation, particularly, in explaining the texture transition, but should

not be considered as a singular theory due to the aforementioned discrepancies.

2.3.2 Twinning Theory

The uncertainty involving the exact influence of SFE on deformation mechanism(s)

to explain the transition of texture in FCC metals and alloys was further addressed in

a parallel texture theory, initially proposed by Wassermann [12]. As hypothesized by

Wassermann the stable orientation {112}〈111〉 will rotate to {552}〈115〉 orientation

(Twin Copper, TC) by mechanical twinning, which will further rotate to {110}〈001〉
by normal slip. This orientation is metastable and eventually rotates to {110}〈112〉
stable orientation.

The twinning theory is based on the relative ease of activation of twin systems

({111}〈112〉) in FCC metals and alloys, in orientations close to the C component

{112}〈111〉. Wassermann’s theory is best described on orientations close to the C

component and for alloys with low SFE. Hirsch and Lücke [24] studied various Cu-Zn

alloys and explained the formation of B component using their estimated ODFs from

X-ray measurements. Like Wassermann, Hirsch and Lücke attributed the texture

transition to deformation twinning. The sequence of the texture transition can be

best described using the τ−fibre, ([110] parallel to TD) in the Euler Space. Figure

2.5 shows most of the ideal texture components on φ2=45◦ section. The section

is extended more than 90◦ in the Φ direction to show the position of the twin C

component, TC, from an ideal C component at (φ1=90, Φ=35.26, φ2=45), which can
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be brought back inside the (90× 90× 90) Euler Space by a diad operator about 〈111〉
crystal axis, to (φ1=90, Φ=74.74, φ2=45) position.

Figure 2.5: φ2 = 45◦ section in Euler Space.

Subsequent deformation by normal slipping causes TC to rotate to G and B posi-

tions. The acceptance of twinning theory as a texture transitional theory to explain

the dominant B texture in low SFE metals relies on the volume effect of deformation

twinning. Microscopic studies on a number of rolled brass samples have suggested a

twin volume fraction of 2% at 40% reduction [25,26]. This fraction is certainly insuf-

ficient to have a decisive bulk effect on texture. In contrary, high volume fraction of

twins are observed at moderate reduction in rolled single crystals [27]. However the

observation of small amounts of twins in polycrystals cannot be ignored as there exist
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a grain size dependency on twin frequency and volume fraction [28]: the fraction is

larger in coarse grains than in fine grains.

Leffers proposed an alternative model to describe the evolution of brass rolling

texture [29]. Two experimental observations in FCC materials developing brass-type

texture were summarized by Leffers:

(a) Lamellae of deformation twins (which normally agglomerate as “bundles” of

twin and matrix) are formed at moderate reductions.

(b) Predominant shear banding at higher reductions ( 70% - 90%).

In case (a), 50% of the grains would have twin lamellae that would result in a single

planar slip (slip parallel to twin lamellae, which is also the common {111} twin plane)

inside the twinned grains. The other 50% of the grains, free of twins, would activate

multiple slips to match the overall strain compatibility. In case (b), with increasing

reduction the grains with their {111} planes approximately parallel to the rolling plane

have a dense population of twins, which makes homogeneous deformation impossible,

leading to inhomogeneous deformation in the form of shear bands. The role of the

shear bands on texture will be reviewed in a later section.

One problem with Leffers’ model [29] is that it does not consider the level of

strain at which one mechanism takes over from the other. In the literature there

has been considerable disagreement and confusion on the subject of the beginning

of B texture in brass type materials. In order that twinning be considered as the

deformation mechanism which causes the texture transition to Brass-type, a concrete

evidence of strain parity between the appearance of deformation twins and texture

transition has to be established. Kallend and Davies [30], Hirsch and Lücke [24], and

Singh et al. [31], reported that up to a moderate rolling reduction ( 50%, ε ∼ 0.7),

texture development in brass is strikingly similar to that in Cu, and attributed to
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the mechanism of dislocation planar glides. However, Leffers [29] disagreed with

the interpretation of {111} pole figures reported in Kallend and Davies [30], and

suggested the use of {200} pole figures to discern any difference in the pole intensities

of rolled Cu and Brass-type materials. Using ODFs Tobisch and Mucklich [32] needed

a reduction of 70% in 73/27 brass to change the texture from Copper-type to Brass-

type. It is noteworthy to mention that all the authors in [24, 30–32] used ODFs to

track the development of texture in brass alloy but their results vary in estimating

the strain at which the C component degrades to give B component. In another plane

strain compression study of 70/30 brass El-Danaf et al. [33] reported the initiation

of deformation twins at strain levels as low as ε = 0.08, equivalent to a thickness

reduction of ∼ 8%. El-Danaf et al. agreed with Leffers [29] modified twinning theory

in explaining the relative sharp development of the B component in 70/30 brass, as

opposed to the results from Cu. It should be stated that the texture transition in low

SFE metals is not so straightforward mainly because of the complexities involved in

selecting proper deformation modes in the presence of twins. The stability of the C

orientation with reference to the local deformation mechanism(s) will be reassessed

in a later section of this chapter. Apart from the average texture transition from C

to B component many minor components are observed (located on the γ-fibre, Figure

2.5) during the transient [24]. All the components on the γ-fibre are presumed to be

unstable orientations and eventually disappear without forming any distinct texture

peaks. The appearance of these components are attributed to the formation of shear

bands.

2.3.3 Role of Shear-Bands

Deformation of metals and alloys are highly localized though their structure evolves

homogeneously in a global sense. The localization is mainly attributed to the in-
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tricate local interactions of various deformation mechanisms enforced to match the

external strain continuity. In multiaxial stress or strain experiments an assumption

of uniform dislocation gliding on active slip planes is valid. However after a finite

deformation the dislocations rearrange into more non-uniform structures in the forms

of microbands(MB) and shear bands(SB). In contrast to MBs, SBs tend to create new

orientations inside the regions of the bands and change the local textures. The role

of deformation banding on microstructure and texture has been extensively reported

in the literature. The microstructural aspect of deformation banding will be covered

in a later section while this section deals with the role of SBs on deformation texture

during rolling or channel compression.

Typically the SBs initiate as micro-SBs inside grains of specific orientations at

modest reductions of 30-40% and link up to form Macro-SBs (MSB) traversing a

few grains at high reductions. Geometrically, MSBs are identified as bands of a few

hundred micrometers wide inclined at an angle, β ∼ 35◦, to the rolling plane and

parallel to TD. Various other values of β in the range of 20 − 40◦ have been re-

ported, while β = 35◦ is commonly observed. Appearance of SBs in the deformed

structure as a result of slip inhibition on the available octahedral slip planes, leads

to a highly unstable structure where severe macroscopic shearing on the SB plane

in the direction of the bands occurs. Thus the SBs grow in their longitudinal direc-

tion and are termed as active SBs until they cease to operate. Wagner et al. [34]

measured a strong shear strain, γSB = 3.7, across the bands by putting a scratch on

the longitudinal face of a {112}〈111〉 Al-8%Cu specimen reduced to 80%. Thus SBs

illustrate a highly inhomogeneous macroscopic shearing process. The propagation of

SBs across grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials to form MSBs is a different

subject of its own character which will not be dealt in this thesis. This part of the

review will rather address the influence of SBs on microscopic orientation changes in

regions inside and outside of the bands from a crystallographic point of view. The
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disagreement on whether there is any crystallographic relationship on the formation

of SBs is widespread in literature. However, single crystal experiments reveal a strong

tendency of SB formation in orientations close to the C orientation, {112}〈111〉.

Two types of SBs are distinguishable: copper-type SBs are formed in metals with

high and medium SFE, and Brass-type SBs are formed in low SFE metals and alloys.

Another distinction has to be made in metals where copper-type SBs are expected

to appear in the deformed structure. Metals with high SFE like Al, when deformed

at room or elevated temperatures do not tend to form any SBs. Nevertheless, their

tendency to form SBs at high reductions (in excess of 95%) cannot be overlooked.

Although copper-type SB formation is an important deformation mechanism its con-

tribution to global texture evolution is minimal as they only constitute less than 5%

of the deformation structure. For this reason deformation textures in Cu and Al

are similar except in Al the texture is somewhat sharper. However the appearance

of high angle boundaries in between the bands and their orientation relationship to

the matrix should be studied carefully. One reason for this is that, high angle mobile

boundaries between the matrix and bands can grow and influence the recrystallization

texture.

The C orientation, (112)[111̄], is a typical orientation which favors the SB for-

mation. It is a non-symmetrical orientation where the {111} slip planes are non-

symmetrically inclined to the RD. Under Tucker’s biaxial state of stress for rolling,

or Taylor’s plane strain condition two pairs of slip systems are activated at the be-

ginning of deformation; namely a coplanar pair(CP): (111)[1̄01] + (111)[01̄1] and a

co-directional pair(CD): (1̄11)[110] + (11̄1)[110]. Initially the CP system is inclined

at an angle +19.4◦ to RD, as shown schematically in Figure 2.6. Equal amount of

dislocation gliding on these two active slip system pairs keeps the C orientation sta-

ble, alongwith a development of a macroscopic shear strain (γ
XZ

) in RD. However as

pointed out by Wagner et al. [34], up to a reduction of 30% in Cu, Al and Cu-8%Al
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of the Shear Band (SB) geometry on longitudinal
section, showing the ∼ 20◦ and ∼ 35◦ Shear Plane, {111}, in Copper and Goss
orientations, respectively. Horizontal direction is RD, vertical direction is ND.

the suppression of (γ
XZ

) shear will continually rotate C towards D which is achieved

by preferential activation of the CD pair over the CP pair. If both the slip pairs oper-

ate in succession, the activation of CD systems will rotate the starting C orientation

in an opposite direction to that by the CP systems. At the D position the CP slip

trace is rotated by a magnitude of +8◦ about TD to an inclination of +27.4◦ to RD.

For the D orientation the Schmid factor values of CP systems exceed that of the CD

systems and thus activation of CP systems will rotate the D orientation back to the C

orientation. At this value of reduction Wagner et al. [34] proposed the initial appear-

ance of SBs on the CP slip plane. With further reduction both positive and negative

rotations about TD will operate inside the bands to cause orientation scattering. A

+35◦ TD rotation will result in a (001)[110] orientation, while a −55◦ TD rotation

will give (110)[001], G orientation. The presence of both these texture components

along with an intermediary position close to (111)[112] orientation, −20◦ TD, have

been reported in the literature. The mechanism of formation of these orientations

inside the narrow bands are largely unknown, as crystallographically large amounts

of shear is required to explain the −55◦ TD rotation from C to G.

While the above observations of shear banding have been reported in the literature

the mechanism of the formation of the SBs is less clear. Based on rolling experiments
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in C and G oriented single crystals of high purity Al, pre-twinned Cu and Al-3%Mg,

Morii et al. [35] reported the role of lamellar dislocation structures on the formation

of SBs. It is believed that the microbands(MB) act as a precursor to the nucleation

of SBs. The crystallographic relationship of MBs with the matrix is well understood

as they tend to form on the {111} slip planes. Typically at a true strain of ∼ 0.5,

MBs appear in a background of diffused dislocation structure. With increasing strain

the MBs combine as clusters and later will rotate and fragment to form SBs [36].

This proposition is based on the fact that the slip partition is biased towards higher

activation of CP systems. So if CP systems act as more favored slip systems (before

the nucleation of SBs) in the C orientation then that would rotate the CP slip plane

towards the compression plane, thereby decreasing the inclination angle (β) continu-

ally from a starting value of 19.4◦ for C orientation. In contrary for most cases, SBs

are inclined at an angle (β ∼ 35◦) to the compression plane and tend to rotate in the

opposite direction about TD. However, the observation of SBs in microstructure con-

taining layered structures (such as mechanical twin lamellae and elongated dislocation

walls) and in the presence of solute atoms gives a fair indication of the“absence” of

some thermally activated process to rearrange the dislocation structures into a mini-

mum energy state, for example the process of dynamic recovery. The absence of SBs

in {112}〈111〉 oriented high purity Al crystals rolled at room temperature can be

mainly attributed to the absence of elongated dislocation structures, as Al tends to

form equiaxed cell structures at higher homologous temperatures (T/Tm) when com-

pared with room temperature deformation of pure Cu. Paul et al. [37] reported the

occurrence of two nearly symmetrical SBs in a {112}〈111〉 oriented high purity Al sin-

gle crystal channel compressed at 77K and observed orientation scattering commonly

found inside copper-type SBs, e.g. {001}〈110〉, {110}〈001〉 and {110}〈001〉.

In their study on polycrystalline Al-4.8wt%Mg, Korbel et al. [38] proposed that

the formation of SBs arise due to local microstructural instability and they appear
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to represent volumes in which dynamic recovery and local accelerated strain occur

simultaneously. Thus they suggested SBs in deformed microstructures can appear

without the necessary requirement for the presence of lamellar dislocation structures

as earlier proposed by Morii et al. [35]. A severe contradiction is apparent in explain-

ing the deformation structure in a very similar Al-Mg alloy which was studied by both

the groups; except the fact that Korbel et al. [38] studied a polycrystalline sample

of average grain size ∼ 50µm, and Morii et al. [35] studied a {112}〈111〉 oriented

single crystal. Morii et al. suggested the suppression of dynamic recovery due to

pinning of dislocations at Mg-solute atoms and resulting in a non-cellular structure

as otherwise found in pure Al. Korbel et al. [38] suggested breaking away of the

pinned dislocations at some nucleating points to multiply and move cooperatively to

form a dynamically recovered (softened) material state. However, the authors did not

provide any explanation on the formation of high angle boundaries seen inside the

bands of unidirectional avalanche slip.

Alternatively, SB formation during rolling has been modeled by various authors

[39–41] using a Taylor-type hardening equation for the macroscopic plastic instability

condition

dσ

dε
≤ 0 (2.1)

where dσ and dε are the macroscopic stress and strain increment, respectively, to-

gether define the work conjugate of the system. Taylor type work hardening is as-

sumed as

σ = Mτc(Γ) (2.2)

where τc is the shear resistance of an active slip system (assumed constant for all the

slip systems active simultaneously) which is a function of the total amount of shearing

(Γ) at any given applied strain. M is the Taylor factor defined as dΓ/dε. Solving
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equations 2.1 and 2.2, the macroscopic work hardening behavior can be written as

dσ

dε
= τc

dM

dε
+ M2dτc

dΓ
(2.3)

Thus according to the geometrical approach the evolution of the structure largely

depends on two competing parameters : work hardening dτc/dΓ and the texture soft-

ening (or hardening), dM/dε. It is realized that the above relationship gives the

tendency of orientations to form SBs from purely a textural softening consideration

to overcome the positive work hardening of metals. With increasing deformation

(Stage III or IV) when dτc/dΓ decreases close to zero, SBs appear in orientations in

which the Taylor factor decreases sharply. As shown in Figure 2.7, under the full

constraint (FC) condition, the C orientation (at Φ = 35.25◦) possesses the highest

Taylor factor, M = 3.674, and it quickly falls as the orientation is changed along

the τ -fibre. The observation of SBs in C orientation of most metals supports the

texture softening hypothesis but more microstructural explanations are required to

understand the absence of SBs in the C orientation of high SFE metals, e.g. Al.

As proposed by Dillamore et al. [39] and Van Houtte et al. [40], once the SBs are

formed the applied strain becomes more localized inside the SBs and further deforma-

tion causes severe shearing on the SB plane and along the SB direction, leaving the

texture of the materials outside of the SBs unchanged. It is also realized that local

strain compatibility across the SB and matrix will greatly influence the texture of the

matrix adjacent to the SB. A schematic of the SB rotation (∆β) towards the com-

pression plane is shown in Figure 2.8. The appearance of any non-crystallographic

angle of shear (β) can only be explained by a rigid body rotation which is caused by

the build up of reaction stresses (τ
SB

) from the roll contacts or channel tool contacts.

Though the over simplified textural softening model predicts the SB angles (β ∼ 35◦)

close to experimental observations, it does not give any necessary microstructural
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Figure 2.7: Taylor factor calculated for the orientations on τ -fibre based on the full
constraint (FC) model

τSB τSB

τSB τSB

∆β

ND

RD

Figure 2.8: Rigid body rotation of a Macro- Shear Band (MSB) due to the action of
reaction stress, τ

SB
, from tool contacts.

explanation for the textural changes inside the SBs as it treats the SB independent of

the matrix. In order to account for the observation of both large (+)TD and (-)TD

rotations inside the SB forming {112}〈111〉 orientations, Wagner et al. [34] proposed

that the SBs consist of a group of narrowly spaced microscopic shear bands which are
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acted upon by alternating shear stresses +τ
SB

and −τ
SB

, resulting in opposite shears

+/− γ
SB

in the SB coordinate. Though the enhanced postulations on the formation

of SBs due to Wagner et al. requires a less severe strain compatibility across the

matrix/SB interface as opposed to a situation where a single MSB is operating, it

still needs to provide an explanation for the activation of a different set of slip systems

inside the individual micro-SBs. As the textural softening theories are based on the

reaction stresses from the tool contacts, it is necessary to understand the feasibilities

of the formation of SBs in polycrystalline samples where an internal grain is inter-

acting with its adjacent neighbors and thus experiencing variable reaction stresses.

The SB forming tendency of a C oriented grain in a polycrystalline sample is of par-

ticular interest, as in an interacting environment the texture softening part (dM/dε̄)

decreases at a slower rate compared with a single crystal test. Again, the definition

of the Taylor factor in a polycrystal situation must be changed to a local microme-

chanical Taylor factor. Precise experiments having C orientation surrounded by other

known orientations under PSC test can reveal its local tendency to form SBs.

In the literature the formation of Brass-type shear bands during rolling of alloys

of low SFE metals has been documented by various authors [24,42–48]. In an earlier

section the role of twinning on global texture change in Brass-type materials was

discussed, while the role of SBs on deformation texture will be addressed in this

section. Though the characteristics of Brass-type SBs are not very different from their

copper type counterparts a regular distinction is made on the basis of the Brass-type

SBs propensity to form G orientations inside them. Also, the rotated Cb component

{001}〈110〉 as seen in the Copper-type SBs is usually absent here. The formation of

Brass-type SBs is inherently complicated due to the presence of profuse deformation

twins which are formed on the CP slip systems at a strain of 0.1-0.16 [48] in high

purity silver. Twins forming on {111} planes of copper orientation are observed at

∼ 25 − 28◦ RD, thereby confirming twins are usually originated from an orientation
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close to Dillamore (D), {4 4 11}〈11 11 8̄〉. Thus the process of twinning starts after

the C orientation rotates to the Dillamore orientation [34,47,48], and it introduces a

small modification to the twinning theory of Wassermann [12]. With increasing strain

the matrix orientation quickly disappears and is replaced by a twinned orientation

until SBs start to appear. Usually the rate of disappearance of the matrix orientation

increases with lowering the SFE and working temperature. The presence of profuse

twin/matrix lamellae in the structure hinders any slip activity on the CD systems due

to reduced dislocation mean free path in directions away from the {111} twin plane.

This causes extensive slip on the CP systems parallel to the twin/matrix interface

and results in rotation of the {111} CP planes towards the compression plane to form

{111}〈uvw〉 type of texture. In an alternate explanation, Paul et al. [48] proposed

that due to the reaction stresses caused by the tool contacts, the twin planes undergo

a rigid body rotation towards the compression plane (more like the MSBs). Both

idealizations of the twinning plane rotation seem to be valid as slipping on CP systems

and shearing on twinning planes tend to reduce the angle of inclination of the {111}
plane to RD (β). In contrast, heavily deformed (> 90% reduction) samples of α-

brass typically contain orientations on α−fibre, concentrated mostly around B and G

components. Since {111}〈uvw〉 are considered as stable shear textures, the rotation

from {111}〈uvw〉 to B and G can be attributed to the formation of Brass-type SBs.

Paul et al. [45–48] observed MSBs forming as broad kink bands to twin/matrix

layers, inclined at ∼ 40 − 45◦ to the elongation direction, while Hirsch et al. [24]

reported an angle closer to 35◦ RD . It should be pointed out that Paul et al. channel

compressed cube shaped (10 × 10 × 10 mm3) C oriented samples, where ND-RD

macroscopic shear is permissible, and might have caused the formation of bands

which are uncharacteristic of the evolving microstructure2. All of the bands reported

2Deformation patterns are affected by the grain aspect ratio. An aspect ratio of RD:TD:ND =
2:1:0.5 was discussed by Kamijo et al. [49]
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by these authors run along the shorter diagonal of the sample after a certain amount of

γ
XZ

is allowed. However, Paul et al. [48] gave an explanation to distinguish the texture

evolution in regions inside and outside of the SBs. Twin/matrix planes inside the SBs

tend to align their common {111} planes with the macroscopic shear band plane and

in doing so they rotate to G orientation (rigid body rotation) with a 〈110〉-type

misorientation with the twinned matrix. This rotation is opposite to those observed

outside of the bands. At higher reductions the operation of one of the two co-planar

slip systems rotate G to a position close to B. This last step of rotation inside the

SBs caused by changing the slip system is primarily responsible for the development

of the B component in alloy type metals. Most of the experimental observations in

the literature are made on single crystals of C orientation in low SFE metals, while it

is essential to verify the single crystal texture theories in a polycrystalline continuum.

2.4 Polyslip Deformation in FCC Metals

Polyslip in crystal plasticity theory is the yielding mode where more than one slip sys-

tem are activated simultaneously. Typically this is a yielding condition best described

in multiaxial deformation of single crystals, e.g. channel compression (or rolling), and

is also valid for polycrystalline samples in every other plastic deformation mode. It

is only in single crystals whose orientations fall inside the standard stereographic

triangle, that the plastic deformation is initiated on a single slip system and plastic

deformation continues by single slip mode till other slip systems are activated in a

later stage of deformation. So for all practical purposes plastic deformation of metals

can be treated as a case of polyslip. The 12 slip systems of the FCC lattice are given

in Table 2.3. The slip system notation of Bishop and Hill [50] is used in this thesis.

The geometrical analysis of polyslip via yield surface construction in single crystal

orientations can be found in the classic paper by U.F. Kocks [51], which was later
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modified by Kocks et al. [52], in order to include the relaxed constraint models where

less than five slip systems are active. For the clarity of this thesis the yielding theory

due to Kocks and co-workers will be briefly summarized here. Based on the plastic

theory of Bishop and Hill, yielding in a single crystal orientation under a particular

stress state is geometrically represented by a yield surface, known as single crystal

yield surface (SCYS). The geometrical surface constructed in the stress space defined

by unit stresses along cubic lattice axes provides a basis of deriving which slip systems

are activated under any stress state. The selection procedure is based on finding which

combination of slip systems out of all the twelve possible slip systems (in FCC lattice)

can best achieve the applied strain increment, and in the stress space which particular

stress state activates this combination of slip systems.

Yielding on a particular slip system starts when the resolved shear stress reaches

a critical value, known as critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for that slip system.

This forms the basis of Schmid’s law of yielding and can be expressed as

ms
ijσij = τ s

c (2.4)

where σij is the stress tensor, and ms
ij is a geometrical factor defined as the dyadic

product of the slip system base vectors for a slip system ‘s’. If the active slip system

‘s’ is characterized by two unit vectors; one along the slip plane normal, nnns, and the

other along the slip direction, bbbs, then ms
ij is written as

ms
ij = (bbbs ·aaai)(nnn

s ·aaaj) (2.5)

where aaai=1,2,3 are three unit base vectors defining the applied stress tensor. In a

uniaxial tensile test ms
ij simply takes the form of a scalar, and is known as the

Schimd factor (m) for the slip system ‘s’. In the case of a multiaxial stress state, ms
ij
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takes up the same number of components3 as the stress vector, σij for which tensorial

transformations can be applied [51]. The use of the tensorial ms
ij is more appropriate

in describing the polyslip condition based on stress consideration. Assuming that

the hydrostatic stresses4 do not contribute to plastic deformation, equation (2.4) can

be interpreted as a criteria for the onset of plastic yielding on a slip system. The

remainder of the slip systems which are inactive require equation (2.4) to become an

inequality (as no slip system can be stressed beyond τ s
c [51])

ms
ijσij ≤ τ s

c (2.6)

In the aforementioned multidimensional stress space (either 5 or 6 components)

equation (2.4) describes planes (also read as s-planes) whose intercepts on the chosen

stress axes are the reciprocals of ms
ij. This hypothetical convex surface bounded by the

s-planes is known as the SCYS. Considering 12 slip systems in FCC crystals a total of

24 s-planes can be imagined for both positive and negative slips. The perpendicular

distance from the stress origin onto any s-plane defines the shear strength of the

plane (τ s
c ) and the normal direction to the s-plane characterizes the strain increment

direction (dεij).

By multiplying with the shear magnitude5, dγs, on an active slip system to both

sides of the equation (2.4), one can obtain the work conjugate of dσij

1

2
(ms

ij + ms
ji)δγ

s =
τ s
c δγs

dσij

= dεij (2.7)

3The stress tensor is either defined in a full 6 component form or a reduced 5 component form
where only the deviatoric stresses are considered, for details on vectorization of stress tensor, strain
tensor and ms

ij see ref. [52].
4Hydrostatic stresses are believed to change the dislocation core structure and contribute to τs

c

through Peierls stress.
5for example δγs = 2.|dεs

ij |, for i 6= j, |dεs
ij | is the symmetric part of the shear strain calculated

from slip on ‘s’
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If a vectorization scheme for all three tensorial terms dεij, σij and ms
ij is used [52],

equations (2.6) and (2.7) can be rewritten as

ms
vσv ≤ τ s

c (2.8)

dεv = ms
vδγ

s (2.9)

Equivalently Kocks et al. [52] introduced the concept of “yield vectors” and equa-

tion (2.9) can be written in “stress vector” form as

σv = Mvτ
s
c (2.10)

where Mv is the yield vector. Using equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) the yielding

criteria can be modified to

Mvm
s
v ≤ 1 (2.11)

2.4.1 Yield Surface Analysis, p = 5

In the above equation(2.11) the equality defines the yield surface bounded by the

“yield vectors”, Mv, and the inequality holds for the inactive slip systems. Mv cannot

exceed the yield surface and is defined as the stress vector normalized with the CRSS,

τ s
c . In a generalized sense, pMv, is used where ‘p’ represents the number of slip systems.

Following the Von Mises yield criteria as applied to polycrystals one tries to find out

which five “independent” slip systems in a single crystal orientation will be activated

by “any” stress vector defined in terms of the five deviatoric stress components.

Pentaslip yield vectors, 5Mv, are the ones for which five independent slip systems

(p = 5) are activated and refer to the special stress vectors pointing to the corners

of the SCYS. The requirement of p = 5 has been the case of analysis in the classical
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theories of Taylor [53], and Bishop and Hill [3].

Bishop and Hill derived all the 28 special pentaslip yield vectors. While the

problem of satisfying yield criteria was not tackled in Taylor’s original analysis [53],

Chin and Mammel [54] showed that the yield criteria is implicit in Taylor’s hypothesis.

Alternatively a method of selection of slip system combination which meets the yield

criterion was provided by Bishop and Hill [3] for FCC crystals. Considering Taylor’s

case where all the five components of the plastic strain is prescribed Bishop and Hill

showed that amongst all the pentaslip slip vectors (5Mv), the real active set(Mv) from

all 28 corners, is the one which maximizes the work (upper bound). The hypothesis

can be expressed as

(Mv − 5Mv)dεv ≥ 0 (2.12)

In polycrystalline deformation or channel constrained single crystal tests the re-

quirement of p = 5 at crystal level is unnecessarily valid. The condition of p = 5 is

the basis of Full Constraint (FC) Taylor models, while p < 5 forms the basis of all

relaxed constraint (RC) models. Taylor based models are briefly reviewed in § 2.7.1.

Geometrically the yield condition with less than five active slip systems led to the

subject of yield sub-surfaces which is described below. The theoretical description is

particularly crucial in the context of this thesis as grain interactions may lead to less

than five active slip systems.

2.4.2 Yield sub-Surface Analysis, p < 5

Honneff and Mecking [55] were the first to propose that the pentaslip condition in a

constrained flow situation is not always valid throughout the entire course of defor-

mation. Rather the authors provided a theoretical interpretation of an effective stress
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as a resultant of the applied stress and the reaction stress. Thus according to Hon-

neff and Mecking’s interpretation, deformation in single crystals start by a single slip

mode (which can be calculated by assuming a principal stress direction along ND),

but with reaction stresses building up due to the constraint from the channel wall,

the effective stress will rotate in the stress space. When the effective stress vector

rotates sufficiently it will meet a corner of the SCYS, thereby activating a second slip

system. With further reduction another effective stress will result due to shearing

on the earlier two slip systems and the stress vector will rotate again to meet with a

corner where three slip systems are simultaneously active. Thus the strain require-

ment will be met with gradual activation of new slip systems. Kocks and Canova [56]

generalized the argument which was only applied to flat grains after large deforma-

tion (> 90% reduction), and provided three compatibility and two complementary

equilibrium conditions.

The Bishop-Hill analysis was enhanced by Kocks and Chandra [57], who subdi-

vided the SCYS by making some of the stress components equal to zero. The surface

constructed in the reduced stress space is called the yield sub-surface. The dimension

of the yield sub-surface is equal to the number of non-zero stress components. There

are two practical cases worth mentioning with regard to the stress components which

might be zero. The first case is applied to single crystals deforming inside channels

(Figure 2.9), and the second case being Kocks and Canova’s [56] analogy of flat grains

in polycrystals (Figure 2.10).

The Taylor model and its various modifications have been succinctly reviewed by

Hirsch and Lücke [58], Van Houtte [59], and Aernoudt et al. [60]. Typically it is con-

sidered that Taylor’s strain approximation is a better assumption compared to Sachs

stress assumption. It is only due to the fact that strain compatibility across the grain

boundaries is a stricter requirement compared to stress equilibrium in polycrystal

deformation as the intragranular stresses across the grain boundaries are usually of
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RD(X)

TD(Y)

ND(Z)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Single crystal shape changes during channel compression. In (a) ε
ZX

is
relaxed which results σ

ZX
= 0; while in (b) ε

Y X
is relaxed which will result in σ

Y X
= 0.

Both the relaxed constraint situations considered independently in (a) and (b) is a p
= 4 yielding criterion requiring operation of four slip systems.

elastic in nature arising due to various dislocation structures inside the grains. Hence

a true stress equilibrium never exists in between grains. As argued by Kocks [56]

instead of using the Sachs model, the Taylor model or its modified variants should be

treated as the basic starting point for deformation modeling of polycrystals. In Table

2.2, the various components of strain and stresses are listed. In the spirit of the Tay-

lor model, the prescribed component only refers to the number of strain components

prescribed at the grain level. When all the five independent components of strain are

prescribed the model is called FC model and hence p = 5. In a rolling experiment, or

more so in a channel die compression experiment, some or all of the shear components

are allowed to occur. Hence the total number of constraint is p < 5, and these types
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RD(X)

TD(Y)

ND(Z)

A

B

COMPATIBILITY:

dεXX = −dεZZ , dεY Y =0,

dεY Z =0 /or/ dεXY =0

EQUILIBRIUM:

σXY = 0, σZX = 0

Figure 2.10: Mixed boundary conditions in terms of compatibilty and equilibrium in
flat grains during rolling. A case of p = 3 yielding criterion requiring three active slip
systems.

Table 2.2: Possible grain level symmetric strain and symmetric stress components
during rolling or plane strain compression; X=RD, Y=TD, Z=ND

Number of
prescribed comps.

(p)

Prescribed strain
comps.

Non-prescribed
strain comps.

Prescribed stress
comps.

Non-prescribed
stress comps.

5
ε

XX
=-ε

ZZ
, ε

Y Y
=0,

- -
σ

Y Y
, σ

ZZ

ε
Y Z

=ε
ZX

=ε
XY

=0 σ
Y Z

, σ
ZX

, σ
XY

4
ε

XX
=-ε

ZZ
,ε

Y Y
=0

ε
XY

σ
XY

=0
σ

Y Y
, σ

ZZ

ε
Y Z

=ε
ZX

=0 σ
Y Z

, σ
ZX

4
ε

XX
=-ε

ZZ
,ε

Y Y
=0

ε
ZX

σ
ZX

=0
σ

Y Y
, σ

ZZ

ε
XY

=ε
Y Z

=0 σ
XY

, σ
Y Z

3
ε

XX
=-ε

ZZ
,ε

Y Y
=0

ε
XY

, ε
ZX

σ
XY

=σ
ZX

=0
σ

Y Y
, σ

ZZ

ε
Y Z

=0 σ
Y Z

2 ε
XX

=-ε
ZZ

, ε
Y Y

=0 ε
Y Z

, ε
ZX

,ε
XY

σ
Y Z

=σ
ZX

=
σ

Y Y
, σ

ZZ
=σ

XY
= 0

0 -
ε

XX
,ε

ZZ
σ

Y Y
=-σ

ZZ -
ε

Y Z
,ε

ZX
,ε

XY
σ

Y Z
=σ

ZX
=σ

XY
=0

of models form the basis of RC models [55,57]. When the number of prescribed strain

components is less than five, the remainder of the components are prescribed in terms

of stresses in order to make a total of five prescriptions. Hence for the RC models the

yield surface for a given orientation is (5 − p) dimensional with stress axes defined

along each of the non-prescribed stress components, also known as yield sub-surfaces.
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Kocks and Canova [56] suggested a few points to determine how many slip sys-

tems would be activated in polycrystals based on grain shapes. In case of rolling

or compression tests when the grains become exceedingly flat on compression plane

at high reductions, compatibility between two grains across the “large” boundaries

(perpendicular to ND) is of relative importance hence the number of constraints can

be reduced from five to three. Most of the grains therefore deform by three slip sys-

tems while five slip systems can still be active at the grain triple points, and p = 5

is limited to a minor fraction of the total volume. In case of equiaxed grains the

grain interior will predominantly have two active slip system while near the grain

boundary region there can be three, four or even five slip systems active, depending

on boundary topology. The complicated nature of slip distribution, particularly in

polycrystals, has prevented the formulation of a sound model, to fully capture the

evolution of deformation texture which is largely dependent on the type of slip modes

at the grain level. Yet, the degree of success that various models claim should be

judged by how realistic assumptions are made with regard to strain and how much

structural variation they include. Ideally, the assumptions must consider the sym-

metry of deformation tests, grain size and topology of grains and spatial distribution

of orientations apart from the inclusion of overall texture distribution. These models

will be reviewed in § 2.7 preceded by a brief review on the deformed microstructure in

§ 2.6. Before these two sections are presented, notable experimental works available

in the literature with regard to deformation texture in FCC metals will be reviewed.

2.5 Experimental Deformation Texture Evolution

A brief theoretical description of rolling texture components in polycrystalline FCC

metals and alloys was provided in § 2.2. The gradual appearance or disappearance of

these components forms the basis of texture studies in metals. This section provides
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a review on the available experimental studies on the role of grain interaction on

deformation texture preceded by a brief section on single crystal deformation in either

rolling or PSC in FCC metals of high or medium SFE.

2.5.1 Single Crystal Channel Compression

Comprehension of the heterogeneous structure and texture of deformed polycrystals

can only be further augmented on the basis of the knowledge gained from single

crystal deformation experiments. Crystals of representative orientations should be

deformed under polyslip conditions. Plane strain compression tests are used to fulfill

these requirements. In this context, deformation of four ideal rolling orientations in

FCC metals and alloys will be reviewed. Stability of these ideal orientations forms the

foundation of the current thesis which will be compared with the stability of the same

orientations when deformed in the presence of another orientation. The considered

orientations are Cb, G, B and C.

To a good approximation the active slip systems in rolling / PSC of FCC crystals

can be calculated using the maximum work theory of Bishop and Hill, and prescribed

strain due to Taylor. Two such calculations can be found in the independent works

of Hosford [61], and Chin et al. [62]. Ideally the active set of slip system combination

is the search amongst all the 28 stress states which maximizes the work when a

given strain is prescribed, and is referred to as Taylor-Bishop-Hill (TBH) theory. For

symmetric orientations a TBH based calculation gives multiple stress state solutions.

For example, an ideally oriented Cb crystal under FC gives four state of stresses(+1,-

2,+7,+8). The 28 unique stress states are described in the original paper by Bishop

and Hill [50]. Usually the active slip system set is selected as the ones common to all

of the calculated stress states. While one usually obtains less than five slip systems

(even though any particular stress state activates either six or eight slip systems) for
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the symmetric orientations, either under FC or RC, the solution is always in excess

of the requirement of five slip systems for a non-symmetric orientation (as typically

there would be only one stress state solution).

As discussed earlier the five component deviatoric stress (or strain) can be pre-

sented in a vector form. Following Lequeu et al. [63]:

σv =

(
σ

Y Y
− σ

XX√
2

,

√
3√
2
σ

ZZ
,
√

2σ
Y Z

,
√

2σ
ZX

,
√

2σ
XY

)
(2.13)

Similar expression for strain dεv can be written as long as it remains a work conjugate

of σv, as also for the generalized Schmid factor mv. Using a normality principle of

plastic yielding the maximum work principle can be written as

mv · dεv = MAX (2.14)

Hence, the slip system which maximizes the left hand side of equation (2.14) is the

one active. Normally the strain increment vector dεv is unknown a priori, but for

this purpose the external strain can be approximated (Figure 2.11). Applying the

vectorization of strain in FC (case (i) in Table 2.2), the prescribed strain can be

written as

dεv ≈ dE =

(
dε√
2
,−
√

3√
2
ε, 0, 0, 0

)
(2.15)

From equation (2.14) the active slip system (s) is the one which maximizes,

−ms
1

1√
2
−ms

2

√
3√
2

(2.16)

where

ms
1 =

1√
2

(
ms

Y Y
−ms

XX

)
,ms

2 =

√
3√
2
ms

ZZ
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dE

mv

dσv

dεvdγ1

dγ2

Figure 2.11: Schematic showing of an acting stress state (dσv) causing polyslip. Im-
posed strain is along dE, strain vector is dεv and slip vector is mv. Active slip system
set is the one for which (mv · dεv) is maximum.

Thus the expression (2.16) is equivalent of maximizing the following

1

2

(
bs

X
·n

X

s − bs
Z
·n

Z

s
)

(2.17)

The above expression is equivalent of finding the slip system based on Tucker’s biax-

ial state of stress condition applicable to rolling type of deformation, where a tensile

stress acts along X(RD) and a compressive stress acts along Z(ND) is assumed. Equa-

tion (2.17) is equivalent to the Schmid factor, which can be evaluated for all twelve

slip systems of the FCC lattice. Table 2.3 provides such a calculation for the four

chosen orientations of interest. The Schmid factor values underlined represent the

active slip systems under FC mode of deformation.

Based on the TBH theory the calculated active slip systems, Taylor factor (ratio

of sum of shears on active slip planes to applied strain), and strain components for

the shape change per unit simple shear on an active slip system (under FC) are listed

in Table 2.4. Comparing both of the tables (2.3 and 2.4) it can be seen that the

active slip system set matches well with each of the calculations, except for the B
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Table 2.3: Schmid factor for Cb, G, B and C orientations

slip slip slip Cb G B C
plane direction system (001) [100] (110) [001] (011) [21̄1] (112) [1̄1̄1]
ns bs notation 1

2

(
bs

X
ns

X
− bs

Z
ns

Z

)
1
2

(
bs

X
ns

X
− bs

Z
ns

Z

)
1
2

(
bs

X
ns

X
− bs

Z
ns

Z

)
1
2

(
bs

X
ns

X
− bs

Z
ns

Z

)

(111) [011̄] a1 .2041 -.4082 -.1361 -.2722
(111) [1̄01] a2 -.4082 .4082 -.2722 .2722
(111) [11̄0] a3 .2041 0 .4082 0
(1̄1̄1) [01̄1̄] b1 .2041 -.4082 0 0
(1̄1̄1) [101] b2 -.4082 .4082 0 0
(1̄1̄1) [1̄10] b3 .2041 0 0 0
(1̄11) [011̄] c1 -.2041 .2041 -.1361 -.068
(1̄11) [101] c2 -.4082 .2041 -.4082 .2041
(1̄11) [1̄1̄0] c3 .2041 0 .2722 -.2722
(11̄1) [01̄1̄] d1 .2041 -.2041 0 -.2041
(11̄1) [1̄01] d2 -.4082 .2041 -.1361 -.068
(11̄1) [110] d3 .2041 0 .1361 .2722

orientation, in which the TBH theory results in four active slip systems (two pairs of

collinear systems). For the B orientation the internal work can be further minimized

by taking just one slip system from each of the pairs. The slip geometries in each of

the orientations under FC are shown in Figure 2.12.

Table 2.4: Active slip systems under FC PSC deformation in the single crystals and
respective shear components per unit applied strain.

Orientation Euler angles Active slip systems Taylor factor Shear components
φ1 Φ φ2 under FC M=Σs

dγs

dε ε
XY

ε
ZX

ε
Y Z

Cb 0 0 0 −a2 −b2 −c2 −d2 2.45 0 0 0

G 90 90 45 −a1 a2 −b1 b2 2.45 0 0 0

B 35.26 45 0 a3 −c2 (b2− b3) 2.45 (3.27) .289 0 0

C 90 35.26 45 a1 −a2 c3 −d3 3.67 0 -.481 0

2.5.1.1 Cb Orientation: {001}〈100〉

The formation of Cb texture in rolled FCC metals by recrystallization is of significant

scientific and technological importance. It is therefore also necessary to understand

how the Cb texture is destroyed during deformation. There has been much research on
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[11̄0] TD
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[1̄1̄0]
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11
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(11̄1)

[001] RD
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Figure 2.12: Schematic showing of active slip systems in (a) (001)[100] Cube, (b)
(110)[001] Goss, (c) (011)[21̄1] Brass and (d)(112)[1̄1̄1] Copper orientations under
Taylor’s Full Constraint plane strain compression.
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the behavior of the Cb orientation under plane strain compression or rolling [64–73].

Of critical importance is its orientation stability and in-grain subdivision as char-

acterized by band-like deformed structures. Various models have been proposed to

explain the band-like structures in Cb oriented FCC crystals and most of them con-

tradict each other in terms of lattice rotations even in the simplest case of single

crystal deformation under rolling or PSC. Two conflicting models are worth noting.

Dillamore and Katoh [64] proposed a deformation banding model and showed orien-

tations near Cb in FCC metals will initially rotate about RD followed by large ND

rotations. Another deformation banding model due to Akef and Driver [66] showed

rapidly diverging rotations about TD, which was later supported by Wert et al [67],

Liu and Hansen [68], and Basson and Driver [70].

The difficulty in modeling the orientation change in Cb crystals can be attributed

to (i) high slip symmetry, i.e. intrinsic effect of orientation, and (ii) symmetry of the

applied deformation, i.e. extrinsic effect due to rolling or PSC. In a real polycrystalline

material the deformation behavior of a Cb oriented grain will mostly be dictated by

the asymmetric local strain tensor arising due to the constraints from neighboring

grains. In a recent paper Raabe et al. [72] used crystal plasticity finite element sim-

ulations to demonstrate how starting orientation spread and contact frictions affects

the amount of ND, RD, and TD rotation. From a theoretical consideration the effect

of the starting spread favors the activation of a particular pair of slip systems instead

of simultaneous activation of all four slip systems, Figure 2.12a, and hence induces

diverging in-grain rotations. Raabe et al. [72] showed that only rotations about ND

occur for conditions with low friction and no spread in the starting orientation, while

increasing the friction results in rotations about ND, RD and TD. In an inhomo-

geneous rolling experiment, Liu et al. [71] reported the effect of location dependent

shear (γ
RN

) on the cumulative TD rotations in increasing deformation, which can re-

sult in rotations greater than 25◦ about TD at 50% reduction. Liu et al. [71] explained
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the TD rotations in terms of the shear amplitude imbalance between the active slip

systems from a macroscopic strain prescription viewpoint, which is only crucial in

inhomogeneous rolling experiments. Though the severity of in-grain rotations in Cb

oriented single crystals in both rolling and PSC tests are well documented there has

been no experimental evidence of how a Cb orientation behaves when co-deformed

along with neighbors of specific orientation(s).

2.5.1.2 G Orientation: {110}〈001〉

In contrast to the Cb orientation, the G orientation is known to be stable under

PSC, i.e. the statistical average of the orientation spread remains at the original

position even after large reductions up to 95% (ε = 3.0) [74]. Using high resolu-

tion electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD), Ferry and Humphreys [74] reported

local cyclic orientation perturbations about ND in cold rolled G oriented Cu crys-

tals after a 75% reduction. Earlier Bauer et al. [75] reported orientation splitting to

two complementary B orientations after 90% reduction. Thus the results of Ferry

and Humphreys [74], and Bauer et al. [75] suggest that depending on the level of

reduction, the G orientation fragments along the α−fibre to form complementary

average orientations rotated about ND. The sensitivity of alternate rotation depends

on how much the starting orientation differs from the ideal G position and the ex-

act nature of the plane strain deformation. At a macroscopic sample scale it can be

viewed as G rotates alternatively about ND. As shown in Figure 2.12(b) a crystal

of {110}〈001〉 orientation in FC deformation mode will activate four equally stressed

slip systems, namely: −a1, a2,−b1 and b2. Under homogeneous straining conditions

if equal shearing on each slip system is assumed (i.e. no external shearing on the

sample is observed) the overall orientation will remain unchanged and the observed

orientation splitting cannot be addressed. Alternate ND rotations in adjacent cells

can be due to a direct result of a local phenomenon of shear imbalance between the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.13: Calculated lattice rotations for the G orientation based on an FC ap-
proximation presented on {111} stereographic pole figures, ε = 1.0. Slip amplitude
vector (dγγγ(s)) represents the magnitude of the slip amplitudes on the four active slip
systems {−a1, a2,−b1, b2}. Various combinations for a differential slip amplitudes
are applied, with a pair of slip systems shearing by 50% more than the other pair.
Alternating lattice rotations (a) about ND, (b) about TD.

(−a1, b2) and (a2,−b1) slip system pairs (Figure 2.13a), while shear imbalance on

the coplanar systems (−a1, a2) and (−b1, b2) can cause TD rotations (Figure 2.13b).

2.5.1.3 B Orientation: {110}〈112〉

The appearance of B ideal rolling texture component, particularly in low and medium

SFE metals has attracted some researchers to study the textural and microstructural

behavior of this orientation under PSC or rolling deformation. Room temperature

deformation results of channel compressed B oriented single crystals in Al [76,77] and

Cu [78] are available in the literature. It is widely believed that when B oriented

FCC crystals are deformed under PSC (either rolling or channel compression), the

orientation remains unchanged up to a very high reductions of 95% and the deformed

microstructure is very homogeneous [78]. TBH calculation under the FC assumption
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for a (011)[21̄1] oriented crystal gives a3 and −c2 active slip systems (after removing

a redundant slip pair). The slip geometry for (011)[21̄1] orientation is shown in

Figure 2.12(c). In the absence of any deformation faulting, equal activation of this

duplex pure slip would result in no net rotation. While, dissociation of primary

dislocations into partials and/or unequal partitioning of slips on the two slip systems

might cause some unstable rotations. The deformed microstructure in B orientation

is straight forward with the appearance of a cell block structure at low strains while

at high strains the cell blocks are less distinct with occasional appearance of strain

localization [77].

It is to be noted that in a B oriented crystal no more than two slip systems are

required to achieve the FC condition, while when the shape change is back calculated

from the allowed shearing on the activated slip planes a remarkable sample-scale

shear is found. ε
XY

of magnitude 0.289 is calculated per unit shear on each active

slip plane, while the other two shear components remain zero (Table 2.4). From a

theoretical standpoint the observation of ε
XY

shear has attracted many debates on

texture transition in FCC metals. In many polycrystalline computational modeling

attempts (to be discussed in § 2.7), relaxation of ε
XY

shear has been used to explain

the increased amount of B texture component in low or medium SFE metals.

2.5.1.4 C Orientation: {112}〈111〉

The presence of strong C texture component during rolling of high SFE FCC metals

has lead to the study of deformation behavior of C orientation in both metals and

alloys. Deformation studies on C oriented crystals in various alloys have mainly

been carried out in the past with the purpose of understanding the texture transition

between C to B components (§ 2.3.3). Both microstructural and textural studies of

C orientation are also available in the literature [34,76,79].
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Wagner et al. [34] reported a change of orientation from C to D in high purity Al

when cold rolled to 90% thickness reduction. No shear bands or microbands in Al

were reported unlike in the case of C oriented pure Cu crystals when rolled to 90%

by the same authors. Driver et al. [76] report appearance of shear bands in C orien-

tation in Al. It is possible that severe slip clustering on the coplanar planes might

have given an impression of the formation of microscopic shear bands. Godfrey et

al. [79] reported the details of the dislocation organizations in a channel compressed

C oriented Al crystal. Two types of dislocation organization were reported: (i) long

dislocation walls lying parallel to the active coplanar slip planes, and (ii) short inter-

connecting dislocation walls parallel to the trace of the two other codirectional slip

systems. Overall orientation rotation to D was also confirmed by these authors, with

an orientation spread mainly towards {001}〈110〉.

TBH calculation for the (112)[1̄1̄1] orientation under FC gives four active slip

systems namely: −a1, a2,−c3 and d3. The slip geometry for the orientation is shown

in Figure 2.12(d). Unlike the stable B orientation, plastic shearing in the C orientation

is more complicated due to the nature of the interaction of the active slip systems,

which result in a heterogeneous substructure. Again, a Taylor factor comparison

of the C orientation with B (Table 2.4) suggests that in a C orientation a higher

amount of plastic shearing is required to achieve the equivalent applied strain. So

microscopically more plastic work is demanded for the C orientation compared to

the B orientation, hence deformation of the C orientation is more susceptible to

the dislocation-dislocation interaction at a microscopic length scale. As shown by

previous authors [34, 76, 79], most of the plastic shearing occurs on the coplanar slip

systems (−a1, a2) in the C orientation, while the codirectional systems (−c3, d3) act

as compensating slip systems to carry out the overall plastic shearing. An explanation

for the observation of restricted shearing on the coplanar slip system has not been

given in the literature. A possible explanation is outlined on the basis of dislocation
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interaction in the following.

At the beginning of deformation the slip is partitioned in regions where ‘only’

coplanar or ‘only’ codirectional slips are active. At the boundary between these

regions, the two types of slips will interact. Interaction of the coplanar slip systems

with codirectional slip systems forms the strongest barriers of type Lomer-Cottrell

(LC) sessile junctions. Two such cases are elucidated below.

Interaction of -a1 and d3: Both the primary dislocations can dissociate to their

partials which is energetically favorable.

a

2
[01̄1](111) →

a

6
[12̄1] +

a

6
[1̄1̄2]

a

2
[110](11̄1) →

a

6
[121] +

a

6
[211̄]

The two active planes (111) and (11̄1) intersect along [1̄01] direction. When two

leading partials meet they unite as follows

a

6
[1̄1̄2] +

a

6
[211̄] =

a

6
[101]

Line a
2
[1̄01] and Burgers vector a

6
[101] are perpendicular to each other and lie in

plane (010), which is not a slip plane. Consequently the edge dislocation becomes

immobile. The formation of this type of lock at the boundary of the two active slip

regions (CP and CD) makes shearing more localized. The lock is less likely to form

in Al than Cu, because Al has a very high stacking fault energy (166 ergs/cm2, [80])

compared to Cu (78 ergs/cm2, [80]). In Al, before the two dislocation partials on the

two different glide planes interact, the dislocation partials lying on the same glide

plane can recombine to form a perfect dislocation. Such a mechanism avoids the

formation of the locks. Absence of the locks and deformation due to gliding of perfect
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dislocations on active slip planes, favor a microstructure which is homogeneous in

nature. In contrast, inhomogeneous microstructure can be evident in case of low

stacking fault energy metals. Also note that the recovery processes in pure Al will

reduce the barrier strength, resulting in a more homogeneous activation of slip systems

on both CP and CD planes.

Interaction of a2 and -c3: In a similar way the primary dislocation pair (one from

the CP, the other from the CD) will interact. The interaction through formation of

dislocation partials are given below.

a

2
[1̄01](111) →

a

6
[1̄1̄2] +

a

6
[2̄11]

a

2
[110](1̄11) →

a

6
[211] +

a

6
[121̄]

The leading partials unite to form a sessile dislocation on (100) plane, which makes

the edge dislocation immobile and contributes to the restricted gliding on the CP

plane.

a

6
[1̄1̄2] +

a

6
[121̄] =

a

6
[011]

The TBH calculation shows a strong ε
ZX

sample scale shear in C orientation,

which has been relaxed to improve the amount of C component in polycrystalline

deformation texture models (§ 2.7).

2.5.2 Interacting Bicrystal Deformations

In order to improve the understanding of the inhomogeneous plastic behavior in

polycrystals, many researchers have studied the deformation of bicrystals in both Al
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[81–90] and Cu [91] to see the role of grain boundaries on deformation. Introduction of

boundaries in the microstructure significantly influences the hardening of the crystals.

In the following paragraph the effect of grain boundary in bicrystals is reviewed in

terms of local slip system activation and hardening to influence the lattice rotations

in the component crystals.

In the classic work on Al bicrystals Livingston and Chalmers [81], and Hauser and

Chalmers [82] concluded that to maintain macroscopic plastic compatibility across

the grain boundary, the crystals operate additional slip systems in the vicinity of

the boundary. The authors proposed a new definition for the activation of new slip

systems in an adjacent grain based on a higher value of shear stress which would act

due to dislocation pile-ups at the boundary. As pointed out by the authors ( [81,82]),

on a slip system of grain B having ej and gj as the slip direction and slip plane normal,

respectively, the additional shear stress acting on it is given by:

τ = α{(ei · ej)(gi · gj) + (ei · gj)(ej · gi)}τi (2.18)

where α is a stress concentration factor which depends on the number of dislocations

in the pile-up on ith slip system in grain A, and distance between the Frank-Read

source to the grain boundary. τi is the shear stress acting on the ith slip system in

grain A. So the total shear stress acting on the jth slip system of grain B can be

written as:

τc = τj + α{(ei · ej)(gi · gj) + (ei · gj)(ej · gi)}τi (2.19)

Based on such a calculation Miura and Saeki [83] showed the occurrence of addi-

tional slip systems during pulling of an Al bicrystal sample having a 〈100〉/37◦ tilt

boundary. While in Livingston’s analysis the activation of secondary slip systems are

based on the requirement of macroscopic plastic strain compatibility, but additional
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slip systems are not always seen near the grain boundary. Rey and Zaoui [84,91] have

shown that internal stresses due to intragranular plastic incompatibilities can activate

additional slip systems near the grain boundaries. Locally at the grain boundary the

structure evolves as a result of the nature of the interaction between the primary slip

and the additional slip. If the primary system weakly interacts with the additional

slip system, it can propagate easily (e.g. formation of Hirth locks, [92]) thus slowly

deactivating the additional slip system to give a homogeneous deformation structure.

In contrast, a strong interaction (e.g. formation of LC locks, [92]) of the primary

dislocation with the existing additional slip system will provide severe resistance to

the propagation of the primary dislocation and will result in a inhomogeneous de-

formation structure. These early studies [81–84, 91] were made on bicrystals under

uniaxial tensile deformation tests. The results of plane strain compressed bicrystal

samples can be treated as a first hand approximation of the ever complicated nature

of plastic deformation in bulk grains of polycrystalline samples. A number of studies

on bicrystal deformation under PSC are found in the literature [85–90].

Most recently Zaefferer et al. [87] channel compressed three different Al bicrystals

with three types of misorientation angles between the abutting crystals (8.7◦, 15.4◦

and 31.5◦) to differentiate the effect of the grain boundary misorientations on defor-

mation structure from the bulk behavior of the individual crystals. All the bicrystals

had the same 〈112〉 tilt axis. The authors observed no change in lattice rotations

near the grain boundary in case of 8.7◦ misoriented bicrystal and interpreted the be-

havior in terms of the high penetration ability of the gliding dislocations through the

low angle boundary. The crystal rotation behavior of the 15.4◦ misoriented bicrystal

was reported to be very different in the sense that more frequent dislocation block

patterns were observed near the boundary. While in the case of the 31.5◦ misori-

ented bicrystal the authors reported the appearance of deformation inhomogeneities

in the form of shear bands along with much finer dislocation block patterns and found
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the average crystal rotation near the boundary was less than the 15.4◦ misoriented

bicrystal. Like Livingston and Chalmers [81], the authors interpreted this behavior

in terms of polyslip near the high angle boundary and orientation change occurred

due to dislocation pile-up in front of an impenetrable boundary, but did not provide

an explanation for the slow orientational change near the high angle boundary. It

is possible that high dislocation activity due to polyslip mechanisms near the high

angle boundary, results in fine dislocation block patterns, in which the gliding dislo-

cations do not travel too far before they meet the other dislocation boundary. Thus

the reduced mean free path of the gliding dislocation near the high angle boundaries

results in a slower evolution of the orientation.

At a mesoscopic length scale, the effect of boundary on bicrystal deformation can

be realized in two different manners: (i) the role of compatibility, and (ii) the role of

relative strengths of the two orientations. In both cases the deformed structure and

texture can be altered from their single crystal behavior. If the adjacent crystals are

compatible in their deformations, particularly in terms of the shear components, then

the boundary will have little influence on the behavior of the bicrystal. Recently,

Paul et al. [89] confirmed this on Al bicrystals. It appears that the grains of a

bicrystal combination of Cb and G orientations behave more like the individual single

crystals when deformed to an overall reduction of 69%. As shown in Table 2.4, single

crystals of both Cb and G orientations under the FC assumption deform without any

appreciable macroscopic shears. Hence, when a bicrystal of Cb and G orientations

is co-deformed the strain compatibility assures their single crystal substructure and

microtexture distribution. This is not the case for a combination of orientations where

the participating grains are not plastically compatible, for example a bicrystal of G

and rotated-Cb ({001}〈110〉) orientations. Paul et al. [89] showed that G grain which

is stable otherwise, can be made unstable in the presence of a shearable grain like

rotated-Cb.
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The effect of relative strengths of the two adjoining crystals on deformation can

be studied by growing together two grains of widely differing Taylor factors (M).

For example, a bicrystal combination of Cb and {110}〈011〉 orientations which have

M values of 2.49 and 4.89 respectively. Paul et al. [89] showed the ‘curling’ of the

soft orientation (Cb) on the hard orientation ({110}〈011〉) when the bicrystal was

deformed to a moderate reduction of 59% inside a channel. A macroscopic transition

layer near the boundary, into the hard orientation, was reported by these authors. The

formation of the transition layer could be well explained due to the macromechanical

effect of the boundary on the hard orientation in order to match the applied strain

in the elongation direction. An unwanted effect of the sample dimension [49] on the

‘curling’ of the soft grain on the hard grain cannot be ignored as well.

Utilizing the new technique of Digital Image Correlation (DIC), Kuo et al. [90]

studied a 5% channel compressed Al bicrystal to explain the observed misorientations

on the surface of the sample through its strain history. It should be pointed out that

due to the nature of the measurement by DIC, it is only possible to measure the

two dimensional in-plane strain and not the complete three dimensional (3-D) strain

history. Therefore the 2-D capability of DIC limits its use only to single crystal or

bicrystal channel compression experiments, as in this kind of test the sample TD-ND

shear (ε
Y Z

) can almost be ignored due to the constraint from the channel wall and

the punch surface. The effect of the two most important shear components (ε
XY

and ε
ZX

) can practically be studied at a bicrystal boundary, though Kuo et al. [90]

did not mention any compatibility of these two shear strains across the boundary

between the two constituent orientations. Considering the macroscopic nature of the

measurement, the amount of deformation used in their study [90] is not large enough

to discern the intrinsic effect of orientation on grain rotation from the effect due to

the presence of a grain boundary.

Thus it is evident that depending on the starting orientations and the strength of
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the misorientation boundary to dislocation transmission, bicrystals can develop both

orientational and strain heterogeneities during deformation. A natural extension of

the bicrystal deformation will be to study the effect of many boundaries on the defor-

mation behavior of bulk polycrystalline samples, which is reviewed in the following

section. Like any other plasticity problem, this particular problem can be looked at

various length scales. While reviewing the deformation of multi/poly-crystals, the

exact effect of misorientation boundaries at a microscopic length scale of dislocation

transmission has been omitted in order to look at the problem at a larger mesoscopic

scale in terms of strain accommodation (interaction) between the constituent grains.

An overview of the recent progress made on the experimental deformation texture in

polycrystalline materials constitutes the theme of the following section.

2.5.3 Interacting Multi/Poly-Crystal Deformations

There has been a growing number of experimental studies on the effect of grain

interaction on deformed structure and associated texture changes in samples con-

taining a few tens of grains (multicrystals) to a few hundreds (polycrystals). The

purpose of most of those studies was to address the problem of highly complicated

inhomogeneous plastic strain distribution, which was first addressed by Barrett and

Levenson [93] in 1940. Barrett and Levenson in their classic work used an innovative

split sample of high purity Al and compressed uniaxially to investigate the texture

change of internal grains. Barrett and Levenson showed that only one half of the

grains rotated according to G.I. Taylor’s theory while rotation in others could not

be predicted using Taylor’s isostrain assumption, which the authors ascribed due to

inhomogeneous plastic flow in polycrystalline samples.

Experimental investigation of the inhomogeneous plastic strain distribution and

lattice rotations of individual grains in multicrystal or polycrystal samples under var-
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ious deformation modes have been the major focus in texture analysis. The classical

approach of studying polycrystal deformation, such as Taylor, is solely based on find-

ing a statistical averaging method through the macroscopic stress-strain curves, while

ignoring the effect of grain interactions at the boundaries, henceforth discounting any

role of deformation inhomogeneities on deformation behavior. The recent approach is

to consider the deformation at a local grain level and analyzing the stress-strain be-

havior and texture changes in samples containing a few grains and grain boundaries,

through the material constitutive response. It is well recognized that the behavior

of single crystals cannot be simply extended to predict the bulk behavior of samples.

In this regard, studies on composite effect of orientations (‘hard’ or ‘soft’ based on

the applied deformation axis) and the effect of boundaries on deformation behavior

have been advanced. Local studies on plastic strain heterogeneities or lattice rota-

tions in multi- or poly-crystal samples have been reported in: uniaxial tension on two

dimensional single layered grains [94–98], uniaxial tension on samples containing a

few grains along the thickness direction [99–104], and rolling or PSC [105–111].

In order to avoid the complicated effect of friction due to tool contacts (in con-

strained tests like rolling or PSC) on stress response, specimens are better tested

under uniaxial tension. Yao and Wagoner [94] reported slip activity in various cen-

timeter sized surface grains of high purity Al specimens under tension, and showed

the role of boundaries on flow stress and work hardening of the overall sample in

general. The authors also computed the resolved shear stresses for the active slip sys-

tems in each grain and found that the majority of the slip originated near the grain

boundaries, while a minor fraction was nucleated at the grain centers. A similar result

was also reported by Henning and Vehoff [97], who showed that grain triple junctions

act as slip nucleation sites due to stress concentration as a result of the orientation

mismatch between the participating grains. Thus, regions near boundaries tend to

deform and harden differently than the grain interiors. By comparing two identical
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samples containing all the same constituent orientations except one extra small grain,

Yao and Wagoner [94] reported an increase in the work hardening behavior in the

sample having the extra grain. The authors did not provide any result on the lattice

rotations of the grains as the total amount deformation was less than 6% true strain,

but nevertheless, slip heterogeneities due to boundaries were clearly demonstrated.

In another single layered 2-D multicrystal tensile test of Al-0.5%Mg up to 15% true

strain, Zhang and Tong [96] provided a qualitative description of the grain deforma-

tion and interactions at the boundary. A monotonic increasing relationship between

observed axial strain distribution (based on image correlation technique) and lattice

rotations (based on SEM-/ technique) was reported. The authors concluded that

small grains deform heterogeneously to accommodate the grain interactions by cre-

ating intragranular orientation heterogeneities, while no orientational quantification

of the heterogeneities was reported. The most severe case of plastic strain localiza-

tion in the form of shear bands in multicrystal tensile samples of Al-0.5%Mg alloy

was recently reported by Cheong and Busso [98], who proposed the occurrence of

these bands in ‘soft’ grains rather than in ‘hard’ grains relative to the tensile axis.

In contrary, from the numerous PSC tests available on FCC metals it is well known

that shear bands tend to appear in ‘hard’ orientations as opposed to ‘soft’ ones (for

example, in the C orientation). Cheong and Busso [98] also concluded that the ap-

pearance of shear bands can be diminished by reducing the grain size, or by deforming

samples with many grains. Delaire et al. [95] also reported the appearance of a shear

band crossing the entire width of a Cu multicrystal sample from edge to edge. As

shown by the authors, the shear band predominantly contained a grain with a sin-

gle active slip system, while no micromechanics of the formation of the shear band

was provided. Considering the inhomogeneous distribution of strain like Yao and

Wagoner [94], Delaire et al. [95] confirmed that irrespective of the participating grain

orientations, the axial strain (ε
XX

) is continuous across a boundary parallel to the
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tensile axis, while boundary orientation perpendicular to the loading axis gives max-

imum strain incompatibility. From the grain rotation point of view Delaire et al. [95]

reported the reorientation of the tensile axis in most of the grains towards the ex-

pected 〈112〉 direction, except one particular grain which was completely surrounded

by other grains. Interaction with surrounding grains can lead to a complicated stress

state which would give variations in the local strain components (including the out

of plane shear components) at different regions of the same grain. In most of the

singled layered tensile experiments no such study has been made, mainly due to lack

of the experimental resources to track the complete evolution of plastic strain inside

the surrounded grains. Interestingly, though the single layered grains in 2-D samples

ensure a heterogeneous plastic flow, it does not necessarily mean that the very similar

behavior would be replicated in interior grains of bulk samples as free surfaces tend

to act as potential nucleation sites for dislocation slip.

In an unique in-situ experimental study Tatschl and Koledink [103] pulled an

oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) polycrystalline Cu specimen inside an SEM

and intermittently recorded the crystal orientation of a few selected deforming grains

by EBSD. The authors were also able to calculate the in-plane plastic strain by taking

pictures of the same areas before and after the global strain step was applied. A

strong correlation between the strain accumulation and grain rotation was reported.

Combining both the observed grain rotation and calculated planar strain (two axial

components, and one in-plane shear component) Tatschl and Kolednik [103] proposed

a procedure for slip selection, similar to the procedure of Taylor’s full constraint (FC)

strain approximation. Briefly, the authors prescribed the three components of the

total plastic strain (ε
XX

, ε
Y Y

, ε
XY

; where X is tensile axis and Y is transverse axis)

on a specific area in any given grain, and tried to solve for a set of three active

slip systems which minimized the sum of shears. The best set of slip systems was

selected by closely matching the grain rotation from the ‘proposed’ active set with
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the results of the EBSD measurement at that specific area. While this procedure

guarantees an inhomogeneous grain rotation inside a given grain as calculated based

on intra-grain strain distribution, it should be pointed out that the approximation of

‘only’ three components of the plastic strain is still erroneous, as surface grains tend

to produce out-of plane strain components [95] during tensile deformation. Another

issue with the procedure is that in searching for the active set of three slip systems,

often a set is calculated by fully neglecting the Schmid factors of the proposed active

set. Thus many times a solution is arrived for which some of the slip systems are

not loaded critically. No physical explanation for activating such slip systems was

provided. Another shortcoming of the technique in measuring the local orientation

during in-situ tests can also be foreseen. The rough sample surface developed during

deformation will introduce some uncertainty in determining the orientation during

EBSD [112], as the distance between the sample surface and phosphorescent screen

varies depending on the height of the surface slip steps.

Recently, a critical interpretation of the grain interaction during tensile deforma-

tion of a Cu polycrystalline sample was provided by Thorning et al. [104]. Unlike the

analysis of Tatschl and Kolednik [103], Thorning et al. repolished the sample surface

and conducted the orientation measurements inside a particular grain and the adjoin-

ing grains. Orientation measurements were carried out up to a maximum axial strain

of 0.25. The authors identified various areas inside the grain and labeled them as

domains which underwent relative rotations not consistent with the Taylor prediction

for an axis symmetric strain assumption. By trial and error methods various sets

of five active slip systems were computed and the combined shears of all the active

slip systems was enforced to be either FC (axis symmetric strain) or RC (by allowing

ε
XY

, ε
ZX

shears). The domains were interpreted as regions where different slip am-

plitudes were believed to operate on the different slip systems. The shear amplitude

for each of the slip system in the active set was calculated and shown to differ in
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magnitudes. Again, it should be pointed that the largest shear amplitudes were not

always found to be on the most critically loaded slip plane (for example, slip system

sets T3, T4, T5, T7, T11 and T12 in Ref. [104]). The authors labeled these domains

as grain interaction domains and the formation of these domains were attributed to

the local effects in the vicinity of grain boundaries. The domain boundaries did not

match with the trace of the slip plane having maximum Schmid factor, as often it is

reported that Geometrically Necessary Boundaries (GNB) which are a result of grain

interaction are observed along the trace of slip plane with highest Schmid factor [113].

These boundaries do not always form parallel to the slip planes undergoing the most

shearing, which will be discussed in § 2.6. With increasing strain to 0.25 the authors

reported internal subdivision of the domains into a fine lamellar structure which is

consistent with the GNB structure.

The extent of interaction on domain structure and intragranular rotations may

have been noticeably different had Thorning et al. [104] considered grains having

different starting orientations, as it is believed that both the initial orientation and

the grain interaction combinedly influence the deformation behavior. Poulsen et

al. [100] report that all grains having TA near the 〈110〉 corner of the standard

stereographic triangle, rotate parallel to each other and away from the 〈110〉 direction

(Fig.7 in Ref. [100]), irrespective of what its neighbors are. Nevertheless, the analysis

of Thorning et al. shows some effect of grain interaction on a randomly oriented

surface grain. Earlier researchers started using high intensity X-ray beams available

at synchrotron sources to study completely embedded grains under in situ uniaxial

tension (in Al [100] and in Cu [102]). Deforming up to 6%, Poulsen et al. [100]

showed a minor effect of interaction on lattice rotations, while the effect of initial

orientation was strongly established as the authors studied a total of 95 randomly

oriented grains. The results of Poulsen et al. is summarized in Figure 2.14, and

shows a strong correlation between lattice rotation and orientation, irrespective of
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the presence of the neighbors. The negligible effect of interaction on lattice rotation

reported by the authors can be attributed to two major points. Firstly, a very small

probe of area 5 × 5µm2 was used to study a sample having 75µm average grain

size. The probe dimension is much finer considering the dislocation substructure

dimension at 6% elongation in Al. Secondly, the amount of deformation applied was

not sufficient to observe any grain interaction domains, as otherwise observed during

post-deformation electron microscopy.

Figure 2.14: Grouping of orientations inside the stereographic triangle on the basis of
rotation behavior under uniaxial tension. Grains with orientations falling inside one
group rotate similarly. Picture taken from Ref. [101]

In another in situ uniaxial deformation test of high purity Cu sample, Joo et

al. [102] clearly showed the effect of interaction on grain rotation. The authors tracked

the rotations of the tensile axis at multiple sites inside a particular grain. Moving

towards the 〈100〉-〈111〉 tie line, the observed path of rotation was reported to coin-

cide with the expected path of rotation, while the magnitude of rotation at different

locations varied. Depending on the misorientation with the adjacent neighbor the au-

thors gave a qualitative description for the varying degree of rotations. For example,
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regions in the vicinity of a boundary of low misorientation angle would undergo more

shearing unlike the near-boundary regions having a high misorientation angle.

The net amount of uniform plastic strain (ε = 0.25−0.40) imparted during tensile

experiments before plastic instability sets in, acts as a limitation to study polycrys-

talline deformation at higher strains. For this reason other deformation tests like PSC

(ε = 4) or torsion (ε = 8) are employed to study polycrystal plasticity. The strains re-

ferred in this “large” strain experiments are labeled as “equivalent strains” which are

based on Tresca or von Mises work equivalent strain calculation for isotropic plasticity

analysis [114]. In FCC metals (Cu, Al, Ag) a stress saturation about an equivalent

strain (ε̄) of 3.0 has been reported [114]. Until this strain is achieved the texture will

evolve till a few texture components develop under the applied deformation, while

beyond this range of strain the developed components will marginally change except

for a further strengthening of the components. A noticeable difference with regard

to texture development between uniaxial tensile deformation and PSC type deforma-

tion tests is the accommodation of the local shape change and variation in the inter

grain constraints that grains of different orientations experience during deformation.

“Large” strains imposed during PSC tests guarantee larger variation in the local

deformation of the grains and the role of the accommodation of the shape changes

on deformation texture can be better amplified in PSC tests than uniaxial tensile

tests. Some of the notable experimental findings on the role of grain interactions on

deformation texture during PSC type tests are further reviewed below.

In an effort to understand the local state of strain and stress Skalli et al. [105] cold

rolled large grained multicrystal specimen of high purity Al. The authors studied the

grain rotations by Laue type X-ray pole figure measurements. Lattice rotations in

six of the grains were reported to confirm the RC model, while three others behaved

according to Taylor’s FC model, while six remaining grains were reported to be close

to both FC and RC. Irrespective of the grain neighborhood the authors concluded that
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the grain rotations can be predicted according to Taylor’s theory. In their analysis, the

choice of FC or RC applicable to a particular orientation was made by a comparison of

the plastic work (δW = τc

∑
s δγs) in both modes. It is known that the prescription

of all five components of strain (p = 5) at the grain level always maximizes the

plastic work and hence results in an upperbound condition on the stress-strain curve,

while reducing the number of constraints (p < 5), reduces the plastic work and gives

a more reasonable stress-strain curve. The basis of RC models in the context of

flat grains was originally proposed by Honneff and Mecking [55]. The authors in

reference [105] computed the difference in plastic work for both strain modes, p = 5

and p < 5, for each grain and selected the mode as RC if the difference in plastic

work was found to be more than 20%, otherwise FC was applied. Essentially, in

their analysis Skalli et al. [105] considered a few surface grains and treated each grain

independently as an individual orientation and compared their average orientation

change with a Taylor based model without taking into account any constraint from

the adjacent grain, and concluded a “minimal” effect of grain interaction on texture

change. No explanation on the lattice rotations of the six other grains behaving

outside of Taylor’s prediction was provided. The difference in strain continuity due

to the mixed assumptions of both the modes, p = 5 and p < 5, was not explained

probably due to the inherent assumption of accommodation of the shear components

(ε
XY

, ε
XZ

) at the grain boundaries. Another shortcoming of this paper is that the

misorientations between the starting orientation and post deformation orientation

was presented relative to the external co-ordinate system, while it should be realized

that these misorientation angles might not be the smallest if they were calculated

crystallographically, by taking the smallest misorientation angle as the minimum of

all symmetric equivalents in cubic symmetry.

Reviving the classic work of Barrett and Levenson [93], Panchanadeeswaran et al.

[106] studied the role of grain interaction on deformation texture in an Al alloy sample.
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In their experimental work the authors first characterized the grain orientations on

the inner cut face of a split sample, before compressing it inside a channel to 40%

reduction. Based on the comparison between post deformation orientations and initial

orientations the authors exposed the deficiencies of a rate sensitive Taylor model. In

many grains not only did the Taylor-based model failed to predict the magnitudes

of the “average” rotations in the interior grains, but also for many grains the model

was unable to predict the direction of the grain rotations. The authors also agreed

that global textures are well predicted by Taylor-based models, while locally they

completely fail at the grain scale. This observation was interpreted as most of the

orientations in polycrystals rotate towards the texture fibres (§ 2.2), but not to the

exact predicted positions on these fibres. Like Barrett and Levenson [93], the authors

here concluded that the disagreement for the results of the individual grains was due

to the complex grain interactions causing strain inhomogeneities in the grain interiors.

One of the findings of this paper was that orientations close to C agreed with the

model [106]. The only drawback of their experimental analysis is that the authors used

a coarse step size (10-30µm) in SEM/EBSD to characterize the orientations of the

deformed sample. If individual dislocation substructure bounded by dislocation walls

(to be discussed in a subsequent section) are considered as the smallest deformation

unit for misorientation calculations, then the authors used a measuring scale which is

far greater than the substructure size observed in case of Al. Thus it does not provide

an orientational scatter of an internal grain which is usually associated with deformed

structures and quantitative results of the effect of interaction cannot be deduced.

Utilizing high resolution SEM/EBSD, Delannay et al. [107] studied grain subdivi-

sion in a moderately rolled (40% reduction) Al polycrystal. The authors examined the

orientation gradient behavior of various surface grains having orientations close to the

ideal rolling texture components. A general conclusion of their study was that grains

having orientations close to the β-fibre tend to develop less prominent orientation
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scatter than orientations near the Cb position. This kind of orientation scatter is also

seen in typical single crystal PSC tests and hence the magnitude of orientation scatter

alone cannot be attributed to grain interactions. Comparing the subdivisions in the

grains having orientations on the β-fibre the authors showed the striking tendency of

B component to form long range orientation gradients compared to the C component,

and attributed this observation to the accommodation of the RD-TD shear by the

adjoining grains. Based on a similar rationale it can be argued that grains having

orientations close to the C component (known to undergo severe RD-ND shear) can

also develop long range orientation gradients when constrained by adjoining grains.

Referring to Table 2.4, it can be seen that the calculated RD-ND shear in a perfect

C orientation is far greater than the RD-TD shear calculated for unit axial strain in

the B orientation. The authors only reported the orientation observations made on

one planar section (plane perpendicular to TD) of the sample. It is possible that on

a section perpendicular to ND the effect of RD-ND shear accommodation in grains

near the C component can be revealed. The direct observation of the effect of grain

constraints on these two texture components remains unstudied.

In order to better assess the behavior of bulk polycrystals specimens having colum-

nar grain structures were studied in the past [109,111]. In 10% cold rolled columnar

grain specimens of orientations near-Cb and ND-rotated Cb in Al, Wu et al. [115]

reported predominant TD rotations, which is also in accord with the single crystal

channel deformation of Cb orientation [66–68, 70]. No clear evidence of grain inter-

action on texture development of Cb or near-Cb orientations was provided by the

authors [115].

Detailed orientational observations in a channel compressed columnar Al sample

(40% reduction) was recently reported by Kalidindi et al. [111] and the results were

compared with a Taylor-based model and a finite element model utilizing crystal

constitutive equations. From the view point of grain interaction the results of these
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authors are of mixed nature. Based on their shear relaxation analysis the authors

concluded that grains of lower Taylor factor are the ones which are only affected by

the presence of harder grains (high Taylor factor), while grains of higher Taylor factor

deform monotonously without any effect from their nearest neighbors. It should be

pointed out that in order to understand the effect of grain interactions apart from

comparing M values of different grains, it is essential to study the differences in

deformation arising due to various local shears (both magnitude and direction). M

values act as a rough indicator for the distribution of strains. At the end of some finite

plastic deformation grains rotate to new orientations. For some orientations the grain

rotate to a final position by lowering M , while in others the grains rotate to higher M

values. Kalidindi et al. [111] studied the behavior of individual grains by comparing

M before and after deformation, and calculated the allowable shear components by

minimizing the plastic dissipation energy. One particular observation of the authors

is worth mentioning. The authors reported the behavior of two adjacent grains: one

with a lower starting M and the other with a higher M (grains 1 and 2 respectively

in Ref. [111]). After 40% reduction the M value of grain 1 was reported to increase

while grain 2 decreased, but the calculated shears via plastic energy minimization

principle were found to be identical. Based on this observation the authors concluded

that the lattice rotation of grain 1 was strongly influenced by grain 2. It should be

pointed out that the Taylor factor of a grain dynamically varies as the demand for the

shear compatibilities across the grain boundaries is imposed in conjunction with the

macroscopic prescribed strain tensor. The conclusion on the effect of grain interaction

in two shear compatible grains (1 and 2 in Ref. [111]) based solely on Taylor factor

is therefore indecisive. It is necessary to analyze the effect of interaction through the

observed deformed structures inside the grains and the structural origin must seek

seek an explanation through compatibility or incompatibility that may exist between

grains.
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In order to match with the final orientation data for each grain, Kalidindi et

al. [111] calculated the average deformation gradient tensor which minimizes the work

rate from a set of equivalent solutions for each grain (like a Taylor procedure). It is

critical to note that the authors approximated each grain as a “single point” orien-

tation, while it is known that after certain finite plastic deformation a grain depend-

ing on the orientation and/or interaction breaks up into an asymmetric orientation

spread. So when the fitting deformation gradient tensor is back calculated from an

obvious orientation cluster, it is necessary to consider a range of shear components for

the imposed deformation gradient tensor (off-diagonal terms), instead singular values

were used by Kalidindi et al. [111].

It is evident from these recent works [104, 111] that at the individual grain scale

the laws of deformation deviate from all possible Taylor-based assumptions. In other

words, there has been no unified theory of deformation which can describe the grain

scale evolution of microstructure and individual rotations simultaneously. It is well

known that Taylor-based laws are reasonable in describing experimental texture re-

sults in a global sense, the deviation arising in the experimental results can be at-

tributed to ‘grain interaction’. Examinations of the structural features at the grain-

scale can give some insight to explore the local variational strain history.

2.6 Deformed Microstructure

The reported nomenclature in the literature to describe deformed microstructure is

both vast and confusing. Many times similar structural features are described by

different terminologies. Definitions for strain-induced boundaries can be found in

Ref. [116]. One of the most frequently used description in recent times (or recently

accepted) is deformation structures consist of extended planar dislocation boundaries

(more or less in a straight line [117]) which are interconnected by short curved cell
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boundaries. The cell boundaries are formed by statistical mutual trapping of gliding

dislocations supplemented by forest dislocations, and hereafter referred to as Inciden-

tal Dislocation Boundaries (IDB) [118]. Typically the misorientation across the IDBs

is no more than a few degrees, ∼ 2◦. On the other hand, the planar dislocation bound-

aries are the ones on which active dislocations operating on both sides of the boundary

get accumulated and contribute to the intra-grain misorientations. These dislocation

boundaries are also referred to as Geometrically Necessary Boundaries (GNBs), a nec-

essary requirement to maintain orientation continuity across these boundaries. Thus

GNBs are a structural feature which delineate material volumes where different sets

of slip systems are active, or volumes where same set of slip systems remain active to

different degrees of shear amplitudes [119, 120]. In this thesis the term GNB is used

for highly misoriented regions instead of planar dislocation boundaries, as the goal is

to study the role of interactions on textural and microstructural stability of various

orientations, while not presupposing that the boundaries will always be aligned along

{111} slip planes.

Consistent and gradual changes in the morphologies of both GNBs and IDBs occur

with strain. Both boundary structures refine and the average misorientation across

them increases. A power law relationship between the average misorientation and

strain for both GNBs and IDBs has been reported, however with a somewhat larger

exponent for GNBs than for IDBs [121, 122]. With increasing strain the separation

between the adjacent GNBs and IDBs decrease, while GNB bounded blocks shrink at

a much higher rate than IDB bounded cells. As a result the number of cells inside the

cell blocks decreases and at large strains cell blocks contain single row of cells resem-

bling a ‘bamboo’ structure [122]. Thus, IDBs separate cells having common active

slip systems but different degrees of shear amplitudes; while GNBs separate regions

with different combination of active slip systems. The microstructural subdivision

is usually associated with a systematic lattice rotation. Different parts of the same
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grain rotate towards different end orientations and at higher strains rotate further

to occupy various positions which are identified as end texture components [123].

In cold rolled Al and Ni Hughes and Hansen [123] reported dislocation boundaries

misoriented by as high as > 20◦. The authors reported that some of the starting

orientations have greater tendency to form high angle boundaries than the others.

In general, for the case of FCC rolling, Hughes and Hansen found that orientations

which constitute the α-fibre including G and B are “quiet” without forming high

angle boundaries inside them, while clusters of high angle boundaries were reported

for the orientations on the β-fibre. Such observations put a strong emphasis on the

role of initial orientation on the formation of high angle boundaries which completely

ignore if grain interactions have any role on the boundary formation.

In the literature there has been disagreement [124–127] on the geometrical rela-

tionship of the GNBs. It is not evident whether the GNBs are aligned along the

{111} slip planes or macroscopic planes of maximum stress. Strong correlation of the

boundary planes with crystallographic planes can be found in [124–126]. These au-

thors also argue that the effect of grain interaction on the slip patterns would be too

small to significantly alter the boundary plane orientation. Opposition to the crystal-

lographic boundary alignment can be found in [127]. Utilizing a larger population of

grains and covering a wide range of orientation through their EBSD analysis, Hurley

et al. [127] reported that the dislocation boundaries tend to align along the planes

maximum stress and should be observed at ∼40◦ inclination to RD on the longitudi-

nal section and parallel to TD on the rolling plane. The deviation of the dislocation

planar boundaries from the {111} planes were described, arising due to the complex

interaction phenomenon [127]. This kind of rigid correlation of the GNBs either to

crystallographic slip planes ‘or’ to the principal stress axes is arbitrary, as either kind

of geometric relationship for the GNBs can be expected in rolled Al polycrystals.

Slip plane aligned GNBs are apparent in rolled single crystals having a starting sta-
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ble orientation, e.g. G, B and rotated Cb. At the same time GNBs far from {111}
slip planes can be seen in rolled single crystals of unstable orientation, e.g. Cb and

C. Recently, some reconciliation between the two contradictory viewpoints has been

achieved by Winther [128], who proposed that GNBs in polycrystals tend to align

on the {111} plane if slip is concentrated on that active plane, as opposed to non-

crystallographic GNBs when the slip is distributed throughout the bulk of the grain.

Apart from the geometrical appearance of the GNBs inside the grains, it is impor-

tant to study the microtextural evolution inside the adjacent blocks. The increase in

misorientation angles across the boundaries aligned with the slip planes is typically

slower than the ones lying away from the slip planes [128]. An inhomogeneous type

of dynamic recovery process can be associated with the GNBs which are slip plane

aligned. This also means that the local dynamic recovery on those slip planes must

be occurring where the slip is concentrated the most. Until now, there has not been

sufficiently objective study in the literature (particularly in rolled Al and Cu) which

formulates a generalized opinion if there is at all any dependence of material on the

GNB orientations. So far the argument has been whether they are dependent on

orientation or maximum stress axis.

The direct evidence of how much the surrounding grains influence the dislocation

substructure has been elusive. A statistical study can be made on the misorientations

across the dislocation boundaries to discern the grain interaction effect from the

orientation effect if an one-to-one experimental dislocation substructures data are

available for any given orientation in single crystal form or embedded form.

2.7 Texture Modeling

The most convincing evidence of grain interaction affecting texture development in

polycrystalline metals has come from texture modeling. Since the published body of
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modeling work on polycrystal plasticity and texture prediction is so vast, for clarity

purposes in the context of the grain interaction a brief review is presented. In tradi-

tional models like Sachs [129], Taylor [53], Relaxed Constraint [56] and Self-consistent

(SC) [130] each grain is treated as a single unit. These types of models are called

“1-site” models [131]. All these models (except SC models) have in common that

the active slip systems, slip rates, lattice rotations are calculated separately without

having to know the behavior of other grains. Comparatively, grains with same ori-

entation in these first generation “1-site” models are treated to behave in the same

way. However, SC models [130–134] assume the interaction of a grain with a homog-

enized matrix which has the average constitutive behavior of the entire polycrystal.

The next generation of polycrystal models which have been developed in the recent

past are known as “n-site” models [131]. These models consider the grain interaction

by adopting both stress and strain field continuity throughout the polycrystal. In

practice the “n-site” models implement polycrystal plasticity constitutive equations

in a finite element code. Alternatively, they are called crystal plasticity based finite

element models (CPFEM) [135–138].

2.7.1 Full Constraint Taylor Theory

One of the oldest theories of polycrystal deformation was proposed by Taylor [53].

This theory is known as the “full constraint” theory which links the local grain level

deformation to the sample level deformation by a simplified isostrain assumption.

Thus the Taylor theory is a uniform strain field theory where any internal grain

‘feels’ the same macroscopic strain, no discontinuity is allowed at the interface. Local

stress is unknown and it varies from grain to grain. Also, elastic strains are neglected

and plastic deformation is applied by an infinitesimal strain increment. A concise

description of the Taylor theory is presented here (Van Houtte gave a detailed com-
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prehensive mathematical formulation of the theory in Ref. [59]). In a generalized form

all crystallites having different orientations experience the same macroscopic velocity

gradient (Lij), which is not necessarily symmetric.

lij = Lij (2.20)

At the crystallite level the plastic strain is achieved by multiple slip. The local

velocity gradient as a result of the slip activity is given by the kinematic equation [60]

n∑
s=1

ms
ij γ̇s + ω̇L

ij = lij (2.21)

where ms
ij is defined in equation (2.5),

∑
γ̇s is the slip rate which is an unknown,

and ω̇L
ij is the lattice rotation rate which is also an unknown. Decomposing the local

velocity gradient to its symmetric and anti-symmetric part, it can be written as

lij = ε̇ij + ω̇ij (2.22)

where ε̇ij and ω̇ij are local strain rate and rotation rate, respectively. Considering

the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of equation (2.21) separately and following

Taylor’s hypothesis from equation (2.20),

n∑
s=1

1

2

(
ms

ij + ms
ji

)
γ̇s = ε̇ij ≡ Ėij (2.23a)

n∑
s=1

1

2

(
ms

ij −ms
ji

)
γ̇s + ω̇L

ij = ω̇ij ≡ Ω̇ij (2.23b)

Ėij and Ω̇ij are the macroscopic counterparts of ėij and ω̇ij respectively. Equation

(2.23a) gives 6 linear equations out of which 5 are independent, as volume constancy
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is maintained during plastic deformation. γ̇s is an unknown as the particular set of 5

active slip systems out of 12 in FCC crystal lattice is unknown. Taylor [53] postulated

a second hypothesis to find out the slip rate (
∑

γ̇s). In the energy assumption Taylor

postulated that out of all possible solutions, the best is the one for which the internal

plastic work rate is minimum.

P ∗ =
n∑

s=1

τ s
c γ̇s = min (2.24)

where the τ c
s is the critical resolved shear stress on the slip system s, which is consid-

ered the same for all active slip systems. Once the slip rate is calculated by identifying

the active slip system set, the lattice rotation rate (ω̇L
ij) can be found out as per equa-

tion (2.23b), which gives the orientation update for the crystallite under question.

However, the solution of equation (2.23a) is not unique as multiple active slip set is

found. That leads to the Taylor ambiguity and gives multiple solutions for the lattice

spin (ω̇L
ij).

Alternatively, the energy assumption of Taylor was solved by Bishop and Hill

[3, 50]. Bishop and Hill’s Maximum Work principle determines the deviatoric stress

vector for a prescribed strain(full constraint) which touches the SCYS corner. Each

corner represents activation of either 6 or 8 slip systems. Chin and Mammel [54]

showed that both Taylor and Bishop and Hill theories were equivalent, and is referred

to as the TBH theory. Bishop and Hill’s rate independent theory also gives multiple

solutions and does not solve the slip ambiguity problem. Other types of energy

formulation were given in the form of visco-plastic strain rate sensitivity models [139–

141]. The rate sensitivity model assumes slip activity on all of the 12 slip systems in

FCC lattice, even though the resolved shear stress on s (τ r
s ) is less than the critical

resolved shear stress (τ c
s ). Tóth et al. [140] described an iterative mathematical

method to solve the lattice spin.
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The Taylor theory has been successfully applied to single crystal deformation

in a channel [61, 62], while in polycrystal PSC deformation the FC Taylor theory

gives satisfactory results with regard to the texture component positions, but fails

to capture the intensity. One major problem with the FC theory is the complete

exclusion of the grain interactions during deformation. Two kinematic considerations

based on the Taylor theory are given below. One considers a single crystal deformation

in a channel and the other considers the basic kinematics of a grain in a polycrystal

deforming in a channel.

Case I: Single Crystal Rotation Assuming there is a known procedure to de-

termine the actual set (s=1...n) of active slip systems (e.g. TBH or visco-plastic) in

a single crystal channel compression experiment, then the local rotation tensor can

be written as a sum of slip rotation coming from shearing on slip systems and an

unknown lattice rotation (which is usually calculated as texture update).

g0 g1

∑
s

1
2 (ms

ij −ms
ji)γ̇

s

Figure 2.15: Schematic depiction of slip rotation causing lattice rotation in a channel
constrained single crystal. The starting orientation g0 changes to g1 due to slip
rotation alone, assuming the applied rotation, (dΩij), is zero.

½
½>

0
ω̇ij =

n∑
s=1

1

2

(
ms

ij −ms
ij

)
γ̇s + ω̇L

ij (2.25)

Since the single crystal is constrained by the tool the net rigid body rotation rate,

ω̇ij, is zero as shown in the LHS of the above equation. Hence the lattice rotation

ω̇L
ij becomes equal to the slip rotation. In single crystals TBH gives a texture update
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(ω̇L
ij) for every strain rate increment. Thus it is seen that in single crystals the rate

of texture change is solely dependent on the constitutive part of deformation, and

therefore the rate of change of orientation in a single crystal becomes faster than for

the same orientation inside the polycrystal. A comparative situation for an internal

grain in the bulk of the sample is provided below.

Case II: Polycrystal Rotation In the case of a polycrystal in which the embedded

grain is not constrained by the tool contacts, the degree of freedom of the grain

increases as rigid body rotation components act on it, which means ω̇ij 6= 0. Following

the same development as for the single crystal case, 2.25 can be re-written as:

ω̇ij =
n∑

s=1

1

2

(
ms

ij −ms
ij

)
γ̇s + ω̇L

ij (2.26)

g0

g1∑
s 1
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s
ij −

m
s
ji )γ̇ s

g1
′

ω̇ ij

ω̇ij −
∑

s
1
2 (ms

ij −ms
ji)γ̇

s

Figure 2.16: Schematic showing of slip rotation and rigid body rotation causing lattice
rotation for a starting orientation g0 inside a polycrystal. g0 moves to g1

′
like single

crystal deformations and g1
′
moves further to g1 due to a rigid body rotation.
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Lattice rotation is a measure of the two interacting rotation rate terms, i.e. “slip

rotation” and “rigid body rotation”. In the literature the analysis of grain interac-

tion has been limited to finding a suitable procedure to accommodate various shape

changes occurring at the surface of the grains, through the adjustment of the sym-

metric part of the strain rate tensor (ε̇ij). ω̇ij does not enter the calculation as it is

assumed zero, though the texture is updated through slip rotations, as in the case of

single crystals. For this reason, no two values of ω̇ij are the same, i.e. ω̇A
ij 6= ω̇B

ij in two

adjacent grains. Even starting from a Taylor type approximation at the beginning of

the test, i.e. Ėij = ε̇ij and Ω̇ij = ω̇ij, the local rigid body rotation rate (ω̇ij) will al-

ways have some non-zero components. The difficulty in determining ω̇ij arises mainly

due to the fact that the crystal does not behave as a single rigid body unit. Rather

different regions of the same grain slip differently with a local slip selection process.

Which means the “slip rotation” takes up different values inside the same grain. Slip

rotation for an internal grain is primarily dependent on the constitutive behavior of

that grain, f(τ r
s ,

∑
γ̇s), with a minor part coming from the slip interaction at the

grain boundaries. Thus by measuring the local texture (for example by SEM/EBSD

technique) after a deformation test, one obtains a snapshot of the two interacting

rotation terms through a single term, ω̇L
ij. The ensuing problem is to find a way to

decompose ω̇L
ij to track back the local deformation history during deformation. The

second problem is, it is almost impossible to precisely determine the local deforma-

tion at high reductions as in the case of rolling where the grains usually undergo large

amount of rotation along with some amount of strain heterogeneities. Only recently

with the help of sophisticated experimental designs using synchrotron X-ray sources

has the lattice strain of bulk grains been calculated [142], and the scatter in axial lat-

tice strains due to grain-grain interactions has been calculated from in-situ uniaxial

tensile tests [143]. Typically the amount of deformations in these in-situ experiments

are limited to a few percents ∼5%. In this elastoplastic regime of deformation the
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contribution of elastic strains are very significant to the total strain. In order to

estimate the plastic strains and its scatter inside the bulk grains (by neglecting the

elastic strains, like in rolling) some of the in-situ experiments must be conducted in

multi axial loading conditions to higher levels of deformations. There has been no

report to date on these kinds of direct observations.

The above schematic presentation (Figure 2.16) of texture change for an internal

grain is a simplified case considering the complex nature of intercrystalline constraints.

As in reality an internal grain is most likely to fragment to different regions of closely

spaced orientations, hence the rotation rate term ω̇ij will not be a constant rather it

could be imagined to ‘vanish’ considering the grain as a single unit, but will be present

in a self compensating manner inside the bulk of a grain. Here-in we presuppose

any account of suppressing the local rotational term, ω̇ij, due to the intercrystalline

constraints will propagate deformation inhomogeneities inside the bulk of the grain.

Hence studying the nature of the heterogeneities at a grain level and comparing the

results of it with the behavior of a single crystal of the same orientation under a

similar imposed deformation geometry may give some real picture of the effect of

interactions on polycrystalline deformation.

2.7.2 Improvising Taylor based models by incorporating grain

interactions

Many authors [55,57] agree that the assumption of lij = Lij in the FC Taylor theory is

a strict one, and propose “relaxing” a few of the components of lij. Two such examples

of RC models in rolling are the “Lath” and “Pancake” models where l13 and l13 + l23

are relaxed, respectively [59]. As discussed earlier (§ 2.4.2), some of the deformation

rate components must be relaxed as the grains change shape during deformation. In

rolling or PSC tests a starting equiaxed grain sample becomes exceedingly flat in
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the compression plane (plane perpendicular to ND). For flat grains, in contrast to

full constraint Taylor approximation, the deformation rate components which lie on

the plane of the flat grains are only required to be equal in all crystals and equal to

the macroscopic value. Thus, the FC assumption is suitable for an equiaxed sample

at the beginning of rolling up to a strain of 1.0, while with increasing deformation

the RC assumption in the aggregate takes over from FC [144]. RC models which

account for the grain morphology predict the well known experimental texture C

component, while a strict FC model reproduces the classical Taylor component(D),

{4 4 11} 〈11 11 8̄〉. Both C and D components are only 9◦ apart in the orientation

space. Such a geometrical model is unable to reproduce the experimental textures

satisfactorily as was demonstrated by Delannay et al. [145]. One of the reasons could

be due to the unlimited freedom for the shears in RC models. No grain interaction is

considered in such 1-site models. Van Houtte et al. [146] showed that n-site models

taking into account nearest neighbor interactions are superior compared to single site

models such as self-consistent models or RC models.

Van Houtte and co-workers proposed a 2-site model [146], called LAMEL, which is

applicable to rolling of lamellar microstructure consisting of nicely stacked elongated

grains. In rolling, each grain interacts with a single neighbor through an interface

parallel to the compression plane. Instead of treating each grain separately, the block

of the two lamellar grains are treated as one, and macroscopic strain gradient is

applied to the whole block, thus allowing opposite γ
XZ

and γ
Y Z

shears in each grain.

This local shear is applied in addition to the macroscopic shear (in true PSC test

the macroscopic shears are zero, while in rolling, material layers near the roll surface

can have these shears). The net plastic work is reduced in comparison to FC and

other RC models. In the LAMEL formulation, the slip activity in one grain not only

depends on its own orientation, but also the neighbor orientation.

LAMEL was soon discarded by Van Houtte et al. [147] and was replaced by the
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Advanced LAMEL model (ALAMEL). This model divides the microstructure into

two distinct regions: grain boundary segment and bulk grain interior. A macroscopic

strain field is applied to both the grain boundary segments across the boundary,

while the interiors undergo heterogeneous strain which satisfy a relaxed kinematical

constraint and minimizes the deformation energy of the total cluster. The local

strain rate throughout a crystal is not the same, thus slip rates are heterogeneous.

Van Houtte et al. [147] showed that for a reference frame attached to the grain

boundary, the two grain boundary segments undergo equal but opposite shears (to

maintain macroscopic strain) if the corresponding local stresses are equilibrated at

the boundary. This idea of achieving strain compatibility by opposite shears was

originally proposed by Aernoudt and Stüwe [148]. Model prediction results for steel

and Al alloys can be found in [147]. Since the authors of this geometrical model still

believe there is room for development, it will not be discussed further.

Like LAMEL another cluster model developed is the Grain Interaction Model

(GIA). GIA was first proposed by Crumbach et al. [149] and subsequently refined

[150–152]. It treats a cluster of 8 grains unlike 2 in the LAMEL model. Shear

relaxation on all the 12 interfaces within the cluster is considered simultaneously.

Thus in total 24 shear relaxations are adopted and total plastic work for all 8 grains is

minimized. In the most recent form of GIA, Engler et al. [152] introduced orthogonal

geometrically necessary dislocations (GND) to compensate the misfit at the interfaces

inside the grain cluster. The slip rates are calculated by minimizing both the Taylor

energy due to plastic work on active slip systems in all 8 grains plus the energy

due to the GNDs. The energy gain due to the introduction of GNDs makes the total

energy fall in between the two limiting cases of a no-relaxation FC model (higher) and

complete-relaxation in a RC Taylor model (lower). The GIA model incorporates the

material shear modulus (µ), Burgers vector (bbb) and grain size through the equations

of misfit GNDs. Thus, as claimed by the authors [152] the GIA model can successfully
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predict texture evolution for many different alloys taking into account the grain size.

All multi-grain Taylor-based models (LAMEL, ALAMEL, GIA) have been devel-

oped keeping in mind a nonuniform distribution of strain and stress in the polycrystal.

The models which partition the strains heterogeneously and best capture the texture

evolution are the finite element (FE) ones. The only advantage of multi-grain Taylor-

based models over FE models is they are computationally less expensive.

2.7.3 Finite Element Models - coupled compatibility and equi-

librium

Interactions between the constituent grains in polycrystals can only be envisaged

through the enforcement of the two fundamental boundary conditions: strain conti-

nuity and stress equilibrium at grain boundaries. Strictly assuming only one condition

during plastic deformation leads to the breakdown of the other at the boundaries. In

crystal plasticity where the deformation is addressed via the gliding dislocations on

multiple slip planes any attempt to assume the same local strain/stress tensor to ex-

ternal strain/stress tensor seems to be too strict rather than realistic. The ambitious

assumption of either of the two homogenization principles is a critical one from the

texture evolution point of view as the evolving texture in polycrystals rely on the

selection of slip systems in submicroscopic volumes. At these volumes slip selection

can be influenced by a variety of other factors including dislocation density and distri-

bution on potential active slip planes before the beginning of any slip event, primary

and secondary hardening of slip systems as deformation progresses, and long range

reaction stresses from the adjacent co-deforming grains. Thus an internal grain expe-

riences a very complicated local stress or strain (dσij or dεij) different than its external

counterparts, dS or dE. The deviation from the global stress and/or strain can only

result in further increasing the plastic energy. As discussed by Kocks [153], the extra
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plastic energy spent will contribute to “secondary processes” during deformation.

The Taylor model, although generally successful, fails when the local variation

of stress attains a higher value between neighboring grains. Most of the emphasis

in texture modeling has been on enforcing the compatibility alone or relaxing a few

components by some kinematic consideration, while inter-grain equilibrium has been

neglected. This is mainly due to the better predictive ability of strain-based mod-

els (Taylor type) to stress-based models (Sachs type). Nevertheless, the interaction

stresses arising at the grain boundary can alter the resolved stresses and change the

slip behavior of adjacent grains. For example, grains which shear produce inhomo-

geneous strain in an aggregate. If the shear in a particular grain is not constrained

by an adjacent grain, the shear stress transferred or the reaction stress experienced

will be low. In contrast, if the shear is constrained by a hard adjacent grain, shear

stress transfer will be high and the reaction stress will be high as well. Thus the

slip behavior of both the grain in question and the adjacent grains as an aggregate

will follow a complex path, which cannot be captured by any simplified homogenized

field theories. FE models which enforce both compatibility and equilibrium in a weak

sense, act as an accurate quantitative procedure to evaluate texture under various

macroscopic deformation boundary conditions. The basic formalism of an FE model

incorporating crystal plasticity (CPFEM) can be found in [135,136].

In the Taylor model it is generally discussed that the B texture component is

always under-predicted when compared with the experimental results [58, 154, 157].

In order to improvise the intensity of the B component, the Taylor model has been

modified by relaxing the RD-TD shear. Even such RC models fail to capture the B

component quantitatively [58]. The appearance of the B component in texture has

to be carefully studied as this component is critically present in both of the texture

fibres; namely α-fibre developing at intermediate reduction which runs between G and

B, and β-fibre at high reductions running between B and C components. Becker [158]
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analytically studied the effect of RD-TD shear on the rotation tendency of the orien-

tations sitting on the α-fibre under plane strain compression. A general conclusion

for such orientations was that the orientations on the α-fibre are stable if the RD-TD

shear is unrestrained, like in RC model calculation. Thus orientations near G are

stable and do not rotate towards B as otherwise reported in RC models. However,

by restraining the RD-TD shear the rate of lattice rotation increases and for orien-

tations on the α-fibre an FC Taylor assumption will result a stable B texture [158].

In a model crystal assembly using the rate dependent constitutive law of Asaro and

Needleman [139], Becker and co-workers [159,160] reported the role of grain interac-

tions and the influence of the RD-TD shearing on the texture evolution by enforcing

a PSC with no net deformation along TD and assuming all the deformation gradi-

ent rates on the compression plane were zero. The authors only allowed rotations

about ND. The extent of the reaction stress σ
XY

depends on the extent by how much

ε
XY

is restrained. One particular observation due to grain interaction on a near G

orientation was reported by Becker. In order to achieve compatibility Becker [159]

reported opposite rotations of a near G orientation to two complementary B end

orientations, which was not captured by the Taylor model under similar boundary

conditions. Becker also reported an intragranular orientation spread which usually

reflects the stress gradient arising due to the variation in the constraint. Becker used

a 2D model where the influence of interaction in restricting the RD-TD shear can be

appreciably amplified since all the rotations were allowed to occur only about ND.

In case of a real 3D polycrystalline aggregate the rotations are complicated as the

kinematic degree of freedom of each crystallite increases, hence a slower rate of lattice

rotation to B is more likely. In the analytical interpretation provided, Becker [158]

concluded that the lattice rotation is independent of any latent hardening effect for

all the orientations on the α-fibre as shearing on the same active slip planes remain

throughout the deformation. It could be argued that the rotation rate and effect of
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constraint will have a different influence on two materials with two different consti-

tutive hardening response. For example, in materials with a low latent hardening

coefficient (h close to 1.0) activation of other slip systems (non-coplanar) can ensue

preemptively in comparison with materials having high latent hardening coefficients

(h close to 1.4). Therefore the level of RD-TD shear cannot be achieved with low

h materials from which the extent of interaction on lattice rotation can be deduced.

However, from a pure kinematical consideration Becker showed the effect of grain

interaction in orientations undergoing only RD-TD shear (and hence rotation about

ND only), and concluded that the rate of rotation of adjacent orientations towards

the B component is proportional to the level of shear constraint that the B orientation

experiences from the neighbors.

Apart from the lattice rotations in adjacent grains, the effect of interaction can

result in an intragrain orientation gradient across the thickness of the shearing grain

itself. Theoretically if the same shear stress σ
XY

is enforced at the grain boundary

surfaces of all the grains along TD, the extent of constraint on ε
XY

shear will be differ-

ent depending on the orientation of the grains in TD. Additionally, net sample shear

E
XY

can be assumed zero by summing all the local shears to zero, and compatibility

at least on the local RD-TD shear can be relaxed. Orientation gradients inside the

interior of the grain are explained by the difference in the local shear component and

the imposed macroscopic strain component (for example, δ
XY

= dE
XY
− dε

XY
). Only

FE based models capture the details of orientation fragmentation in an average sense

but do not yet include structural details arising due to dislocation patterning.

The interpretation of the recent CPFEM results by Li et al. [157] is quite in

contradiction to the earlier interpretation of Becker [159, 160]. In a comprehensive

study by both FC Taylor and CPFEM methods, Li et al. [157] compared the model

predictions with the experimental cold rolled textures in three different Al alloys.

Subjectively, the authors [157] concluded that relaxing both of the in-plane shears
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(RD-ND and RD-TD) weakens the C component and strengthens the B component.

Even though CPFEM results give a better quantitative texture prediction than FC

Taylor models, the results still deviate far from the experimental observations, in

particular the B component is under-predicted in all of the model predictions including

the CPFEM. Also, in certain alloys the predicted results match better than in others,

as shown in Figure 2.17.

It is to be noted that not all of the deficiencies in the texture models come from the

inadequate ways of specifying stress and/or strain and plastic interactions between

grains, but rather other microstructural factors like latent hardening, dislocation

interactions with particles, particle shearing in alloys and microscopic shear banding

all can judiciously contribute to the texture evolution in a complicated and coupled

manner.

In a hypothetical embedded bicrystal constructed for FE analysis, Beaudoin et

al. [161] showed that the localized microscopic shearing can have its origin due to

the reaction stresses acting between grains. The interactions produce similar shear

zones like the MSBs discussed earlier, but are limited to fine regions inside a single

grain. At intermediate reductions Beaudoin et al. [161] showed the appearance of

ND-rotated Cb component inside these shear zones. No physical explanations of how

interactions develop or how do they assist the formation of the bands and ND-rotated

Cb component was provided.

By assigning one element per grain in an FE simulation, Sarma and Dawson [137]

computed the variation of the deformation components by changing the crystal neigh-

borhood in 25 different permutations. A strong role of interaction causing non-

uniform deformation in the model polycrystal was reported. The authors calculated

the deformation rate components each time they varied the neighborhood in an ag-

gregate of 1000 grains and reported the deviation of deformation components from
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Figure 2.17: Orientation density along β-fibre after various thickness reductions in
cold rolled (a) AA1200, (b) AA5005 and (c) AA5182 Al alloys. Shown here is the
comparison of texture intensity along the β-fibre in the order of appearance as (i)
experimental, (ii) FC Taylor model, (iii) CPFEM with one element per grain, and
(iv) CPFEM with eight elements per grain. Over prediction of the C component in
all three alloys and under prediction of the B component for the two alloys AA5005
and AA5182 can clearly be seen. Figures were obtained and compiled from Ref. [157].
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the nominal value. One of their noticeable conclusions was that the orientation of a

crystal is less important in determining the deviation of the deformation rate from the

nominal value than the effect of the surrounding. Sarma and Dawson [137] examined

the values of the six deformation components in all of the 25 simulations and tried

to correlate the deviation of each component with M . A maximum deviation was

reported to occur by changing the grain environment for crystals having lower M . In

particular the principal component of deformation in the elongation direction (d
XX

)

and the compression direction (d
ZZ

) was reported to vary inversely with M , while

no appreciable deviation of the shear components d
XY

, d
Y Z

and d
XZ

was reported.

Discretization of each grain to a finite number of elements remains a major concern

in FE models, as polycrystal plastic deformation is associated with a deformation

length scale which dynamically refines with applied deformation and evolves uniquely

according to the constitutive behavior of the material. Appreciable deviation in the

shear components can be observed by consideration of multiple elements per grain

(these type of models are known as N-site models). As shown by Li et al. [157], by

representing a grain using eight elements instead of one element magnifies the local

shear components and considerably improves the texture (Figure.2.17) intensity along

the β-fibre.

In order to capture the intra-crystalline deformation arising due to grain-grain

interaction under PSC boundary conditions, Mika and Dawson [138] employed a finer

discretization having 48 space filling tetrahedra in a dodecahedron shaped crystal

representing each grain. Mika and Dawson [138] observed a pronounced weakening

influence of M on deformation rate deviation (mostly d
XX

). The difference was ex-

plained in terms of two observations. Firstly, the behavior of the crystal centroid was

shielded from the effect of the neighbors and homogeneous deformation with mini-

mum deviation in deformation rate components was reported. Secondly, by virtue of

a dodecahedron crystal shape which shared more interfaces with adjacent neighbors,
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the crystal in question would experience a more homogenized deformation and hence

a reduced spread in deformation rate components.

In another CPFEM calculation, Bachu and Kalidindi [162] showed the superior

ability of CPFEM over Taylor models in predicting textures. The authors attributed

the improvement of the FE method to the occurrence of the RD-TD and RD-ND

shears. By using two types of single crystal hardening equations (Asaro and Needle-

man [139] and Wu et al. [141]) the authors concluded that rate-sensitivity and strain

hardening has little influence on the predicted densities of the orientations on texture

fibres. In contrast, recent FE models which incorporate latent hardening equations

positively improve the B component intensity inside the texture fibers [163,164].

Using an elastoviscoplastic FE formulation and incorporating Vocé type slip hard-

ening, Miraglia et al. [163] showed a strong influence of the latent hardening ratio

(LHR) on the formation of α-fibre textures at moderate strain levels (maximum up

to 44% reduction). The authors also deformed the virtual polycrystal using Taylor’s

FC boundary conditions up to the same level of strain and compared the resulting

textures with the FE results. Using the same single crystal hardening parameters

(obtained by matching the macroscopic response of each LHR simulation with an ex-

perimental uniaxial stress-strain curve of brass), even in the case of a high LHR of 1.8,

the Taylor model predicted a strong β-fibre texture while the components along the

α-fibre were almost absent. Thus the latent hardening model of Miraglia et al. [163]

qualitatively suggests that B texture formation depends on the role of grain interac-

tion assumptions. It is to be pointed out that, as experimental results [8] indicate,

irrespective of the SFE values, FCC metals tend to develop the α-fibre textures early

on up to moderate strains (reduction 50%). At higher reductions orientations on the

α-fibre grossly rotate towards β-fibre orientations in copper type metals (high SFE).

Miraglia et al. [163] were unable to study this kind of texture transition because mesh

distortion occurred at 44% reduction. Even though the latent hardening model clearly
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improves the B component intensity for a higher LHR (for example increasing LHR

from 1.4 to 1.8 improves the α-fibre intensity, as shown in Figure 7 of Ref. [163]), a few

subtle concerns relevant to the constitutive response can be raised. The sensitivity of

the latent hardening model of Mirgalia et al. to enhance the B texture is mainly due

to the over emphasis of the LHR with Vocé type slip hardening. The invariability of

LHR in this type of hardening equation (without the formal introduction of recovery)

is a reasonable approximation at low strains, but not at high strains [114]. Thus,

essentially latent hardening models should dynamically transit to isotropic hardening

model (for which LHR = 1.0) when all of the slip systems including the inactive slip

planes attain stress saturation. Whether the intensities of α-fibre textures can be

retained at higher reductions is yet to be modeled.

By introducing latent hardening into an FE scheme Young et al. [164] reported the

gain in B component, which co-existed with other FCC rolling texture components, C

and S, along the β-fibre. Like Miraglia et al. [163], Young et al. [164] assumed constant

latent hardening coefficients up to 60% reduction. Although the latent hardening

models ignore the effect of recovery in improving the B component intensity, these

models support other hypotheses which have been proposed in the past to enhance

the amount of B component. When a higher LHR is introduced the following points

support to improve the B texture by:

(i) increasing the critical shear stresses on the latent systems which makes the slip

activation on latent slip systems more difficult. Planar slips restricted to the limited

number of active glide planes contribute more to the decisive local shear components

(RD-TD, RD-ND), which are further needed to be relaxed.

(ii) suppression of cross-slip (as discussed in § 2.3.1). Leffers and Pedersen [20]

related the transition between B and C components to the activation energy for cross-

slip.
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(iii) reduction of the average number of active slip systems which is not in recon-

ciliation with the strict requirement of five active slip systems in FC Taylor theory.

Young et al. [164] reported a decrease from 3.7 in the isotropic hardening case to 1.9

for the case of LHR equals to 4.0 (an LHR of 4.0 can be considered very high, but a

value as high as 2.2 has been reported by Franciosi et al. [165]).

Other FE modeling attempts to reproduce the orientational gradient structures

during deformation have not been particularly successful. Even though FE models

give a reasonable average texture prediction, they cannot capture the spatial distri-

bution of orientations in a deformed grain. Based on a CPFEM calculation, Raabe

et al. [166] concluded that the basic inclination of a grain to subdivide strongly de-

pends on the initial orientation (intrinsic dependence) and partly to the neighborhood

topology (extrinsic dependence). The authors used a brick shaped element for each

grain and calculated the mean orientation as the mean of the 8 integration points

located at the brick corners, and calculated the misorientation between the mean and

the 8 nodal points for every element. By repeating the same CPFEM calculation

for nine different neighbor configurations (similar to the hybrid FEM work of Daw-

son and co-workers [137, 138]), while keeping all the starting orientations the same,

Raabe et al. [166] profiled the averaged misorientation for each individual orientation

and presented a normalized misorientation function in the Euler space. No strong

effect of neighbors on the orientational splitting, except in ‘Cb’ orientation, was re-

ported. The texture component orientations on the β-fibre (C, S, B) did not show

any particular tendency to subdivide either, which is in complete disagreement with

what has been reported through experimental observations [123,167,168]. In contrast

Beaudoin et al. [161] earlier showed that large orientation spreads develop in an em-

bedded S-orientation under PSC. Recently, utilizing a highly resolved FE calculation

Buchheit et al. [169] concluded that orientation gradient banding could be associated

with GNBs and must be completely driven by the variable constraints imposed by
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the neighbors. This also agrees with Beaudoin et al. [161] earlier observation of ori-

entation banding due to inter-grain constraints. However, as discussed in § 2.6, the

observation of GNBs separating the orientation bands are also found in single crys-

tal deformation tests. Thus the formation of GNBs cannot be decisively attributed

solely to the intercrystalline constraints. The nature of the GNBs (in particular the

evolution of intra-grain misorientations on them) can strongly be influenced by the

grain interactions through an indirect effect which can alter the active slip systems

across them.

2.8 Role of Interactions and Problem Formulation

Polycrystal plasticity models try to capture the behavior of real microstructures by

some simplified assumptions. For example, the complicated dislocation dynamics

and the kinetics of their interactions are replaced by some power law constitutive

hardening equations [139,140]. The influence of grain shape and size is mimicked by

altering the kinematic degrees of freedom at the grain level [55,56]. The infinitesimal

elastic-plastic co-deformation of grains is treated as homogenized strain increment

(TBH based [3,53]) or homogenized stress increment (Sachs based [129]). Interaction

between adjacent grains is replaced by simplified interaction of a grain with an average

effective medium (self-consistent theory [130, 132]). Reconciliation between model

texture predictions and experimental observations is still far from an accepted level.

This is mainly due to the unknown heterogeneous stress and strain distribution in

polycrystals. Nevertheless, by accounting for grain interactions, model prediction has

been improved.

In this thesis the following points have been recognized as important to understand

the role of grain interactions on the deformation texture in FCC metals.
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(i) Combined behavior of grain assemblies with varying Taylor factor (M) values

and its role in partitioning the macroscopic strain is to be tested.

(ii) Interaction of the shearable orientations with the non-shearable orientations is

to be tested and the effect of grain interaction on lattice rotations is to be derived. A

justifiable comparison of the orientation spread between single crystal and embedded

bicrystal is needed to isolate the effect of neighbors.

(iii) Materials with different constitutive responses (example, Cu and Al) are to

be tested, and deformation texture and structure are to be compared.

(iv) Stability (in terms of slip selection) of the ideal orientations relevant to rolling

under the influence of a neighbor is to be tested.

(v) The nature of the dislocation boundaries and the disorientation distribution

inside the interacting ideal orientations needs to be characterized.

(vi) Most importantly, all of the above points are to be studied through careful

experimental designs.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Designs to Study Grain

Interactions in Polycrystalline Samples

3.1 Introduction

New progress in understanding the theories of deformation texture relies on making

samples with known interior grain orientations and tracking their deformation evolu-

tion with applied strain. Experimental validation of the Taylor theory in polycrystals

started with the pioneering work of Barrett and Levenson [1] in 1940. Based on a

uniaxial compression test on a large grain sized split sample of high purity Al, Barrett

and Levenson reported that G.I. Taylor’s theory predicts the direction of rotations

correctly for one-half of the total grains, incorrectly for the others. Grains in poly-

crystalline samples do not rotate as singular units as predicted by Taylor’s theory,

rather split to many orientation fragments. Barrett and Levenson concluded that

typical grains spread up to 7◦ to 10◦ at 10% reduction in thickness, two or three

times this at 30% reduction, and four or five times this at 60% reduction. Barrett

and Levenson summarized the complicated nature of polycrystalline deformation and

hence grain rotations during deformation as follows:

The heterogeneous flow of which this is proof is important to an under-
standing of the nature of lattice rotations in aggregates, for it means that
each grain and each fragment of a grain deforms in a manner influenced
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by the everchanging flow of its neighbors, rather than in a simple man-
ner that could be calculated from the behavior of single crystals under the
assumption of homogeneous deformation.

3.2 Techniques to fabricate crystalline aggregates

In order to understand the nature of deformation and hence the texture evolution

during deformation, in particular the role of grain interactions on texture, specimens

containing a few grains (called multicrystals) having orientations relevant to FCC

rolling texture should be available for testing. Since such samples do not occur nat-

urally, they need to be constructed. Construction of such specimens having specific

orientations at desired locations is a very difficult objective by itself. Nevertheless,

once such specimens are constructed, the deformation of the specimen as a whole and

local variations in deformation can be carefully studied. The purpose of this chapter

is to document various techniques tried in building multicrystals with ideal orien-

tations for PSC testing. The procedures for these methods are described in detail,

which can serve as a reference guide for future work. Most of the descriptions are for

high purity Cu, except for the embedded orientation technique which was developed

for high purity Al. The list of the techniques are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Techniques used in an attempt to produce multicrystal specimens for the
deformation test

Technique Material

Controlled deformation and annealing Cu

Electroplating on single crystals Cu

Embedded orientation technique

(i) Designer Crystal Aggregates (microscopic) Al

(ii) Crystal Sandwich Aggregates (macroscopic) Al, Cu
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3.2.1 Controlled deformation and annealing

The objective of this experimental method was to grow a new grain inside a single

crystal matrix of certain orientation, whose deformation structure is well characterized

prior to the the start of the recrystallization step. For this purpose two important

considerations are necessary.

(i) A uniform distribution of dislocations without the occurrence of dislocation

patterns (like cells) in the deformed matrix is required. An explanation in the context

of strain hardening is given in the following.

Orientations which undergo multiple slip right from the beginning of the plastic

deformation, usually harden faster compared to the orientation which favor single slip.

Examples of such orientations are [001] and [111] under tension. The rapid hardening

in this stage of the deformation (commonly known as Stage II) is a consequence of the

production of obstacles for the gliding dislocations. The strongest of all the obstacles

are LC barriers (see a set view point in [3]). For a pair of mobile dislocations which

take part in the LC reaction, a common obstacle to both the dislocation lines makes

the pair of dislocations sessile. Formation of such sessile dislocations creates bundles

of dislocations or a ‘forest’ of dislocations in Stage II. Throughout Stage II, the

hardening rate depends on the rate of the obstacle formation and the rate of storage

of dislocations inside the forest, giving more or less a constant rate of hardening. At

a threshold stress (τ
III

), the linear hardening rate of Stage II breaks down due to

some thermally assisted process. Two possibilities arise: either the obstacle strengths

are overcome, or the kinematic rate of obstacle production diminishes. Structurally

the dislocation aggregates evolve to form narrow boundaries which confine regions

relatively free from dislocations. This stage of deformation is known as Stage-III.

In light of the current experiment, shear strain which corresponds to the initiation

of Stage-III deformation process can serve as a limiting step on the amount of prior
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deformation before the final recrystallization step is carried out.

(ii) The growth ability of the nucleating grain is to be maximized by increasing

the energy content of the surrounding matrix.

Through calorimetry studies Gottstein et al. [7] calculated the stored energy of

Cu crystals for various starting orientations pulled at 78 K. The stored energy (Es)

was found to be proportional to the square of the flow stress τ , but at constant flow

stress the amount of energy stored depends on the starting orientation. Gottstein et

al. [7] found that for constant flow stress, orientations near 〈011〉 store more energy

than 〈001〉 orientations. Gottstein et al. [7] showed that the ratio of the measured

enthalpy from calorimetry (∆H) to the square of the flow stress (τ) normalized by

the hardening rate in stage-II (Θ
?

II
) is constant as shown:

∆H ·Θ?

II

τ 2
= 0.044

[
J/g

Kg/mm2

]
(3.1)

Therefore, ∆H can be estimated for any work hardened Cu crystal. Since ∆H repre-

sents the stored energy, the temperature for maximum energy release (Tmax) can be

determined from Gottstein et al.’s calibration curve in their Fig. 14 (Ref. [7]).

Thus after requirements (i) and (ii) are met, nucleation sites can be artificially

induced by some precise local deformation on the prestrained matrix, followed by an

isothermal annealing treatment at temperatures close to (Tmax).

99.99% Cu single crystals of [001] orientation were used for the experiments mainly

for two reasons. Firstly, [001] single crystals deform by multiple slip from the onset

of plastic deformation [2, 4]. Secondly, [001] does not rotate during deformation due

to activation of symmetric slip systems. Single crystals of square cross section, 3.2

mm a side, and 30 mm long were obtained courtesy of Dr. S. Saimoto at Queen’s

University, Canada. Starting crystals of [001] axial direction and {110} side face
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the EDM cutting of the (001) crystal to expose (111) plane
for etch pit counting.

planes were used. A detailed description of the as-grown single crystals can be found

in reference [6]. The virgin crystal was cut on one of the {111} faces to study the

dislocation density. A schematic of the available {111} planes for cutting is shown

in Figure 3.1. Crystals were carefully cut using a three-axis goniometer inside an

electric discharge machine (EDM). The mechanical damage due to EDM cutting on

the (111) face was removed using Mitchell’s solution, Table (3.2). Nearly 500 µm of

damaged layer was removed by careful polishing on a fine linen cloth soaked in the

Mitchell solution, without applying any pressure.

Table 3.2: Chemical preparation of Cu single crystals

Solutions Chemical Composition Remarks

Mitchell’s
90 ml. (anhydrous cupric chloride

sat. in conc. hydrochloric acid),

and 10 ml. (polyethylene glycol 400)

Electropolishing
60% orthophosphoric acid, and temperature = −10◦C
40% dist water voltage = 30 V

duration = 30 sec

Livingston’s

250 parts dist. water,

45 parts hydrochloric acid,

30 parts glacial acetic acid, and

1 part bromine
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3.2.1.0.1 Dislocation Density The polished (111) face was further electropol-

ished (conditions are given in Table 3.2), before etching in Livingston’s solution [9].

A 10 second etching revealed the dislocation etch pits on the surface. A picture of

Figure 3.2: Dislocation etch pit distributions on a (111) face of a virgin Cu single
crystal

the dislocation etch pit distribution is provided in Figure 3.2. A crude estimate based

on the etch pit counting gives a dislocation density, ρ = 1.7 × 107/cm2. If each etch

pit is considered as a dislocation line cutting the (111) plane, then a fairly uniform

distribution of the dislocations in the bulk of the virgin crystals can be assumed,

as shown in Figure 3.2. No pre-existing dislocation arrays or networks in the virgin

crystals were observed. The correlation between the dislocation number density, ρ,

and the initial flow stress, τ0 is in excellent agreement with the corresponding room

temperature data available in the literature (page 14 in [6]). Based on the previously

known deformation behavior, the crystal was pulled close to τ
III

. The shear stress

versus shear strain curve was converted from the elongation data of the tensile ex-

periment using a Schmid factor of 0.408. The stress - strain relationship is given in

Figure 3.3. Following Saimoto [5], τ
III

can be found as the value of τ at which a
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log− log plot of (τ −τ0) against γ deviates from linearity. For the same [001] oriented

Cu crystal the flow stress to initiate stage-III deformation, τ
III

, at room temperature

has been reported to be of the order of 2.2 Kg/mm2 [4, 6], which is indicated by the

horizontal line in Figure 3.4.

In order to increase the dislocation number density further, one more [001] crystal

was pulled at liquid nitrogen temperature (78 K). By prestraining the crystals at

78 K an isotropic distribution of dislocations on each of the four octahedral planes

can be achieved with the addition of an increased order of dislocation density. Such

a distribution of dislocation will help induce an uniform orientation growth matrix

during the subsequent annealing step. At 78 K the reported initiation of stage-III

deformation in [001] oriented Cu crystal occurs at a shear stress of 4.27 Kg/mm2 [10].

In the studied case the [001] crystal was pulled to a maximum resolved shear stress

of 3.5 Kg/mm2 at 78 K, which corresponds to a dislocation density, ρ = 2× 109/cm2

(page 14 in [6]). Following Gottstein et al. [7], the temperature of maximum energy

release, Tmax ≈ 370◦ C was calculated based on Θ
?

II
= 42.53 Kg/mm2 and τ = 3.5

Kg/mm2.

Figure 3.3: Room temperature shear stress versus shear strain curve for the [001]
oriented Cu single crystal
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Figure 3.4: Log − log plot of τ − τ0 versus γ for [001] oriented Cu crystal pulled at
room temperature, showing the total amount of applied strain was kept in stage-II
hardening regime.

3.2.1.0.2 Local deformation by Vickers indentation The pulled crystals

showed shear localization in the form of slip bands near the tensile grip ends. In

order to avoid the influence of the slip bands during subsequent recrystallization pro-

cess, the ends of the crystals were removed and approximately 6 mm long samples

from the center of the long prestrained crystal were cut for the indentation experi-

ment. All cut ends were carefully polished using Mitchell’s solution to remove the

spark induced damage from the EDM cutting. Two diamond shaped Vickers indents

on one of the (110) faces were placed as shown in Figure 3.5. The diagonal of the

diamond shaped indents was measured to be 100 µm. Two shear off-set regions (dot-

ted circles in Figure 3.5) were observed, where two sets of slip clusters on (1̄11) and

(11̄1) planes intersect with each other. From geometry, it can be seen that the two

intersecting shear planes meet along the [110] direction, which is the direction perpen-

dicular to the plane of the paper in Figure 3.5. The chance of the nucleation process

depends on the nature of the plastic discontinuities inside the matrix. Thus by arti-

ficially creating shear off-sets the chance of nucleation of new grains is improved at

the intersecting slip clusters. The shear off-set regions are not the only sites which
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provide potential nucleation sites. As discontinuities in plastic flow underneath the

indents (as shown in Figure 3.6) are also highly probable. Eylon et al. [11] studied the

nucleation and growth of new grains in strain free single crystals of Al using various

geometries of indenters. Eylon et al. [11] only succeeded in growing new grains for

diamond shaped indenters, while they did not observe any new grains for spherical

indenters and attributed the observation to the discontinuities in plastic flow under

the indents. Thus Vickers indentation was chosen for the present study. Furthermore

in order to remove the sources of the extraneous nucleation sites at the surface pile-

ups near the indentation edges, the crystal was carefully polished using Mitchell’s

solution on the indented face until no indentation mark was seen.

Figure 3.5: Two closely spaced Vickers indents on a (110) face of a Cu single crys-
tal. Shown here (dotted circle) are the intersecting slip clusters which can serve as
potential nucleation sites during recrystallization.

3.2.1.0.3 Post indentation annealing In preparation for annealing, each speci-

men was sealed inside a quartz tube having a final inside pressure of 10−4 torr. Before

the final tube sealing was carried out, the tube was flushed with argon multiple times.
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Pile up

Regions of discontinuity

Plane of mechanical polishing

in plastic flow

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of the discontonuous plastic flow near Vickers
indents.

The quartz tube containing the specimen was inserted in to a preset tube furnace at

400◦C. After three hours of annealing treatment, the specimen was removed from

the furnace. Each Cu specimen was lightly etched with alcoholic ferric chloride so-

lution (5 g of FeCl3 + 2 ml of HCl + 95 ml ethyl alcohol). No new grains on the

indented face were observed. The reason for the failure of the technique to grow a

new grain inside the prestrained matrix can be attributed to: (i) the absence of any

potential nuclei in the indented and polished specimen; or (ii) an unfavorable growth

relationship between the nuclei and matrix. A further attempt with a single Vickers

indent having a diagonal length of 250 µm was tried on the (110) face of a similarly

prepared Cu single crystal sample. The indented sample was annealed at 400◦C for

1 hour. New grains surrounding the indentation were observed (Figure 3.7). A few

of the newly recrystallized grains grow along with their twinned counterparts. The

formation of twinned grains makes it impossible to grow a single grain within the

matrix. Further experimentation of this trial was ruled out, however the appearance

of identically oriented new grains at A and B (in Figure 3.7) can be further studied

from the standpoint of recrystallization theories.
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Figure 3.7: SEM image of a lightly etched Cu specimen tilted to show new grains
around a Vickers indent. The misorientation relationships of some of the new grains
with the matrix are labeled in axis/angle form.

3.2.2 Electroplating on single crystals

In this experimental attempt the basic objective was to surround a single crystal of

known orientation with other grains as-grown during electroplating. The orientations

of the newly grown grains in the cross section of the sample are to be measured using

SEM/EBSD before conducting any deformation test. The role of grain interaction

on the deformation behavior of the surrounded orientation in the middle can be

studied during PSC tests. Similar electroplating experiments can be performed on

single crystals of various other orientations which concern FCC rolling texture (for

example crystals having axial orientation along [110], [112]). One such electroplating

experiment on a [001] Cu single crystal having a square cross section of 3×3 mm2 is
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described below.

It was crucial to have a clean surface before the plating experiment was started.

For this purpose a 3.2×3.2 mm2 crystal of 20 mm length was chemically polished on

a linen cloth soaked in Mitchell’s solution. In order to remove any surface contami-

nations from the chemical polishing, the crystal was electropolished inside a beaker

using a solution as mentioned in Table 3.2. The crystal was carefully removed from

the electropolishing solution and was cleaned with a stream of alcohol before imme-

diately transferring to an electroplating bath.

Figure 3.8: Schematic of the set up for electroplating Cu on Cu single crystal.

A plating solution of 200 g of CuSO4 + 100 g of conc. H2SO4 + 1 g of dextrin per

1 lit. H2O was used at a constant solution temperature of 35◦C. A current density of 5

mA/cm2 was found to produce the best plating without formation of any voids inside

the plated layer. The single crystal of [001] axial orientation was used as the cathode,

and a polycrystalline Cu helical coil was used as the anode (schematic is shown in

Figure 3.8). A constant current flow of 0.3 A at 20 V was maintained for a period

of 117 hours. It is known that the grains deposited during electroplating inherit the
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orientation by epitaxial growth. Thus during plating, the Cu single crystal tended to

grow epitaxially on the broad [110] faces, except at the edges where two [110] faces

met. Here, multiple grains with twin orientation relationship were observed. Figure

3.9 shows an SEM channeling contrast image of an axial cross-section of the plated

crystal near one of the four edges. Within the allowed time approximately 710 µm

layer of Cu was plated onto the [110] faces of the crystal.

Figure 3.9: SEM channeling contrast image of the [001] electroplated single crystal.

The epitaxial nature of the crystal growth during electroplating made it impos-

sible to surround the starting single crystal by multiple grains of other orientations.

Although it was not tried, it may be possible to electroplate a single crystal with

uneven cross-section to produce a surrounded multicrystal specimen.
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X0: RD

Y0: TD capped crystal, i.e. {001}〈100〉

receptor crystal, i.e. {001}〈100〉

insert crystal, i.e. {110}〈1̄12〉 or {112}〈111̄〉

Figure 3.10: Simplest concept of a designer crystalline aggregate (DCA) showing a
crystal with prescribed orientation inserted into the lower trench of a receptor crystal
with different orientation (the nearest neighbor); the inserted crystal is capped by a
crystal with the same orientation as the receptor crystal.

3.2.3 Embedded orientation technique

The aim of this experimental attempt was to fabricate specimens with desired orien-

tations at desired locations. Four orientations B, C, G and Cb were selected. In order

to fabricate samples with technologically relevant grain sizes (< 30 µm), focused ion

beam (FIB) was used on high purity metal foils. This technique is called Designer

Crystalline Aggregates (DCA) and the details are described below § 3.2.3.1. On the

other hand, the technique to build deformation samples having desired orientations

at a larger size scale (in millimeters) is called Crystal Sandwich Aggregates (CSA).

The details of CSA are provided in § 3.2.3.2.

3.2.3.1 Designer Crystalline Aggregates (microscopic)

The simplest arrangement of a DCA with one neighbor crystal is to surround a known

orientation with a different orientation (Figure 3.10). Thus, by varying the orientation

of the insert and the surrounding crystal, a variety of combinations of DCA samples

can be prepared and the texture stability of the insert crystal can be studied in

microscopic PSC tests.
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3.2.3.1.1 Starting material and characterization: A 99.999wt.% Al foil of

30 µm thickness was obtained from Alfa Aesar in the rolled state. The foil surface

contained recognizable rolling marks. A small portion of the foil was annealed at

450◦C for one hour in a salt bath to grow through-thickness grains with diameters

greater than 100 µm. The final orientations as a result of annealing were effectively

limited by the characteristic annealing texture. As a first attempt, B oriented crystal

was chosen to be surrounded by Cb oriented crystals. Two fiducial marks were placed

by indentation along the rolling direction to define the reference coordinate. Grain

orientations were measured and indexed by SEM/EBSD technique. An EBSD scan

was performed on an area of 1mm×1mm. Grains having ND aligned near 〈001〉 and

〈110〉 crystallographic directions were identified and marked for micro-machining.

The result of EBSD is shown is Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Orientation map of a 99.999% pure annealed Al foil showing three grains
from which monocrystals were extracted. Thin and thick lines represent misorienta-
tion angles larger than 2◦ and 10◦, respectively. The {100} and {110} pole figures for
grains 1, 2 and 3 are shown. RD is along the vertical direction (X0).
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3.2.3.1.2 Micro-machining: A Micrion 2500 FIB instrument was used to exca-

vate the monocrystals from the foil. A 50 kV source beam of positively charged Ga+

ions was used for both imaging and in-situ machining. For Al, chlorine gas was used

to assist the machining process. The Micrion 2500 has a high precision stage capable

of repeatable tilt and rotation motions within 0.5◦, hence desired orientations can be

machined from a single big grain. The vacuum level during machining was of the

order of 10−6 Pa.

3.2.3.1.3 Micro-manipulation: For this step, the machined monocrystals were

removed from the FIB vacuum environment to ambient air for the manipulation.

Manipulation was performed with a Narishige MMO-202ND oil hydraulic micro-

manipulator with a glass probe, observed under optical microscopy. The size of the

monocrystals prevented easy pick-up and placement of the crystals into the target

trench. Thus the crystals were placed as close as possible to the target, and then

dragged, or prodded, into place. The details of the DCA technique is discussed in

reference [12]. Figure 3.12 shows the result of a micro-manipulation attempt of an

insert crystal into the target trench.

Although the DCA technique was unable to fabricate a crystal aggregate us-

ing the current FIB and micro-manipulation facilities, a proof-of-concept for DCAs

was shown. The most difficult and frustrating part of the DCA fabrication was the

micro-manipulation. A smoother initial sample surface and an in situ manipulator

using FIB-based deposition should improve the manipulation success rate such that

a DCA can be fully assembled. The advent of dual-beam FIB tools and in situ

micro-manipulation now make this step a lot easier.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: (a) Micro-machined insert crystal and the receptor trench, FOV 120 µm.
(b) An improper manipulation of the insert crystal into the receptor trench, FOV
90 µm.

3.2.3.2 Crystal Sandwich Aggregates (macroscopic)

The objective of this technique was to make crystal aggregates by stacking crystals

of various orientations which were to be mechanically tested under PSC. Two types

of CSAs were prepared (shown in Figure 3.13). Case (i) type of CSA samples were

made out of both 99.99% purity Cu and Al single crystals, and Case (ii) type of CSA

samples were prepared on 99.99% purity Al single crystals.

3.2.3.2.1 Case (i): embedded CSA 99.99% pure [001] Cu or Al single crystals

having [110] as side faces were used as the base crystals. Single crystals with G,

B, C orientations were machined from the base crystals using a 3-axis goniometer

mounted in an EDM. Both inner crystals and outer crystals were EDM machined

from the base crystals. After machining the outer crystals were metallographically

prepared to a final step of 0.05 µm colloidal silica polishing. Each outer crystal

was electropolished before homogenizing annealing treatments were performed. Cu
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Figure 3.13: Schematic designs for the CSA samples: Case (i) an embedded CSA; Case
(ii) a flat CSA. The two outer crystals have same orientations. The corresponding
global coordinates for PSC tests are X; RD, Y: TD and Z: ND.

crystals were homogenized at 700◦C for 24 hours in argon atmosphere, whereas Al

crystals were homogenized at 500◦C for 24 hours in a salt bath. The approximate

dimensions of the outer crystals were; RD: 5.2mm × TD: 2.9mm × ND: 2.5mm. It

should be noted that in order to have identical orientations for both the top and

bottom outer crystals, the outer crystal should not be flipped upside down (180◦

rotation about RD) due to the fact that a 180◦ RD rotation does not result in a

crystallographic equivalent orientation. For example, when a C oriented crystal is

rotated by 180◦ about RD, it results in a complimentary C orientation (which is also

equivalent to the twin counterpart). Thus, for the CSA samples proper care was

taken to maintain the consistency of the orientations of the two outer crystals.

The inner crystals were prepared by slicing the same base crystals mounted on the

3-axis goniometer inside the EDM. The slicing planes were kept as close as possible to

the (001), (110) and (112) crystallographic planes for machining of Cube (Cb), Brass

(B) and Copper (C) oriented inner crystals, respectively. Thin foils having thickness
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of ∼ 1.5 mm were machined using an EDM on the desired crystallographic faces of

the crystals. To avoid the spark induced damage, about 500 µm layer of material was

removed on both faces of the foil. For Cu, the foils were carefully polished on a linen

cloth soaked with Mitchell’s solution, while for Al, 1200 grit silicon carbide paper

was used to mechanically remove the spark induced damage. Finally, the foils having

approximate thickness of ∼ 500 µm were electropolished on both flat faces. The

electropolished foils were transferred onto the 3-axis goniometer installed inside the

EDM for machining to final dimensions of the inner crystals. A typical dimension of

the inner crystal is: 600 µm × 400 µm × 300 µm along RD, TD and ND, respectively.

Figure 3.14(a) shows the ND and TD faces of an Al inner crystal. Orientation of

the machined inner crystals were verified by SEM/EBSD technique. Orientation

measurement in SEM/EBSD was calibrated using a (001)[110] oriented silicon single

crystal. In order to clean the crystal surfaces from any lubricant contamination

during EDM machining and remove the extra material at the machined edges, the

inner crystals were given a short chemical dissolution treatment. Cu inner crystals

were treated with conc. HNO3 for 1 min, whereas Al inner crystals were treated

with conc. HCl for 1 min. The crystals were then carefully cleaned in alcohol. Like

the outer crystals, the inner crystals were given a similar homogenization treatment

before assembling the crystals inside the PSC die.

The embedded CSA samples were carefully assembled inside a lubricated PSC die

with the help of a fine pair of tweezers and steady hand. TeflonR© spray was used

to lubricate the die walls. While observing under a stereoscope, the inner crystal

was placed on top of the bottom outer crystal. Great care was taken to place the

inner crystal at the center of the bottom crystal. Just before the deformation test,

the second outer crystal was placed on top of the inner crystal (Figure 3.13 Case(i)).

Multiple embedded CSA samples were prepared by varying both the inner and outer

crystal orientations. The results of the PSC deformation tests for the embedded CSA
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: (a) Optical images of both ND and TD faces of an Al inner crystal
having a starting orientation close to {112}〈111〉, or, C orientation. (b) {111} pole
figure of the C oriented Al crystal, showing the accuracy of the starting orientation
within 2◦ from the ideal C texture component.

samples will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 for Al and Cu respectively.

3.2.3.2.2 Case (ii): flat CSA Like the embedded CSA samples, similar crystal

preparations were made in case of the flat CSA samples. The flat CSA samples were

intended to emulate pancake grains. Only a high purity Al [001] single crystal was

used as the base crystal from which desired orientations were machined using the

EDM. The only geometrical difference between the flat and embedded CSAs was that

the inner crystals were replaced with channel sized 300−500 µm thick crystals inside

the flat CSAs. Consequently, the dimensions along RD and TD for the inner crystals

were kept same as the outer crystals (Figure 3.13 Case(ii)). Like the embedded CSA

samples, various combination of crystal orientations were used to assemble the flat

CSAs inside the PSC die. The samples were wrapped in TeflonR© sheets before PSC

deformation tests were performed.

The characteristic difference between the embedded and the flat CSAs is that,

barring the mechanical boundary at the mating surfaces between the inner and the
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outer crystals, material continuity is maintained more often in the flat CSAs than

the embedded CSAs. During deformation voids are likely to be created around the

edges of the internal crystal in the embedded CSAs, which is believed to progressively

shrink with increasing deformation. After the final reduction is imparted (> 60% or

more), the inner crystals in the embedded CSAs are completely surrounded by the

outer crystals. The material continuity of the CSA samples at the mating surfaces

will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. It should be mentioned that the interfaces

of the CSAs (inner-outer) do not replicate the physical and chemical characteristics of

a real grain boundary. Nevertheless, it is expected that the interfaces will act as one

unit during deformation. The interfacial sliding can be gradually inhibited with the

progression of the deformation as the applied deformation rate is maintained across

the interface for the two contacting crystals.

3.3 Summary

A need for building a polycrystalline sample with known orientations and their spatial

coordinates is well understood. If built, these samples can be tested under a specific

deformation geometry and the texture evolution of the constituent orientations mak-

ing up the aggregate can be reliably studied with increasing levels of deformation.

Various ideal orientations relevant to rolling deformation in FCC metals can be stud-

ied with changing environments in terms of orientations. One such type of crystal

assembly is the CSA which can be used to test the role of grain interaction on texture

evolution in FCC metals. Out of all the three techniques described in this chapter

only CSAs are used for the current investigation and the results of the PSC tests are

discussed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Aluminum: Role of grain interaction on

texture evolution in PSC

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 stressed the voluminous computational work which positively show the

influence of grain interaction on end-texture development in rolled FCC metals. In

contrast, there is no substantial, experimental evidence available in the literature

which documents the role of grain interaction on deformation texture. Apart from

the development of end-textures, individual grains in a polycrystalline network also

develop in-grain orientation gradients. One way of studying the role of grain inter-

action on deformation texture consists of characterizing these in-grain orientation

gradients in an interacting environment. In this chapter, an objective study on how

grain interactions influence both (i) the average orientation, and (ii) in-grain orienta-

tion gradients is presented. The effect of interaction on the stability of some of the

end-texture components found in rolling of Al is considered.

It is known that in hot band Al and Al-alloys, typically strong Cb and rotated

Cb textures are observed, which upon cold rolling rotate towards the ideal compo-

nents on the β-fibre (namely B, S and C). The orientation positions of these ideal end

components can be found in Appendix D. The behavior (mechanical, microstructural

and textural) of the ideal texture components is the major focus of the current chap-
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ter. Four ideal texture components in single crystal forms were individually deformed

and a few of the orientation pair combinations were co-deformed. The starting ideal

components are Cb, G, B and C, and the investigated pair combinations are BCbB,

CCbC, GBG and GCG, where the central component represents the embedded ori-

entation of interest and the others the neighbors.

In the remainder of this chapter the following sections are presented. § 4.2 gives

the experimental procedure for the PSC tests and SEM/EBSD measurements. § 4.3

gives the PSC test results. This also includes some discussions about the room tem-

perature single crystal work hardening curves. § 4.4 elucidates the single crystal

deformation behavior in terms of observed microstructure and microtexture. Kine-

matic orientation stability of four ideally oriented crystals (Cb, G, B and C) is the

main focus of this section. § 4.5 presents the deformation microstructure and micro-

texture data for the inner orientations in the interacting CSA samples. § 4.6 gives

the critical findings on the deformation of 99.99% Al with regard to texture change in

PSC. An useful procedure key to the analysis of the orientation data cluster obtained

by SEM/EBSD technique is provided in Appendix A.

4.2 Experimental Procedure

Detailed experimental procedures for the mechanical test and the subsequent orien-

tation measurements on the deformed samples is given below.

4.2.1 Room temperature PSC tests

The material selection and sample preparation steps for the mechanical test are pro-

vided in the previous chapter (§ 3.2.3.2). All the deformation tests were performed

at room temperature with a constant actuator speed of 0.002 mm/s (strain rate,
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ε̇ = 4 − 8 × 10
−4

/s) using an Instron 8521 servo-hydraulic test frame. The PSC

plunger and die were fabricated from hardened tool steel with a hardness of Rc = 55.

The nomenclatures of the channel setup is given in Figure 3.13. To keep consistency

with rolling type deformation, all three principal directions are labeled accordingly as

RD (for elongation direction), TD (for constrained direction) and ND (for compres-

sion direction). The specimens were wrapped in two to three layers of TeflonR© film

to minimize/avoid friction acting between the specimens and the channel wall. All

the single crystals were reduced by ∼ 60% in thickness, which is equivalent to a total

applied true strain of ∼ 0.9.

The crystal dimensions, amount of plastic deformation and starting orientations

used in the PSC tests of the CSA specimens are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The

same orientation combinations are repeated in two types of crystal assemblies, (i) flat

CSA and (ii) embedded CSA. Since the ND plane dimensions (RD and TD) of the

individual crystals in flat CSA samples were almost similar, these CSA specimens

were completely wrapped in multiple layers of TeflonR© films prior to the mechanical

test. Due to a different ND plane dimension of the smaller inner crystals in the

embedded CSA specimens, it was not possible to apply TeflonR© films, instead, the

die/punch contacts were lubricated using TeflonR© spray prior to deformation. All the

CSA specimens were reduced by ∼ 65− 75% in thickness.

Table 4.1: PSC sample data for the flat CSA samples

Sample Crystal Geometry, RD×TD×ND, mm Net Plastic Inner Crystal Starting Orientation

Outer Inner Reduction (%) Reduction (%) of Inner Crystal (◦)
BCbB 5.23×2.85×2.59 5.23×2.85×.457 64.6 63 (0, 0, 0)

CCbC 5.11×2.85×2.26 5.11×2.85×.498 67.1 70 (0, 0, 0)

GBG 4.92×2.81×2.50 4.92×2.81×.622 72.3 74.6 (144.74, 45, 180)

GCG 4.99×2.86×2.50 4.92×2.81×.434 68.6 69.6 (270, 35.26, 45)
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Table 4.2: PSC sample data for the embedded CSA samples

Sample Crystal Geometry, RD×TD×ND, mm Net Plastic Inner Crystal Starting Orientation

Outer Inner Reduction (%) Reduction (%) of Inner Crystal (◦)
BCbB 5.04×2.84×2.69 .572×.524×.530 75.5 79.1 (0, 0, 0)

CCbC 4.87×2.85×1.99 .625×.495×.570 68.3 79.5 (0, 0, 0)

GBG 4.98×2.87×2.55 .691×.523×.506 70.2 79.6 (35.26, 45, 360)

GCG 4.99×2.86×2.51 .625×.460×.520 67.6 64.2 (270, 35.26, 45)

4.2.2 SEM/EBSD data acquisition

The experimental orientation measurements rely on the EBSD technique to gather the

deformation orientation data. Fully automatic orientation measurements were carried

out on tilted samples inside a W-filament SEM (JSM-840). Commercially available

EBSD acquisition software from HKL Technology was used to gather the orientation

data during an automatic scan. The diffraction pattern was recorded by a CCD

camera and the signal-to-noise ratio of the pattern was enhanced through multiple

background corrections until pattern indexing was possible. The SEM operating

conditions were optimized for the highest possible EBSD analysis, using a small probe

current of 6-10nA, 20kV accelerating voltage, and 25 mm working distance. A silicon

single crystal of (110) [001] known orientation was used to calibrate the diffraction

pattern and the calibration file was applied each time prior to the EBSD scan.

The SEM/EBSD technique was optimized to obtain the best possible orientation

data on the deformed microstructures which could then be correlated to the TEM

results available in the literature for any particular orientation deformed under PSC.

At moderate strains (ε = 0.7 − 1.5) the finer details of the deformed structure are

not too small to be spatially resolved by the EBSD technique. However, the angular

accuracy of the EBSD technique on a conventional SEM is of the order of ∼1◦. This

limit is in fact way below the characteristic misorientation across the high angle dislo-

cation boundaries or cell block boundaries in both Al and Cu deformed to moderate

strains. The real advantage of SEM based EBSD technique is that it can measure
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orientations much quicker and cover larger areas on the sample when compared with

the TEM technique.

All the EBSD analysis were performed on the longitudinal section (RD-ND plane)

of the samples. One may try to assess whether a longitudinal section is all that is

needed to study the microstructural details of the deforming crystals/grains. A few

considerations in favor of this section with regard to plane strain type of deformation

(both channel die and rolling) can be made. It is known that under plane strain

deformation mode, macroscopically most stressed planes are located at ±45◦ to the

external compression plane. So on this kind of sample sections, the orientation rela-

tionship of the deformation boundaries (GNB type) with respect to the macroscopic

axes can be examined as in certain starting orientations (particularly Cb and S) GNBs

tend to cluster around the macroscopically highly stressed planes. Apart from that,

these sections also reveal any possibility of the role of through thickness shear strains

(ε
XZ

) on the microtexture of the deforming grains/crystals. Other than that there

exists a vast body of information in the literature where analyses have been made on

longitudinal sections, which can be usefully compared with the present findings.

Each sample surface was electropolished using a Struers A2 type electrolyte be-

fore scans were made. Depending on the microstructural features, scan step sizes

of 0.2− 0.5 µm were adjudicated. These step sizes were found to be smaller than

the smallest structural feature of interest inside the microstructure (the cells). The

spatial resolution was not found to be of any critical importance to the present anal-

ysis, as not much variation on misorientation data was obtained between two line

scans, one along the tilting axis and the other along a perpendicular direction to the

tilting axis1. At these selected step sizes using a silicon single crystal, the angular

resolution was verified to be under 0.5◦. For the aforementioned SEM settings, typ-

1For such a W-filament SEM operating at 20 kV accelerating voltage, in Al, Humphreys et al. [10]
have reported a spatial resolution of 0.05− 0.15 µm along the tilting axis, and 0.2− 0.5 µm along
the perpendicular axis.
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ical hit rates of 70-85% were obtained. The hit rate is the percentage of successful

automatic detection of the orientations on any selected grid during EBSD acquisi-

tion. The failure in the detection of remaining orientation data can be attributed to

many factors including: SEM settings (probe current, accelerating voltage, working

distance), hardware and software limitations (quality of the phosphor screen, pattern

recognition algorithm), sample surface preparation and high amount of shear defor-

mation at the dislocation boundaries. Noise reduced orientation data were used to

construct the full orientation maps. Since the EBSD acquisition was performed on

the longitudinal sections proper rotation transformations were post-multiplied on the

orientation data to a right handed sample coordinate frame (X = RD, Y = TD, Z =

ND). The applied transformations are given in Appendix E.

4.3 Mechanical Response

The mechanical test results for all three types of samples (single crystals, flat-CSA

and embedded-CSA) are discussed in the following.

4.3.1 Macroscopic shape changes

The overall shape changes of the ideal G, B and C orientations as viewed on the

compression plane are shown in Figure 4.1 (The Cb result was not recorded, but a

G-like shape change was observed). It is clearly evident that in channel compression

tests both B and C oriented crystals undergo severe amount of RD shearing, γ
XY

and

γ
XZ

respectively. This type of shearing is unconstrained in single crystal PSC tests.

RD shears of magnitude 1.2 and 0.6 were observed in B and C crystals, respectively.

No noticeable shears were observed in case of G and Cb orientations. Slip system

selection and the associated lattice rotation of the deforming orientation are critically
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: Post deformation macroscopic images of the channel compressed single
crystals (a) G, (b) B and (c) C orientations. Image horizontal direction is RD, and
vertical direction is TD.

dependent on the magnitude of these shears. The kinematical influences of these

shears on local slip activity is well known. For example, the FC theory assumes a

strict zero RD shear (where the degrees of freedom for the deformation is assumed 5

or p = 5), while the RC theory relaxes these RD shears (p < 5) to various degrees.

The basic shape changes of the starting orientations are known to be the key elements

for the texture changes in these primitive geometrical models.

In the grain interaction experimental study it was identified that these RD shears

are mainly responsible for the micromechanics of the local deformation. Depending

on the degree of the accommodation of these shears an internal grain would respond

through a renewed slip mechanism. Any alteration in the single crystal slip mechanism

(and hence the observation of the texture change) holds the promise of identifying
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the role of interaction on deformation texture.

4.3.2 Stress-Strain curves for single crystals

The experimentally measured stress strain curves for all the four single crystals are

shown in Figure 4.2. The standard definitions of true stress (σ = force/instantaneous

Figure 4.2: True stress - True strain curves for Al single crystals deformed in PSC at
room temperature and a starting strain rate of 6× 10−4/s.

area) and true strain (ε = ln(t/t0), t is the thickness) were used. These stress-

strain data tend to differ from that of Driver et al. [7] who also channel compressed

some ideal rolling orientations to a similar thickness reduction as used in the current

study. A significant difference exists in the behavior of the C orientation. In the

stress - strain curves of Figure 4.2 the C orientation is found to be the strongest

throughout the whole course of deformation. Driver et al. [7] show G to be harder

than C, which contradicts with the starting Taylor factor (M) values. The authors

noted the anomalous behavior of G over C but did not provide an explanation for

such a behavior. Also, the starting yield stresses observed here differ somewhat from
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Driver et al. [7]. The present results are consistent with the starting M values for

the corresponding orientations. Specifically, three starting orientations Cb, G and B

all have the same M value of 2.45, while the C orientation has a higher M value of

3.67. The starting yield stress values for the lower M orientations was measured to

be around 23-27 MPa, while in the C orientation it was found to be slightly higher,

33 MPa. Careful inspection of the flow curves with deformation will help reveal any

characteristic difference in the behavior of these orientations.

The converted shear stress versus shear strain curves for the four orientations are

shown in Figure 4.3. These curves are estimated by following the standard definitions

of flow stress (τ = σ
M

) and flow strain (γ = ε M), where the original M value

is assumed for the entire deformation. The assumption of constant M value for

any given orientation may not necessarily apply at high strains, but nevertheless

up to shear strains of 1.0, the curves fall within a narrow band (Figure 4.3). All

Figure 4.3: Shear Stress versus Shear Strain curves for 99.99% Al single crystals
undergoing PSC, assuming a constant Taylor factor throughout the deformation path.

of the crystals exhibited a very similar starting flow stress, τ0 ≈ 10 MPa. Based
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on the flow stress curves two orientations warrant close inspection, Cb and C. The

irregular behavior of the Cb orientation gives an indication of rampant changes in the

deformation structure, dislocation boundary formations and/or texture, at an early

stage of deformation, and will be examined in a later section. The rapid flattening of

the flow stress curve for the C orientation indicates either this orientation is gradually

rotating towards a softer orientation and/or the flow hardening is rapidly decreasing

due to restricted slips on a few of the slip systems as opposed to equal participation

of all predicted slip systems. As discussed in Chapter 2 (§ 2.3.3), it is typical for

the C orientation to show certain degree of shear banding depending on the type of

material (based on SFE).

4.3.3 Stress-Strain curves for the CSA specimens

The true stress-strain curves for the two sets of CSA samples are given in Figure

4.4. The results of the flat-CSA is discussed in the following. From the stress-strain

results it is obvious that the composite stress response of the samples is close to the

single crystal stress response from the respective outer crystals. This is expected,

because volumetrically, the response of the outer crystal is predominantly captured

during the mechanical test. Nonetheless, even though the Cb orientation constitute

only 11.3% of the total volume of the CCbC CSA specimen, the composite stress

response shows a drop from the C single crystal, as expected (M = 2.45 and 3.67 for

Cb and C orientations respectively). Further differences can be seen by comparing

the true stress values of the single crystal C orientation with the CCbC sample. At ε

= 0.9, the corresponding true stresses for single crystal C and CCbC samples are 125

MPa and 120 MPa, respectively. This trend was not observed by comparing the stress

responses of the CSA samples of GBG and GCG with the G single crystal. In case of

both flat CSA samples having G as the outer orientation, the true stresses were found
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Room temperature true stress versus true strain curves for the CSA
samples. (a) Mechanical response of all flat-CSA samples. Dotted lines represent the
single crystal stress-strain curves, re-plotted from Figure 4.2. (b) Mechanical response
of the embedded CSA samples.

to be smaller than the G single crystal. At ε = 0.9, the true stresses for G, GCG

and GBG samples are approximately 104 MPa, 96 MPa and 80 MPa (approximated

through a fitting curve), respectively. The drop in the stress response of GBG was

expected as the starting Taylor factors of both G and B crystals are the same (= 2.45),

and from the single crystal experiments B was found to be a little softer compared

to G. Similarly, since C orientation is harder than G, following a generic rule of

mixtures without considering contribution from hardening (σ = τ c (f1M1 + f2M2),

where τ c is the critical resolved shear stress and f ’s are the volume fractions for the

crystal orientations), a higher true stress in GCG was expected in comparison with

the G crystal. In contrast, the observations suggest a softer composite response from

GCG. Such a softer response may arise due to the influence of the crystal interactions

thereby altering the net stress response. Comparing GBG and GCG stress behaviors,

GCG was always found to be stronger. Again in this case the intrinsically stronger C

orientation can be assumed to make the greatest contribution to the integrated stress

response. However, both GBG and GCG flat CSA responses suggest some interaction
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between the deforming crystals, which will be further investigated and presented in

a later section.

The deformation behavior of the embedded CSA specimens is complex compared

to the behavior of the flat CSA specimens. At higher strains (ε = ∼ 1.2), the contri-

bution of friction at the tool contacts to the stress-strain behavior cannot be ignored.

Note that the net plastic strains (Table 4.2) for the inner crystals were calculated with

reference to the point where the outer crystals made contact for the first time during

deformation. Until this point is reached the inner crystal deforms under uniaxial

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Representative macroscopic images of the CSA samples. (a) TD view of
a flat CSA sample. (b) Mid-width longitudinal section of an embedded CSA sample.

compression (along with the deformation of the outer crystal where it is in contact).

Due to such deformation, the net plastic strain in an inner crystal was found to be

slightly higher than the net plastic strain of the aggregate (compare columns 4 and

5 in Table 4.2). GCG is the only exception where the inner crystal undergoes less
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plastic strain than the aggregate, mainly due to the resistance to shear owing to a

high M value for the internal C orientation. With further straining, the inner crystal

is gradually encased by the outer crystals. The material gaps at the leading ends

disappear as the inner crystal becomes flatter with increasing deformation. For the

grain interaction investigation, material regions halfway along the RD of the inner

crystals were analyzed. Regions near the leading ends were avoided for the analysis.

Figure 4.5 shows representative macroscopic images for both flat and embedded CSA

samples.

4.3.4 Single crystal work hardening

To elucidate the nature of slip system flow further, the hardening rate curves for

each of the orientations were calculated. The hardening rates,
θ

µ
=

1

µ
×

(
dτ

dγ

)
, were

obtained by differentiating the flow (or shear stress - shear strain) curves of Figure

4.3 and normalizing the data with room temperature shear modulus, (µ). µ was cal-

culated as µ =
√

C44(C11−C12)
2

, where the C’s are the elastic constants for Al (can be

found in Hirth and Lothe [3]). It was important to gather a collection of data points

from the flow curves on which a differentiation can be performed. After smoothing2

the flow curves, every 10th data point was considered during the calculation of the

hardening rate curves. The data point interval was judiciously decided without losing

the physical significance of these plots. The importance of the hardening rate curves

are crucial as they demonstrate every material response (flow stress, microstructure,

texture, etc.). The hardening rate curves for the four single crystals are shown in

Figure 4.6. Clearly, all of the crystals have been deformed into stage-IV. During

stage-III hardening, the hardening rate constantly decreases and hence stage-IV can

2The acquired raw data from Instron was filtered by applying a 2-point fast fourier transform
(FFT) function in a commercially available software, OriginTM6.1. The filtered data was fitted with
a 5-th order polynomial equation.
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be defined as the departure from stage-III where the hardening rate decays to a con-

stant non-zero value

(
θ

IV

µ

)
. More on the micro-mechanics of stage-IV hardening can

be found in Argon and Haasen [1]. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss

the phenomenology of stage-IV, however key differences in the hardening curves for

the four single crystals can be highlighted. First of all, the calculated
θ

IV

µ
values

(within a range of 1.2 − 5.5 × 10−4) for the single crystals are in good agreement

with the data available in the literature [2]. Low hardening values signify microstruc-

tural instabilities which are typically observed at higher reductions. Secondly, an

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6: Room temperature single crystal work hardening rate curves for (a) Cb,
(b) G, (c) B and (d) C orientations in 99.99% Al. The hardening transients suggest

deformation into stage-IV.
θ
IV

µ
is the stage-IV hardening rate.
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orientation dependent hardening evolution is observed. Both B and G orientations

show a higher stage-IV hardening rate when compared with the C orientation. Lower

stage-IV hardening in C orientation suggests occurrence of unrestricted dislocation

slipping on some of the active slip systems which may gradually bring the orientation

to a point of instability at higher reductions. Thirdly, hardening of the C orienta-

tion has a wider transient between stages - III and IV, which suggests the prolonged

overlap of the rate determining mechanisms of recovery and cell hardening during

the transient. Finally, the hardening result for the Cb orientation has to be read

cautiously. Although stage-IV in Cb shows a very high hardening value, the unstable

starting orientation does not indicate a true slip system hardening. For reasons to be

seen in a later section (mainly due to orientation splitting), the Cb orientation seems

harder in comparison to the G and B data. In order that θ
IV

hardening becomes a

true indicator of the slip system hardening in single crystal experiments, the textural

hardening which contribute at higher reductions must be avoided.

The corresponding slip system strengths for the beginning of stage-IV hardening

(τ
IV

) are found to be 35 MPa, 27 MPa and 27 MPa for G, B and C orientations, re-

spectively. Summarizing the hardening behavior of the single crystals it can be stated

that high values of τ
IV

and θ
IV

make the G orientation the most stable orientation

under PSC.

4.4 Orientation dependent deformation: substruc-

ture and subtexture

It is known that both the dislocation structures and the lattice rotations during

deformation exhibit large dependence on how the grain is oriented relative to the

macroscopic strain axes. In order to disconnect the effect of neighbors and determine
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the intrinsic behavior of some of the ideal orientations, single crystal experiments were

performed as a preliminary test. In such deformation tests, the deformation evolution

is largely dictated by the orientation dependent slip selections and their interaction

during subsequent straining. In a homogeneous deformation test (e.g. near frictionless

PSC test), the dependence of deformation substructures and subtextures on starting

orientations are studied. The results from four single crystals (Cb, G, B, C) deformed

to a similar level of true strain (∼ 0.9) are presented in the following sections.

4.4.1 Cb, (001) [100]

Figures 4.7 - 4.10 summarize the heterogeneous deformation structure in the Cb

oriented crystal, as viewed under SEM channeling contrast imaging mode. The plane

of view is on the longitudinal section of the sample (RD-ND plane), at half width

along TD. Macroscopic orientation splitting about the RD-TD plane of the starting

Cb crystal is clearly evident. Two types of macroscopic bands were identified and

labeled as Deformation Bands, I and II. The long walls of these DBs are inclined near

± 30◦ to RD. The interface separating the two banded regions (DB-I and DB-II) is

called the Transition Band (TB). Further EBSD revealed that there are tiny volume

fractions of original Cb orientations retained inside the TB. The retention of the

Cb orientation at TB suggests exact and opposite lattice rotations across it, which

enforces an equilibrium on the net rotation of the crystal volumes presented at the TB.

The deformation structure presented here is somewhat different when compared with

the results of Liu et al. [6] and Wert [8]. In those studies, at reductions as low as 50%,

four macroscopic deformation bands were reported. Both these earlier observations

were made in rolling type experiments, thus the role of friction on the formation of the

alternating macroscopic bands cannot be ignored (the previous authors termed these

bands as ‘Matrix bands’). In contrast, in the present study, the friction at the tool
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Figure 4.7: Longitudinal section of a Cb oriented crystal, deformed to ε = 0.9. Illustra-
tion of macroscopic subdivision into typical Deformation Bands (DB) and Transition
Band (TB), which characterize the metastable nature of the Cb orientation under
PSC. The bands in the DBs are closely aligned along the pair of colinear slip systems.
The slip traces of the respective four slip planes are shown on the top. Slip traces on
the longitudinal section are estimated based on the mean orientation of each half of
the Macroscopic DBs.

faces was kept to the minimum by the application of multiple layers of TeflonR© sheets.

It is known that friction introduces through-thickness redundant strains (particularly

the ε
XZ

shear strain) and influences the macroscopic subdivision of the crystal into

many types of alternating DBs (which has been previously analyzed by Lee and

Duggan [9]).
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Figure 4.8: SEM channeling contrast image of the macroscopically divided Cb ori-
ented crystal showing the mirror image DBs, deformed to ε = 0.9, on longitudinal
section. The TB is nearly parallel to the RD-TD plane (compression plane), across
which the DBs have rotated the crystal in opposite direction about TD.

4.4.1.1 Microstructural subdivision

Morphologically the macroscopic subdivision of the Cb crystal is characterized by the

formation of two levels of bands. As shown in Figure 4.7 the bands are termed as DBs

and TB. The formation of the DBs in both halves of the crystal are identical. The

boundaries separating the individual deformation bands inside the DBs are called ge-

ometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs). Most of the GNBs run more than 20 µm.

The respective GNB inclinations in DB-I and DB-II are ∼22◦ and ∼27◦ to RD. Inside

the DBs two types of deformation band widths are observed. In the direction per-

pendicular to the GNBs as observed on the ND/RD sample section, the wider bands
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Figure 4.9: SEM channeling contrast image of the Cb crystal showing the activation
of a third slip system (−a2), roughly 100 µm to the left of the TB (not shown) in the
DB-I region.

have widths ∼ 3− 6 µm; while the narrow bands have widths ∼1− 2 µm (Figure

4.10). As will be shown later, the lattice rotation evolutions inside these deformation

bands tend to vary; while maintaining an alternate rotations across the GNBs which

separate the wide and the narrow DBs.

Banding in Cb oriented crystals in Al and Cu have been extensively studied in the

literature (as reviewed in § 2.5.1.1). As stressed earlier, the lattice rotations of the

successive bands are not equivocally identifiable. Both RD and/or TD type rotations

are reported to occur across the successive bands. In the literature, the rotation

behavior of Cb orientation in both rolling and channel die tests are treated in a

similar fashion. The difference in such lattice rotations should be addressed based on
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Figure 4.10: SEM channeling contrast image of the deformed Cb crystal inside DB-II.
The DB microscopically subdivides to cells and cell blocks. The cell block bound-
aries run roughly parallel to the the common Burgers vector 1

2
[101̄] of −a2 and −d2

slip systems. Alternating contrast of the cell block bands indicate alternating lattice
rotations resulting in the orientation break-up at a microscopic length. Small white
arrows show similar alternating lattice orientation characteristics within a single cell
block band which is largely known to be seen between adjacent cell blocks. Partici-
pation of a third slip system (−c2) inside these bands can be confirmed, except, the
mean free path for the dislocations on this system is very limited to the narrow width
of the cell block band. Wider bands tend to rotate faster, while the narrower bands
lag behind. This is due to the fact that in the wider bands the two colinear slip sys-
tems (−a2,−d2) are operative to higher shear amplitudes. Inside the narrow bands,
operation of an additional slip system slows down the rate of lattice rotation. All the
evolved orientations inside the narrow bands stay close to the starting orientation.

the differences of the strain geometries in rolling and channel compression. In order to

distinguish the characteristic rotations in Cb orientation, Engler et al. [4] pointed out

that the widening of the sample (ε
Y Y

) during rolling may cause RD rotation, while
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in channel compression tests the suppression of the transverse strain (ε
Y Y

) would

mostly cause TD rotations. In contrast, TD rotations have also been reported in cold

rolling experiments of Wert and Hansen group [5, 6]. It also should be added that

the symmetric nature of the Cb crystal in relation to the applied strain contributes

to the indeterminacy of the lattice rotations inside the DBs.

Apart from the macroscopic structural subdivision, the Cb crystal also subdivides

microscopically. Along the length of the DBs, short cell boundaries tend to subdivide

the DBs. The short cell boundaries, though appearing straight (Figure 4.10), have

drastically varying inclination to RD. In terms of lattice rotations, the cell bound-

aries separate volumes which are misoriented by ∼2◦. The diverse inclination of the

cell boundaries to RD, opens another debate about whether these low angle bound-

aries separate cell volumes where different slip systems are active, or whether these

boundaries are a result of the statistical trapping of the same active dislocations?

A distinctively different type of microscopic deformation structure evolves at a

distance of ∼50 µm away from the TB. As shown in Figure 4.9, along with the long

bands of DB-I, short interconnecting bands of length ∼9− 12 µm were observed.

These short bands are formed at ∼70◦ to the long DBs, thus suggesting to be formed

along the slip trace of (111) plane containing the −a2 slip system. Similar short bands

were also observed in regions away from the TB inside DB-II, suggesting the operation

of −c2 slip system. The appearance of the short bands away from the TB clearly

indicates the role of long range stresses associated with the formation of TB, thereby

influencing both the dislocation substructure and lattice rotations up to a distance

of ∼50 µm. The long range stresses due to TB could promote extensive activation of

some of the slip systems, as the crystal will continue shearing preferentially on those

same slip systems even after substantial texture change. In this case, DB-I prefers to

be sheared on −b2 and −c2; DB-II on −a2 and −d2, with a minor contribution from

−a2 and −c2, respectively in DB-I and DB-II.
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4.4.1.2 Taylor based orientation shifts

For the case of an ideal Cb orientation both the TBH assumption of plane strain

(ε
XX

= ε
ZZ

= ε) and the plane stress assumption of Tuckers (σ
XX

= −σ
ZZ

= σ)

predict the same set of active slip systems. The four most highly stressed slip sys-

tems, which also fulfill the requirement for plane strain are −a2, −b2, −c2 and −d2.

The sensitivity of the Cb orientation depends on the exact position of the starting

crystal in the orientation space. Orientations slightly away from the ideal Cb position

could favor activation of either one or two slip systems, as opposed to simultaneous

activation of all predicted systems. Figure 4.11 shows an orientation cluster bounded

by ±22.5◦ Euler angles from the ideal Cb position when projected on to a {111}
stereographic pole figure. The metastable nature of the Cb orientation in selecting

the active slip systems is clearly evident as one moves away from the ideal position.

Within this range of orientation spread, the four highly stressed slip systems are

shown in different shades (Figure 4.11). Only the systems having Schmid factor more

than 0.45 (which is 10% higher than the starting Schmid factor) are shown.

In the present case, the slip traces (Figure 4.7) of the deformed Cb crystal suggests

activity on a separate pair of colinear slip systems on either side of the TB. Based

on an infinitesimal strain increment model of the Taylor-type, the possible range of

lattice rotations in a Cb oriented crystal are presented in {111} pole figures of Figure

4.12. Four different types of active slip systems were chosen for the entire course of

deformation up to a strain of 1. For any particular chosen set, the shear amplitudes

for all the participating slip systems were made the same (e.g. δγ−a2 = δγ−d2).

From the slip traces, it is seen that slip system pairs −a2, −d2 and −b2, −c2

are largely active in DB-I and DB-II, respectively. Separate activation of the two

pairs would absolutely rotate the Cb orientation in opposite directions about TD.

Activation of −a2 and −d2 systems results in a positive rotation about TD, while
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Figure 4.11: Theoretical {111} stereographic pole figure within Euler angles ±22.5◦

around the ideal Cb orientation at (0,0,0) which is marked as ‘+’. The shaded regions
indicate the most highly stressed slip systems where the Schmid factor is greater than
0.45, compared to the Schmid factor of 0.408 for the active slip systems for the ideal
Cb position.

activation of −b2 and −c2 results in a negative rotation. Any minor rotations about

the ND apart from the major TD rotation as seen from the experimental data, can

only be captured through the participation of an additional slip system in each of the

banded regions. This prediction is confirmed by the modeled pole figures shown in

Figure 4.12c-d.

4.4.1.2.1 Strain evolution from Taylor calculations. Figure 4.13 shows the

strain evolution prediction for Cb under PSC using a Taylor calculation. As can be

seen in Figure (4.13a-b), the strain evolution in case of the two sets of slip systems

in DB-I and DB-II are equivalent, except that there is a reversal of sign for two of

the shear strain components (ε
XY

and ε
XZ

). Of critical importance is the in-plane

ε
XZ

shear strain, which tends to increase at a faster rate about a strain of 0.5. The

role of ever increasing ε
XZ

shear in the Cb orientation is crucial in deciding the
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(i) (ii)

(iii) (iv)

Figure 4.12: Lattice rotations of an ideally oriented Cb crystal as predicted by Taylor
model; total strain ε = 1; number of strain steps = 200. The dots indicate the
starting position. Different slip system combinations are selected to account for the
deformation banding: (i) (−b2,−c2), (ii) (−b2,−c2,−a2), (iii) (−a2,−d2), and (iv)
(−a2,−d2,−c2). Each slip system in an active set has equal shear amplitude.

local lattice rotations and possibly alters the local state of deformation more than

the other shear strain components. Restriction of ε
XZ

shear (either due to external

influences like sample surface friction in rolling or constraint from an adjacent hard

grain in polycrystals) could induce self-compensating lattice rotations for which the

crystal fragments would rotate about the Y (= TD) direction. In contrast, in tests

like channel die compression where the crystal is flexible to undergo ε
XZ

shear, the

orientation would continually rotate along the path shown in Figure 4.12 and crystal

fragments “not” strictly misoriented about the TD can be observed (as shown in

Figure 4.18 in a later section).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Taylor prediction of the cumulative six component strain evolution in an
ideal Cb oriented single crystal deformed up to ε = 1.0 under plane strain assump-
tion. To account for the orientation splitting observed in the experimental data, the
selected sets of active slip systems throughout the deformation path are fixed: (a)
−b2,−c2,−a2 (b) −a2,−d2,−c2. Applied strain step, ∆ε = .005, total number of
steps = 200.

4.4.1.3 Deformation texture and subtexture

The results of the EBSD scan performed on an area including the TB region are

summarized in Figure 4.14. Large deviations of the orientation data in the deformed

structure from the original Cb position confirms the instability of the ideal Cb crystal

under PSC. In some regions orientation changes as large as ∼40◦ are evident. This

observation is present on both halves of the deformed crystal across the TB. As stated

earlier, EBSD scans confirmed the orientations of the crystallites inside the TB region

which remain close (within ∼10◦) to the ideal Cb orientation. It is also apparent that

DB-I and DB-II have rotated in an exact opposite sense. Figures 4.14(b),(c) show

the microtexture data presented on a {111} pole figure and inside a 3D Rodrigues
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space, respectively. Figure 4.14(d) shows the same orientation data in the Rodrigues

space when projected on the ND plane. Following the procedure discussed in § A.1,

the average orientations for both the orientation spreads in DB-I and DB-II were

calculated separately. The average axis of rotation for the mean orientations in both

halves was found to be ∼25◦ away from TD. In relation to the sample coordinate,

the position of the mean orientation in DB-I was found to be 5.9◦, 26.5◦ and 9.7◦

away from RD, TD and ND respectively; similarly in DB-II the mean orientation was

located at 5.2◦, -24.5◦ and -10.8◦ away from RD, TD and ND, respectively. It is clear

that in both halves of the Cb crystal, the average crystal rotation has occurred about

TD while there is a minor rotation about ND. The origins of the identical DBs and

the underlying crystal rotations suggest activation of an additional slip system apart

from a colinear pair, as it has been reported in a previous work [6] that slip restricted

on a colinear pair can only cause pure TD rotation.

Based on the observation of Figure 4.14, it is proposed to characterize the ori-

entation subdivision by averaging the misorientations present inside the orientation

cluster. Two types of misorientation averaging can be identified to characterize the in-

homogeneous orientation spread: ∆θM (based on the misorientation calculation from

the mean position), and ∆θrel (based on the relative misorientations). A complete

mathematical description of these terms can be found in Appendix A. The hetero-

geneities in the orientation subdivision are revealed by estimating the misorientations

along parallel lines. One such estimation was made along the line AB (Figure 4.14(a))

parallel to ND.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.14: EBSD scan results with step size of 0.2 µm for the Cb crystal deformed
to ε = 0.9. (a) Reconstructed orientation map on the longitudinal section. The
colors into the map are linearly encoded based on the misorientation angle (∆θ)
between each grid point and the starting Cb orientation (+). Colorbar indicates
the magnitude of misorientation in degrees. ‘•’ indicates the mean orientation of
the orientation cluster, as computed using the quaternion averaging method. The
mean orientations in axis/angle notation are: (i) [ .21 .92 .34 ] / 28.8◦ for DB-I
and (ii) [ .19 − .90 − .40 ] / 27.3◦ for DB-II. (b) Microtexture data presented on
a {111} stereographic pole figure. (c) Microtexture data presented in the full 3-D
Rodrigues space for the O(432) symmetry group (cubic crystal symmetry only). (d)
All the orientations are projected on to the ND plane showing the vast range of TD
rotations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.15: Misorientation line profiles along ND of a Cb single crystal deformed to
ε = 0.9. Individual misorientation for each grid point along the line AB (on Figure
4.14a) are calculated by the use of quaternions. The profiles represent magnitude of
misorientation angle between any point lying on the line and (a) the original orienta-
tion, (b) first point at A, (c) next immediate point and mean of the orientation full
data cluster.
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The results of the local misorientations are presented in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15(a)

draws the misorientation angles relative to the starting point. Identical misorienta-

tions are evolved across the TB, while for the segment of the line passing on the TB

the orientation remains near Cb. Figure 4.15(b) identifies the cumulative nature of

misorientations relative to the orientation at the left end point of line AB. Some accu-

mulative type of misorientation are evident in the DB-I half (as seen on the first two

bands from left), while in DB-II the misorientations are mostly alternating without

any noticeable orientation accumulations. Figure 4.15(c) shows the misorientation

evolution between adjacent points (grey line), on which the misorientation from the

mean orientations on both halves are superimposed. The sharp tall peaks on the grey

line mark the cutting of line AB with the GNBs. As seen in Figure 4.15(b), some of

the grey peaks in DB-I contribute to the misorientation accumulation (roughly up to

a distance of 10 µm along ND), until a sharp misorientation appears at the subsequent

boundary. Based on this observation a distinction between DB-I and DB-II can be

made. Even though the orientations inside both the clusters have moved identically

but in opposite directions about ±TD, a cumulative type of misorientation inside

some of the bands in DB-I was found to build up some high angle GNBs, unlike the

GNBs inside DB-II which are mostly alternating in nature.

Figure 4.16 shows the distribution of the relative misorientations with a cut-off

misorientation angle of 5◦, calculated separately for DB-I and DB-II. In both cases

alternating misorientation across the GNBs are oppositely located about the origin

of the Rodrigues space. As expected the misorientations inside DB-I show higher

scatter in the relative misorientation data.

Figure 4.17 summarizes the misorientation data on histogram plots. Both types

of DBs tend to develop identical population of misorientations inside the deformed

volume. Approximately 4% of the total relative misorientations constitute GNBs with

at least 5◦ misorientation angles.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.16: 3D Rodrigues presentation of the GNB misorientations for the deforma-
tion bands in a Cb single crystal deformed to ε = 0.9, (a) DB-I and (b) DB-II.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: ∆θM and ∆θrel misorientation histograms for (a) DB-I and (b) DB-II.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.18: GNB misorientations in single deformed Cb crystal presented on the
six 〈110〉-type sections through the Rodrigues space. The range of axes dimensions
are: ±(2 − √

2) on X, and ±(
√

2 − 1) on Y. On these plots the magnitude of the
misorientations can directly be estimated from an Euclidean geometry, tan(∆θ

2
) =√

X2
i + Y 2

i , where ∆θ is the misorientation angle in radians. Any two directions on
the plane preserve the Cartesian angular relationship.
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In order to reveal the exact positions of the misorientations, combined data of

Figure 4.16 is presented on the six {110}-type sections passing through the origin

of the Rodrigues space. ∼62% of the total GNBs having misorientations more than

5◦ are present on the {110} sections containing [010] direction, which also coincides

with the TD. The combined average misorientation for the misorientations presented

in Figure 4.18(b) was found to be ∼ ± [.25 .94 .24] /8.5◦. A minority fraction (∼10%)

of the GNBs are present on the (011̄) section of the Rodrigues space, having an average

misorientation of ∼ ± [.22 .69 .69] /7.6◦.

4.4.1.3.1 Characteristics of the dislocation boundaries According to Frank’s

rule (See Appendix A), the geometry of a GNB having a fixed crystallographic ro-

tation axis depends on the character of dislocations (Burgers vector, line vector and

dislocation density) those intersect with the GNB itself. In case of a Cb orientation

deformed under PSC, two types of Burgers vectors on four slip systems are known

to operate. The Burgers vectors are
a

2
[101̄] and

a

2
[101]. Assuming the GNBs are a

result of the interactions of these dislocations once the stress screening saturates one

can apply Frank’s rule to identify the dislocation characters. Such an analysis requires

the knowledge of the boundary plane orientation. Earlier Liu and Hansen [6] reported

the boundary plane inclinations in a deformed Cb oriented single crystal by tilting the

sample inside TEM. Two observations from their study are adopted for the present

situation. At 15% reduction, the boundary planes were reported to be parallel to

{111} planes, while increasing the deformation to 30%, most of the boundary planes

were reported to be aligned perpendicular to the (010) plane. As mentioned in the

previous paragraph, the principal GNB misorientation axis was found to be close to

[010] (exactly at [.25 .94 .24]). Assuming the boundary plane is almost perpendicular

to [010], application of Frank’s formula suggests that the net Burgers vector of all the

dislocations present on the GNB must lie on the GNB plane.
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VVV ×RRR =
∑
i

bbbi (NNN i ·VVV )

NNN i = Ni (n̂nn× ξξξi)

Ni =
1

2 Di sin
θ

2

(4.1)

If RRR is parallel to or close to n̂nn, then the effective Burgers vector must be oriented

so that the left hand side (lhs) of Equation 4.1 becomes maximum. The maximum

possible value of the lhs in the above equation is 1, which is equivalent of saying n̂nn ‖ RRR.

Such a condition results in a pure twist boundary. In case of boundaries slightly away

from a pure twist character, the two perpendicular Burgers vectors must lie close

to the boundary plane. Assuming the dislocation lines lie on the boundary plane

(again another condition which maximizes the lhs), it can be seen why only one of

the two Burgers vectors contributes to the boundary dislocations. For a perfect twist

boundary, in order to maximize the lhs of the equation the two Burgers vectors would

combine to form a net Burgers vector along [100], a situation which is not energetically

favorable. Hence the GNBs can be assumed to contain predominantly one of the two

Burgers vectors, along with a minor fraction of the complementary Burgers vector. It

should be noted that such a “disproportionate” shearing is based on the assumption

that the boundary is close to twist in nature. Based on the earlier TEM results [6]

and the misorientations calculated here such an assumption seems to be realistic.

The lattice misorientations (relative to the mean orientation), which appear alter-

nating in nature, should be treated as a result of the differences in both shear types

and shear rates between any two adjacent bands. This interpretation differs with Liu

and Hansen [6], who suggested alternate activation of the slip system pairs having

common Burgers vectors
a

2
[101̄] and

a

2
[101] in the adjacent bands. Here we propose

a slight variation in interpreting the seemingly alternate rotations inside the bands. A

schematic of the deformation in the deformed Cb orientation, most applicable to the
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situation in DB-II is shown in Figure 4.19. Alternate boundaries tend to accumulate

dislocations having either
a

2
[101̄] or

a

2
[101̄] +

a

2
[101̄] Burgers vectors. In such a sub-

division process, the orientation breaks into two types of bands, which are bounded

by two types of boundaries. The boundaries having mostly
a

2
[101̄] Burgers vector are

close to twist, and the ones having both Burgers vectors are of mixed nature (twist +

tilt). Similar explanation may hold for the subdivision process inside the DB-I region,

with the exception that the presence of cumulative misorientations might introduce

a higher fraction of non-twist type boundaries.

Figure 4.19: Schematic showing of the alternating misorientations across the GNBs.
Boundaries constantly accumulate different types of dislocations operating inside ad-
jacent cell blocks. Boundaries containing a

2
[101̄] Burgers vector are close to twist

type, and approximately misoriented by [010] axis. The second type boundary is
complex in nature as participation of two types of Burgers vector mainly decides the
boundary misorientations, some of the misorientation axes are [011], [021]. The +, -
rotations indicate rotations in relation to the average orientation of all the bands.

With or without the presence of cumulative misorientations, the lattice rotations

do not reveal the presence of any long range orientation gradients, apart from the fact

that the orientation spreads in both DB-I and DB-II were found to be anisotropic.
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4.4.1.3.2 Anisotropic misorientation spread The 3D misorientation spread

relative to the respective mean positions for DB-I and DB-II are presented in Fig-

ure 4.20. The respective preferred axes of rotation for DB-I and DB-II are found

to be: [.01 .65 .76] and [.05 .89 .45]. The misorientation spread for the highest stan-

dard deviation
σ3

σ̄
along the preferred axes are, 1.87 and 1.95 respectively for DB-I

and DB-II. Comparing the respective axis of mean orientation and axis of preferred

misorientation in both DB-I and DB-II, it was found that in DB-II, both these axes

are located within 14◦, as opposed to in DB-I the axes are away by 31◦. This major

difference in the behavior of the Cb crystal in the two DBs is mainly due to the

presence of different characteristic of GNBs. In DB-I, GNBs show high angle misori-

entation boundaries because of the presence of the cumulative misorientations. The

characteristic differences in the misorientation spread and GNBs of the DBs across

the transition band (TB), can be attributed to long range stress imbalances across

the TB.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.20: Anisotropic orientation clusters developed in a deformed Cb single crystal
for (a) DB-I and (b) DB-II. The misorientation vectors from the mean position present
inside the ensemble satisfy

∑
k δqk

i = 0, for i = 1, 2, 3. The position of the mean
orientation has been translated to the origin of the above plots.

A signed misorientation map was constructed based on the mean quaternion (See
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Appendix A.2). The map shown in Figure 4.21 pertains to the DB-II region of the

deformed Cb crystal. Two alternating misorientation (relative to the mean) evolutions

are clearly evident. The wide bands (dark contrast) tend to rotate away from the ideal

Cb position at a faster rate, while the narrow bands (light contrast) remain closer

to the starting orientation, hence indicating a slower lattice rotations. As already

stated, the lattice evolution of these bands are dependent on the magnitude of plastic

shearing. Clearly, in the wide bands, the majority of the plastic shearing takes place

on −a2 and −d2 slip systems, and a minority of slip might occur on −c2. The choice

of slip selection in the narrow bands is random, as all three slip systems may be

equally activated to equal proportions.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.21: (a) Signed spatial misorientation map in DB-II of a deformed Cb crystal.
(b) Deformation band related subtexture data presented on a {111} pole figure. Dark
poles represent the wide bands (# 1,3,5,7,9), light poles represent the narrow bands(#
2,4,6,8).

Figure 4.21(b) illustrates the variations in lattice orientations by analyzing the

wide bands (band # 1,3,5,7 and 9) and narrow bands (band # 2,4,6,8). The ori-

entations were selected along the band directions. The {111} pole figure in Figure
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4.21 is suggestive of a contrasting microtexture evolution inside these bands. The

orientations inside the narrow bands are more scattered in nature, which indicates

the activation of any combination of the three slip systems. Shorter dislocation mean

free paths, larger orientation scatter, and random choice of slip selection inside the

narrow bands all suggest a complex constitutive response inside the band due to pos-

sible formation of Hirth type of dislocation junctions (Table 4.3). Hirth junctions

are formed when two Burgers vectors interact with each other. In contrast, inside

the wide bands the predominant slip is restricted to only one Burgers vector, thereby

the formation of Hirth junctions are avoided, and hence as shown in the pole figure

(Figure 4.21b), a smaller orientation scatter prevails. The greater orientation shifts

in the wide bands can be explained by a higher amount of shearing of the active

dislocations before they get absorbed at the boundaries.

4.4.1.4 Sensitivity to grain interaction

It should be noted that simultaneous activation of all four slip systems at a material

point in Cb orientation is an exception. The observations made here indicate that

either 2 or 3 slip systems are active. The result of diverging orientations during defor-

mation of a Cb orientation is mostly due to the symmetric geometrical relationship of

its slip systems to the strain axis. As shown here, even in a near uniform deformation

test the Cb orientation can become very unstable. The four predicted slip systems

are un-equally activated due to: inhomogeneous applied deformation, frictional forces

acting at the sample surface, appearance of unsaturated bands at early deformation

stages having associated long range stresses, deviation of the starting crystal from the

exact Cb position. In a polycrystalline situation, one can foresee the susceptibility of

Cb oriented grains to instability from the viewpoint of changing boundary conditions

due to the presence of different neighboring grains. The stability of the Cb orientation

in an interacting medium is discussed in § 4.5.1.
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4.4.2 G, (011) [100]

The as-deformed structure of a G oriented crystal is shown in Figure 4.22. Examining

the deformed structure did not reveal any deformation inhomogeneities in the form

of deformation bands or shear bands. The slip traces, as revealed by the channeling

Figure 4.22: SEM channeling contrast image of the G crystal, deformed to ε = 0.9,
longitudinal section. The dotted lines indicate the slip plane trace.

contrast imaging in SEM, match well with the predicted active slip planes. Even after

a strain of 0.9, the slip traces remain inclined at ∼ ±35◦ to RD. Such observations

confirm the high stability of the G orientation under PSC type deformation, except in

rolling, where redundant ε
XZ

shears in the thickness direction might induce alternate

TD rotations. The macroscopic shape change during the channel compression was

also found to be in consistent with the theoretical predictions. No macroscopic shears

on the sample planes were observed.
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4.4.2.1 Orientation stability

The TBH theory under PSC type deformation predicts activation of two pairs of

coplanar slip systems, namely, −a2, a3, −c2 and c3. The prediction of active slip

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4.23: EBSD scan results of a G crystal deformed to ε = 0.9, scan step size
0.2 µm. (a) Reconstructed map showing the spatial distribution of the misorientations
based on the average orientation. The grey scale indicates the signed misorientation
angles in degrees. (b) Stereographic {111} pole figure of the deformed crystal, ‘+’
indicates the starting orientation (φ1 = 0, Φ = 45, φ2 = 0), white dot identifies
the mean orientation (φ1 = 0.5, Φ = 43.74, φ2 = 358.19) of the spread. (c) 3D
representation of the orientation cluster inside the fundamental Rodrigues space.

systems from the TBH theory coincides with that of Tucker’s plane stress assump-

tion, thereby suggesting an ideally oriented G crystal has four slip systems −a2, a3,
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−c2 and c3 are equally loaded to the maximum. Simultaneous activation of all four

slip systems to approximately equal magnitudes would keep the orientation stable.

However, locally the crystal may shear preferentially on each of the coplanar systems

which results in a very fine scale subdivision of the order of 2− 5 µm. The stability of

the G crystal can also be addressed with regard to the hardening behavior as shown in

Figure 4.6(b). Since the G crystal does not undergo any overall change in orientation

during PSC, an ideal slip system hardening for each of the coplanar slip planes (a

and c) can be assumed. The hardening is caused by a uniform dispersion of sessile

junctions on the dislocation boundaries which lie almost parallel to the {111} slip

planes. As shown in Table 4.3, when dislocations shearing on one coplanar system

interact with a dislocation from the complimentary coplanar system strong LC locks

are formed. A similar distribution of LC locks forming on the other {111} coplanar

plane can also be assumed. Thus, simultaneous and uniform hardening of the two

active {111} planes results in a monotonic increase with the flow stress. As shown in

Figure 4.3, at any given shear strain the G orientation tends to have a higher shear

stress (τ) compared to the other single crystal orientations. Uniform distribution of

the sessile junctions and absence of strain localization, result in both an extended

Stage-III as well as a higher θ
IV

hardening. At very high strains (>95% reductions)

‘some local perturbation’ may disrupt the uniform deformation behavior in the G

orientation. Bauer et al. [12] confirmed the stability of G up to a thickness reduction

of 90%.

The stability of the G orientation can also be assessed by allowing some preferential

shearing on one of the two coplanar slip planes. Preferential shearing is believed to

take place at the scale of cell blocks. For example, shearing on −c2 and c3 causes

the lattice to rotate about +TD. After allowing some amount of +TD rotation the

shear stresses on the c systems fall with a simultaneous increase of shear stresses on

the complimentary a systems. Subsequent activation of the a systems enforces the
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lattice to rotate back towards the starting position by a complimentary negative TD

rotation. Such alternating TD rotations at the micro length scale dictates the overall

stability of the G orientation. The remarkable orientation stability of the G crystal is

illustrated in Figure 4.23(b). The calculated mean orientation of the deformed crystal

was found to be within 2◦ of the starting orientation.

4.4.2.2 In-grain orientation scatter

The orientation fluctuations inside the spread were further analyzed to characterize

the anisotropy of the orientation spread and boundary misorientations. Relative mis-

orientations with a cut-off misorientation angle of 5◦ are shown in Figure 4.24. When

the misorientation vectors are plotted in the Rodrigues space no crystallographic pref-

erences for the dislocation boundary misorientations were observed, except that the

boundary misorientations were found to be uniformly distributed around the common

pole of [100] which again coincides with the sample RD. Following the misorientation

analysis as discussed in section (A.2), the principal axes for the orientation spread

are summarized in Table 4.4. Two notable preferred axes of rotations were identified

Table 4.4: Principal misorientation axes in deformed G orientation, ε = 0.9

Principal Axis Magnitude of spread Range of misorientation angles

RRR∗
α

(σα

σ

)
(◦)

[ .99 .06 − .15 ] 0.66 -6.4, +4.9

[ .04 .78 .62 ] 1.18 -8.9, +8.4

[ −.15 .62 − .77 ] 1.28 -9.9, +8.4

with similar magnitude of misorientations. In terms of the sample coordinate system,

these axes are located within 10◦ of ND and TD. The comparable magnitudes of the

spreads (
σα

σ
) for the two preferred axes of rotation suggest that the relative lattice

rotations inside the adjacent cell blocks could be a result of the alternating rotations

about both TD or ND. The explanation for ±TD rotations was provided earlier, while
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.24: (a) Relative misorientations having a minimum of 5◦ misorientation angle
inside the 3D Rodrigues space. Projections of the relative misorientation vectors on
to (b) (100), (c)(010) and (d) (001) planes.

the ±ND rotations could be a result of the local variations in the shear amplitudes

of the two slip systems lying on the same slip plane (§ 2.5.1.2).

Based on the orientation stability and near plane strain response (ε
XY

= ε
XY

=

ε
XY

= 0) of the G crystals it was confirmed that the G crystals are ideal as the outer

orientations in some of the CSA samples. By such a sample configuration, the grain

interaction can be seen as coming from the shape changes of the interior crystal alone.
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4.4.3 B, (110) [11̄2]

An SEM channeling contrast image on the longitudinal sample section of the deformed

B crystal is shown in Figure 4.25. The structure contains one type of band-like

Figure 4.25: SEM channeling contrast image of the B crystal, ε = 0.9, longitudinal
section. Encircled region highlights the appearance of S-type bands at the intersecting
slip planes.

structure which appears to be intersected by another set of fine band-like structure.

Both sets of apparent band-like structures match well with the underlying active

slip planes, inclined at ±25-35◦ to RD. The elongated deformation structures are

not as defined as in the case of Cb orientation, however the markings match closely

with the two active slip planes; (111) and (1̄11). At the intersection of the band-like

structures (circled in Figure 4.25), there exists some evidence of S-type band formation

which might accommodate some degree of strain localization. The appearance of S-

type bands are more common in the {123} < 634 > orientation where shearing of
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closely spaced microbands gives such an appearance. The diffused contrast of Figure

4.25 indicates that the overall strain response of the B orientation is more uniform

(other than the minor presence of S-bands) than the sharper contrast observed in

the deformed Cb orientation (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). The absence of major strain

localization in the deformed structure reflects on the strong orientation stability of the

crystal under PSC. An orientation map based on the signed angles of misorientations

between the average orientation and the grid points of the EBSD acquisition was

created and shown in Figure 4.26a. The EBSD map confirms the typical uniform

structure of the deformed B orientation. Like the stable G orientation, the average

orientation of the B crystal after ε = 0.9 was found to be relatively unmoved from the

starting position and calculated to be located at a position [.007 .943 − .333] /3.1◦

away from the starting B position.

4.4.3.1 Orientation stability

As illustrated in the experimental orientation plots ({111} pole figure and the 3D

Rodrigues space), the B crystal in Al is often considered stable subject to PSC type

of deformation. From the combined analysis based on the assumptions of plane strain

and biaxial stress, a B crystal oriented at (φ1 = 324.7, Φ = 45.0, φ2 = 0.0) tends to

undergo shearing on two slip systems; −a2 and c3. Equal activation of the duplex

slip systems force the orientation to remain at its original position, which is the case

observed here (Figure 4.26b). At a microscopic length scale, in congruence with the

material similitude, the two duplex slip systems cannot operate simultaneously at any

given material point. Thus in the deforming crystal, some degree of spatial amplitude

would be established in which each of the duplex slip systems operate successively

in adjacent crystal volumes. The lattice rotations associated with the individual

active slip systems are exactly opposite. If the lattice rotates too far away from the

original position, an anti-rotation due to the preferential operation of the other slip
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4.26: EBSD scan results of the deformed B crystal, ε = 0.9, on TD section,
scan step size 0.3 µm. (a) Reconstructed map showing the spatial distribution of
orientation differences between each grid point and the mean position of the cluster.
The grey scale indicates the signed misorientation angles in degrees. (b) Stereographic
{111} pole figure of the deformed crystal, ‘+’ indicates the starting orientation (φ1 =
324.74, Φ = 45, φ2 = 0), white dot identifies the mean orientation of the spread at
(φ1 = 323.46, Φ = 46.69, φ2 = 3.31). (c) 3D representation of the orientation data
cluster inside the fundamental Rodrigues space.
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system would set in to cease the lattice rotation from the first active system. The

self-correcting rotations from the duplex slip are believed to be the main reason for

the high stability of the B orientation. The lattice rotations up to a strain of 0.5, for

the individual active slip systems are shown in Figure 4.27. The stability of the B

Figure 4.27: Theoretical {111} pole figure showing the self-correcting but opposite
lattice rotations in an ideal B crystal under PSC, ε = 0.5. The lattice rotations are
primarily around ±TD with a secondary rotation around ND.

orientation can be impaired in situations where the duplex slip mechanism is altered.

One such case is illustrated in Figure 4.28.

In order to minimize the energy, the primary dislocations on the active slip planes

in materials of low SFE can dissociate into a pair of Shockley partials containing a

faulted region in between them. The leading partials may react (a
6
[21̄1̄] + a

6
[2̄1̄1̄] →

a
3
[01̄1̄]) to form sessile stair-rods (or LC locks). The result of the reaction gives a net

Burgers vector perpendicular to the line vector (ξ = [011̄]) at the intersection of the

slip planes, and does not lie on either of the active slip planes. The formation of these

sessile locks impedes the motion of the fault as a whole, enabling the crystal to shear

on the other half of the partial dislocations in order to accommodate the imposed

plastic strain. Thus the stability of the B orientation can be perturbed by activation
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a
6
[11

2̄]

a
6
[21̄1̄]

a
2
[10̄1

]

a
2 [1̄1̄0]

a
6
[2̄1̄1̄]

a
6
[1̄2̄1]

ξ =
[01̄

1]

RD

ND

TD

(111) (1̄11)

Figure 4.28: A generic illustration of dislocation partial interaction on the active slip
planes of Brass orientation in fcc metals.

of the slips due to the partials having Burgers vector along < 112 >. Moreover,

such an alternate mechanism of slip is dependent on the width of the faulted region

bounded by the partials, which is proportional to 1√
SFE

. The material dependence of

the dissociation of the primary dislocations to the partials may not be likely in a high

SFE metal, e.g. Al.

Another mechanism for slip alteration could be the suppression of the macroscopic

γ
XY

shear which is observed at the end of the channel compression test (Figure 4.1b).

γ
XY

of 1.2 was measured at a total applied strain of 0.9. Depending on the extent of

interaction (same as the extent of γ
XY

relaxation) with the neighboring grains, the

stability of the B orientation is believed to alter. In many modeling analysis (both

relaxed constraint Taylor models and CPFEM, reviewed in sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3)

the role of this particular shear has been repeatedly emphasized and associated with

the texture transition between B type and C type [13] textures. The experimental

results of the constrained behavior of the B orientation will be presented and discussed

in a later section.
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4.4.3.2 In-grain orientation scatter

Misorientation calculations using quaternion analysis (§ A.2) was used to study the

orientation scatter inside the deformed B single crystal. Two misorientation clusters

were identified. Both type of misorientation vectors are shown in the Rodrigues space

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.29: 3D Rodrigues representation of the misorientation vectors as calculated
on the map of Figure 4.26. Misorientation spread based on (a) the mean orientation,

of type qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
; and (b) relative orientations, of type qqqk+1

i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
with a cut-off angle

of 3◦. To the right, showing respective (110) sections of the 3D space for each type
of the misorientations. Both type of misorientation spreads were identified to have a
preferred rotation axis about [11̄1], which coincides with the sample TD.

(Figure 4.29). From the misorientation correlation calculations it is evident that the

preferred axis of lattice rotation lies close to the [11̄1] direction, which coincides with
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the sample TD. The principal axes of rotation along with the average standard devi-

ations for the maximum misorientation spread directions are provided in Table 4.5.

Both calculations corroborate a strong TD misorientation. Like the G orientation,

the B orientation was found to be stable. These two orientations define the end points

of the α-fibre in FCC rolling textures. One distinction of note between the G and B

orientation is that relative misorientation of B orientation is predominantly about the

crystallographic [11̄1] direction as opposed to the uniform distribution on [010]− [001]

plane for the G orientation. A maximum misorientation of ±12◦ was observed across

the dislocation boundaries.

Figure 4.30 shows the general misorientation distribution along a line parallel to

ND. The plotted misorientations are calculated with respect to the point A in Figure

4.26a and presented in Figure 4.30a. From the analysis no long range orientation

gradient was observed as the misorientations tend to alternate the sign at intervals

roughly about 5 µm. Figure 4.30b shows the misorientations along the line AB where

two types of misorientations are superimposed, one based on the misorientation from

mean the other based on adjacent point misorientation. The grey peaks identify the

location of dislocation boundaries across which the misorientation accumulate with

strain. Clearly, the misorientations are a result of the slip on the −a2 and c3 systems.

Activation of c3 system gives a +TD rotation, while activation of -a2 gives a −TD

rotation. Summing up, the B orientation remains stable from both lattice rotation

and in-grain orientation gradient point of view when deformed under PSC up to

moderate strain levels.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.30: Misorientation line profiles along ND of the deformed B crystal. Signed
misorientation angles along the line AB (on Figure 4.26a) were calculated by the use
of quaternions. The profiles represent the misorientation angles between a point and
(a) A; (b) next immediate point and mean orientation.

Table 4.5: Principal misorientation axes in the deformed B crystal, ε = 0.9

Type of Principal axis Anisotropy of spread Range of misorientation

misorientation RRR∗α
(

σα

σ

)
angles (◦)

qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
[ .29 .77 .57 ] 0.59 ( -2.2 2.4 )

[-.81 -.12 .57 ] 0.76 ( -2.2 3.4 )

[ .51 -.62 .59 ] 2.24 (-11.0 10.8 )

qqqk+1
i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
[ .79 .62 -.02 ] 0.68 ( -2.8 2.5 )

[-.31 .42 .85 ] 0.77 ( -2.5 3.1 )

[ .53 -.66 .53 ] 1.92 (-12.4 11.5 )
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4.4.4 C, (11̄2) [11̄1̄]

The local shearing process and hence the deformation structure in the C orientation

is different from the earlier three ideal single crystal orientations. The microstructure

appears inhomogeneous in the SEM at high magnification, as shown in Figure 4.31.

The deformed microstructure as seen on the longitudinal section of the sample can

be described as a collection of two types of deformation bands: (i)very fine long

diffused bands which almost look like lines appearing at regular intervals of 5− 20 µm,

and (ii) well defined short interconnecting band clusters having individual widths of

1− 2 µm. The majority of the fine long bands are inclined at −30◦ to RD, while

the short bands are inclined at an acute angle of +40 to +45◦ to RD. The long

diffused bands are not entirely continuous, but rather tend to extend to distances as

long as 200− 300 µm. Some adjacent bands tend to either collapse on each other

or appear to originate from an existing band which later on divert their angle of

inclination towards the macroscopic −30◦ to RD, although, for a major portion of

their length these long bands are inclined close to −30◦ to RD. The reason for the

−30◦ to RD inclination of these bands can be understood from knowledge of the mean

orientation of the deformed crystal. As shown in Figure 4.33b, and in agreement

with the results available in the literature [7,14], the starting C crystal was observed

to move towards the D orientation, (4 4̄ 11)
[
11 11 8̄

]
, by a net positive rotation

about TD. Such an orientation would rotate the CP, (11̄1), further away from RD

(Figure 4.32), and for an ideal D position the CP trace is located at −27.5◦ to RD.

Based on the observed microstructure, the long planar boundaries delineating thin CP

bands can be identified as crystallographic in nature and run parallel to sample TD.

Whilst, the short bands were observed to be 10-15◦ away from the CD trace for the

D orientation and can be identified as non-crystallographic in nature. Using a TEM

specimen tilting technique, Godfrey et al. [14] found that the dislocation boundaries

in the CD region are aligned along one of the {100} planes. Therefore, in our case
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Figure 4.31: SEM channeling contrast image of the C crystal, ε = 0.9, longitudinal
section. Dotted line indicates the slip plane trace of the active CP slip system pair.
CP stands for the coplanar slip systems ((11̄1) [01̄1̄], (11̄1) [101̄]) and CD stands for
the codirectional slip systems ((111) [1̄10], (1̄1̄1) [1̄10]). The arrows indicate a short
microscopic shear appearing in between the long crystallographic microshear bands
on the CP slip system plane.

19.5

CP CD

27.5

35.327.5

RD

ND

C, (11̄2) [11̄1̄]
D, (4 4̄ 11)

[
11 11 8̄

]

Figure 4.32: Slip plane traces of the active slip systems on the longitudinal sample
section in ideal Copper and Dillamore orientations.

the boundary planes can be assumed to be aligned along (001). Thus the orientation

of the short interconnecting boundaries is believed to have a macroscopic relationship
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which does not lie on any of the slip planes. These boundaries are parallel to TD,

like the thin CP bands. The structural differences between the CP bands and the

CD bands can be understood via their origin and monotonic evolution. The fine CD

bands appear as a result of an alternating dislocation gliding on one of the CD systems

inside adjacent bands. Since the dislocation boundaries are finely spaced (∼1 µm),

a low misorientation across the boundary (typically 3◦) develops which continually

evolve with strain, but at a somewhat lesser rate compared to the boundaries where

CP and CD regions meet. Contrary to the well-defined CD bands, the long diffused

CP bands appear as a result of a planar gliding process on two of the slip systems

lying on the same (11̄1) slip plane. The formation of the CP bands is complex and

the reason for the new band generation at higher strains is not well understood.

Conflicting interpretations for the CP bands are reported in [7,14]. The differences in

the interpretations of various authors might be due to the geometrical appearance of

the CP bands in metals with different stacking fault energies. As discussed in § 2.3.3,

in case of the C orientation in metals with low stacking fault energy (or alloys alike Al-

Mg, Al-Cu), shear bands are typically seen in the angular ranges of −25◦ to −45◦ to

RD. In Al, at a strain ∼1.0, CP bands appear closer to the corresponding inclination

of the shear bands found in alloys, which leads to misinterpreting the CP bands as

shear bands. For example, CP bands were reported as both macroscopic shear bands

(ε = 1.0, [7]), and microscopic shear bands (ε = 1.5, [14]). From the EBSD analysis

performed on the deformed C crystal, no noticeable orientation changes inside the CP

bands were observed. It should be pointed out that the resolution of the SEM/EBSD

technique puts some limitation on the analysis of the highly strained CP bands.

Further TEM work inside the CP band clusters is mandatory to confirm if there is

any crystallographic evidence of orientation evolution. Nevertheless, the formation of

the CP band clusters in the present case can be treated as an outcome of the localized

planar glide on the (11̄1) slip planes.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4.33: EBSD scan results of the deformed C orientation, ε = 0.9, on TD
section, scan step size 0.2 µm. (a) Reconstructed orientation map showing the spatial
distribution of rotations about the preferred rotation axis (r∗3). The grey bar indicates
the signed rotation angles in degrees. The background color represents 0 rotation.
(b) Stereographic {111} pole figure of the deformed crystal, ‘+’ indicates the starting
orientation (φ1 = 270, Φ = 35.26, φ2 = 135), white dot identifies the mean orientation
of the spread at (φ1 = 266.11, Φ = 29.28, φ2 = 139.03). (c) 3D representation of the
orientation data cluster inside the fundamental Rodrigues space.
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4.4.4.1 Orientation stability

The result of the EBSD measurement on the deformed C crystal is provided in Figure

4.33. The mean orientation of the deformed crystal was found to be located at +6.4◦

away from the starting orientation and the mean axis of rotation was calculated to

be close to TD (precisely, [0.46 .88 .12]). Such a low angle of average misorientation

at a strain of 0.9 makes the orientation appear as stable, while from the observed mi-

crostructure the orientation gives a strong indication of local instability. The principle

of the underlying mechanisms for the orientation break-up is provided below.

The slip geometry of C orientation under PSC is shown in Figure 2.12d. From

both the TBH and plane stress assumptions four slip systems are found to be active.

Of these four, two share a common Burgers vector [1̄10] and are the CD slip systems,

while the other two have a common slip plane and are the CP slip systems for which

the effective slip direction is [11̄2̄], lying on the longitudinal section (ND-RD plane).

The Burgers vectors for the CP pair are ±30◦ to the [11̄2̄]. As seen from the deformed

microstructure, it can be assumed that at a strain of 0.9 the bulk of the single crystal

has predominantly deformed on the CD systems. Activation of CD systems causes a

net rotation about +TD. In comparison shearing on the CP systems results in a net

rotation about −TD. It should be pointed out that, in general, slip activity on a spe-

cific {111} plane rotates the {111} plane towards the macroscopic compression plane.

This macroscopic rotation is more valid if the slip plane lies at some acute angle to

RD and parallel to TD. The active CP plane validates such a condition, which would

warrant a −TD rotation and bring the (11̄1) plane close to the compression plane.

However, Godfrey et al. [14] reported +TD lattice rotations inside the CP bands. If

crystallites lying inside the CP bands have sheared on the adjacent CP planes then a

−TD rotation is expected. The results of Godfrey et al. [14] about the +TD lattice

rotations is unclear. From the present microstructural evidence, it is believed that
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the C crystal in Al primarily deforms on the CD system loosely interspersed with the

active CP planes. With increasing strain as the crystal approaches the D orientation,

the CP systems become more active due to an increase in the Schmid factor (Table

4.6). New CP bands are generated in compliance with the imposed incremental strain

which appear to cut through the matrix of the CD bands. Hence, the narrow cell

bands inside the CP clusters are believed to be the original CD bands (with +TD

lattice rotations), which later tend to rotate in the opposite direction as new CP

bands are added to the growing CP cluster. In Al, with increasing strain the average

orientation of the C crystal can evolve as a result of the balancing opposite rotations

associated with the CD and CP systems: +TD due to slip on CD and −TD due to

the planar slip on CP. Nevertheless, as the strain increases the activation of the CP

systems will overtake (either by creation of new CP bands or by continual increased

shearing on the CP) the slip activity on the CD systems and eventually at high strains

the microshears on the CP system can combine to form a macroshear band. Such an

orientation evolution with strain can be generalized for the C orientation in all FCC

metals with wide range of SFEs, except in low SFE metals or alloys clustering of the

active CP systems can set in during an early stage of deformation. For such metals

texture of type {111} ‖ ND can be expected.

Table 4.6: Schmid factor changes as the lattice rotates from C to D orientation.
Underlined values indicate the most stressed and active slip systems.

Slip Systems
(111) (1̄1̄1) (1̄11) (11̄1)

[011̄] [1̄01] [11̄0] [01̄1̄] [101] [1̄10] [011̄] [101] [1̄1̄0] [01̄1̄] [1̄01] [110]
a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3

C .2041 .0680 -.2722 -.0680 -.2041 .2722 0 0 0 .2722 -.2722 0
(11̄2) [11̄1̄]

D .2361 -.0013 -.2348 .0013 -.2361 .2348 .1200 -.1200 0 0.3548 -.3548 0
(4 4̄ 11)

[
11 11 8̄

]

From the geometries of the deformation boundaries (shown in Figure 4.34), an
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.34: Simplified schematics of the deformation boundaries on the longitudinal
section of the C orientation. (a) d1 and d2 are the perpendicular distances between the
narrow CD bands and adjacent CP clusters. The dashed lines indicate the slip plane
traces for both CD and CP slip systems. (b) Schematic of dislocation boundaries
as reported by Godfrey et al. [14]. The Roman numerals refer to various types of
misorientation across the substructure boundaries (details can be found in [14]).

effective glide ratio between the CD and CP systems can be established as follows,

δγ =
γ

(CD)

γ(CP)
=

d2 sin 70

d1 n
CP

(4.2)

where n
CP

is the number of straight glide planes inside the CP cluster per unit per-

pendicular distance. At ε = 0.9, the deformed structure in Figure 4.31 indicates d1

= 1 µm, and d2 = 10 µm. Based on the TEM observation of Godfrey et al. [14], n
CP

= 5 can be assumed. Using equation 4.2, an effective glide ratio of 2 can be obtained,

which means at the applied strain the CD systems are believed to contribute to the

plastic shearing twice as much the CP systems. Such a glide ratio seems reasonable

as the calculations based on the TBH model indicates a +TD rotation towards the D

orientation (Figure 4.35a). Qualitatively, based on equation 4.2, it can be mentioned

that with increasing strain as d2 refines at a higher rate than d1 and the number

of glide planes inside the CP clusters increase; the effective glide ratio continually

evolves towards ≤ 1.0. As discussed earlier, such a condition triggers abundant pla-

nar glide on the CP systems at the expense of CD systems. Figure 4.35 qualitatively
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captures such microscopic interpretations in a gross sense.

Using a Taylor-type of incremental plasticity analysis it was found that for a given

amount of imposed plastic strain increment (d |ε|), the CP systems tend to rotate the

lattice 50% more about the −TD than the CD systems rotate it about +TD. In order

to enforce stability to the lattice rotation of a C orientation, a slip vector on the four

slip systems {-a3 b3 d1 -d2} of type {1.5 1.5 1 1}dγ is warranted. As can be seen

from Figure 4.35b, such a slip vector results in a stable C orientation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.35: {111} pole figures of the theoretical lattice rotations in C orientation, ε
= 1.0 under three quasi-full constraint assumptions having effective glide ratios, δγ
= (a) 2.0, (b) 1.5 and (c) 1.0. A similar result in the change in lattice rotations can
be achieved by decreasing the SFE from (a) to (c).

4.4.4.2 In-grain orientation scatter

Based on the quaternion analysis of the orientation data cluster, a highly anisotropic

misorientation spread was obtained. The results of the calculations are presented in

Figure 4.36 and summarized in Table 4.7. Misorientation correlation calculations re-

veal a strong elliptical distribution with the preferred misorientation axis lying close

to [110], which coincides with the sample TD. A similar observation on the relative

misorientations which reveal the misorientation across the dislocation boundaries was

also made. Most of the relative misorientations come from the CD region of the de-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.36: Misorientation vectors in the deformed C crystal inside the 3D Ro-
drigues space, ε = 0.9. (a) Misorientation vectors based on the mean orientation,

type qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
; and (b) Misorientation vectors based on the relative orientations, type

qqqk+1
i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
with a cut-off angle of 5◦. To the right, showing respective (001) projec-

tions of the 3D space for each misorientation types. A preferred misorientation axis
about sample TD, [110], is evident.
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formed crystal as localized straining inside the fine CP regions makes EBSD indexing

exceedingly difficult. However, the line scans exhibit an alternating type of misori-

entation distribution inside the CD regions until a CP band is intersected at which

the lattice rotates in an opposite sense to that of the adjacent CD band. Some of the

sharp misorientations where the line AB cuts the CP bands are encircled in Figure

4.37b. This feature shows the microshear nature of the fine bands present inside the

CP cluster as no cumulative type of misorientation leading to misorientations inside

the CP bands was observed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.37: Signed misorientation line profiles along AB (on Figure 4.33a). The
profiles represent the misorientation angles between a grid point and (a) point A; (b)
next immediate point (gray) and mean orientation (black).
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Table 4.7: Principal misorientation axes in the deformed C crystal, ε = 0.9

Type of Principal axis Anisotropy of spread Range of misorientation

misorientation RRR∗α
(

σα

σ

)
angles (◦)

qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
[ .45 -.45 .77 ] 0.56 ( -4.8 4.7 )

[ .54 -.55 -.64 ] 0.85 ( -6.9 6.6 )

[ .71 .71 .00 ] 2.11 (-17.0 17.7 )

qqqk+1
i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
[-.53 .62 -.57 ] 0.58 ( -5.6 4.8 )

[-.41 .40 .82 ] 0.79 ( -6.7 8.2 )

[-.74 -.67 -.04 ] 2.21 (-16.7 21.4 )

4.4.5 A foreword to grain interaction

In this section the single crystal behavior of four of the ideal orientations in rolling

to a strain of 0.9 is summarized. The orientations lying on the α-fibre (G and B)

were observed to be stable, including the deformation structure. The C orientation

was observed to undergo a minor rotation towards the D orientation with a highly

inhomogeneous deformation structure. The behavior of the Cb orientation was found

to be greatly influenced by the presence of an internal transition band, across which

the starting Cb orientation rotated in opposite direction about an axis close to TD.

No cumulative misorientations were observed in any of the deformed single crystals.

Hence, no long-range orientation gradients inside the deforming single crystals were

developed. From the present analysis on the behavior of all of the single crystals

a frictionless deformation condition using the channel die set-up can be assumed.

In this kind of deformation set-up, the crystals are free to undergo the RD shear,

which were experimentally observed to occur for the ideal B and C orientations. The

behavior of these shearable crystals and the intrinsically unstable Cb crystals in CSA

experiments are presented in the following section.
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4.5 Texture stability in interacting crystals

This section critically analyzes the effect of grain interaction on the stability of texture

for some of the ideal orientations in a few CSA sample combinations. The analysis

is based on the studies made through the use of the SEM/EBSD technique and the

mathematical procedures of quaternions which quantify the diverging orientation clus-

ters in a deformed crystal. Such a procedure enables evaluation of the presence of

any intra-granular orientation gradients arising due to interactions between crystals

of certain orientations. As already mentioned the texture stability for an orientation

is the result of a competition between the intrinsic behavior of the orientation itself

(when tested in a free end channel die) and the extrinsic influence due to the inter-

action of the neighboring orientations. From the previous studies on single crystals

it was found that both G and B orientations are intrinsically stable, while, Cb and

B orientations were found to be intrinsically unstable. Based on the necessary back-

ground knowledge on the single crystal behavior of these orientations, the behavior

of the orientations in the designed CSA samples is presented in the remainder of this

section.

For convenience, an identifiable nomenclature for the CSA samples will be followed

as, xyx− L and xyx− S respectively for the flat-CSA and embedded-CSA samples,

where x denotes the orientation of the outer crystal and y denotes the inner crystal.

4.5.1 Influence of interaction on Cb orientation

The deformation structure of the Cb oriented crystals inside various CSA samples are

shown in Figure 4.38. In case of the flat CSA samples (Figure 4.38 a, b), the internal

Cb crystal has a microstructure resembling that of the single crystal except that no

transition band was observed. Like the Cb oriented single crystal, the microscopic
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subdivision appears in the form of straight elongated deformation bands and short

interconnecting bands. Compared to the deformed Cb single crystal, only one type

of the DB (i.e. DB-I in Cb single crystal, § 4.4.1.1) develops.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.38: SEM channeling contrast images of the deformed Cb crystals on mid-
plane longitudinal sections of the CSA samples: (a) BCbB-L, (b) BCbB-S, (c) CCbC-
L, (d) CCbC-S. White arrows in (c) and (d) indicate areas reminiscent of the straight
elongated bands.

On the other hand, the microstructure of the Cb embedded CSA samples were

observed to be more heterogeneous in nature (Figure 4.38c, d). In BCbB-S sample the

typical elongated bands (delineated by GNBs as seen in single crystal Cb orientation)

become diffuse and the morphology of these bands tend to deviate from linearity
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which appear to be inclined at various angles to RD (white arrows in Figure 4.38c).

The long curvy bands are inclined closer to the RD near the interface than in the bulk.

The microstructure inside the bulk of the Cb crystal demonstrates most of the plastic

strain is accommodated by the formation of the short bands. Such a microstructure

can be closely compared with the DB-II region of the Cb single crystal (§ 4.4.1.1),

except for the fact that the elongated bands gradually disappear and are replaced

by diffused curvy bands. The curvy bands seem to change their directionality as a

result of the local γ
XY

shear adjacent to the interface (with the B orientation). The

microstructure of the Cb crystal in the CCbC-S sample shows the highest density of

heterogeneities amongst all of the the investigated Cb embedded CSA samples. In

this case, linear bands, as observed in the Cb single crystal or the flat CSA samples,

are completely disrupted and replaced by the S-type bands. Reminiscent of the

elongated bands (white arrows), the appearance of the S-bands suggest the operation

of slip systems other than the initial four active slip systems (−a2, −b2, −c2, −d2)

which were operative at the beginning of the deformation. One possibility for the

formation of the S-bands is that as the latent hardening ratio of other slip systems in

Al continually decrease with strain, the chance of dislocation cross-slipping to other

slip planes increases. No certain explanation for the appearance of the S-bands exists

in the literature, whilst the presence of such bands is always associated with a strong

S-texture in rolled Al samples.

4.5.1.1 Orientation changes and microtexture

The results of the SEM/EBSD measurements performed on the inner Cb crystals of

the CSA samples are presented in Figure 4.39. The corresponding {111} pole figures

are given in Figure 4.40. All the results are representative of the behavior of the Cb

orientations in any specific CSA sample tested in this study.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.39: EBSD reconstructed orientation maps based on the spatial misorienta-
tion angles in the interacting Cb crystals: (a) BCbB-L, (b) CCbC-L, (c) BCbB-S,
(d) CCbC-S. Magnitude of the misorientation angles are indicated by the respective
colorbars. Horizontal direction is ND and vertical direction is RD.

The orientation changes inside the Cb crystals of the BCbB-L and CCbC-L sam-

ples closely replicate that of the Cb single crystal, which was discussed in § 4.4.1.

The average rotation can be precisely described by a strong +TD rotation. No ND

rotation was observed opposed to the Cb single crystal where minor ND and RD

rotations due to the presence of the transition band were reported earlier. In both

the samples the mean orientation has shifted very close to (1̄02) [201]. As already

discussed, the orientation evolution of the bands are divided into two types: (i) the

leading wide orientations (shown in red color; Figures 4.40a, b) tend to rotate faster

towards the ideal (1̄01) [101] component; (ii) the trailing narrow orientations (shown

in blue; Figures 4.40a, b) evolve in some random fashion. Superposition of the ε
XY

shear from the adjacent B orientation seems to influence the narrow bands, causing
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.40: {111} pole figures for the inner Cb crystals in (a) BCbB-L, (b) CCbC-
L, (c) BCbB-S, (d) CCbC-S samples. Colors are encoded from the EBSD maps of
Figure 4.39. The ‘+’ sign indicates the starting Cb position and ‘•’ indicates the mean
position of the deformed crystal. The respective orientation shifts from the starting
Cb position are: (a) [−0.19 0.98 − 0.07]/25.1◦, (b) [−0.05 0.999 − 0.02]/25.7◦, (c)
[0.41 −0.84 −0.34]/27.4◦, and (d) [−0.69 0.59 −0.41]/24.9◦. The ideal S-components
are located at S1 = [−0.56 0.52 − 0.64]/48.6◦ and S4 = [0.56 − 0.52 − 0.64]/48.6◦.
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these bands to have rotated about ND. The evolution of the microtextures inside the

wide bands is shielded from the superposition of the ε
XY

shear mainly because these

bands rotate towards a ‘hard’ orientation, for which the plastic shearing continues on

the −b2 and −c2 systems. This is evident as the Taylor factor corresponding to the

mean orientation is calculated to be 3.69, relative to a value of 2.45 at the beginning

of the test. The orientation scatter of the deformed Cb crystal in CCbC-L sample

reveals an absolute +TD rotation compared to the BCbB-L sample. Like the wide

bands, the narrow bands (near blue color) evolve by a rotation about the +TD axis,

like the wide bands, although to a lesser extent. Superposition of the ε
XZ

shear from

the adjacent C orientation can be attributed to the strong +TD rotation in both

types of bands as the external rotation axis due the ε
XZ

shear (TD) matches with the

crystallographic rotation axis due to plastic shearing on the −b2 and −c2 systems

([010]). From the misorientation analysis of the orientation cluster, the standard de-

viations for the misorientations along the principal axis of rotation were found to be

1.86 and 2.37 for the Cb crystal in BCbB-L and CCbC-L samples, respectively. The

preferred axis of rotations inside the orientation clusters are close to [010]. The higher

standard deviations in CCbC-L sample confirms the strict +TD rotations inside the

orientation cluster.

The lattice rotations in the Cb embedded CSA samples are different from the flat

CSA samples (Figure 4.40). The mean orientation of the starting Cb crystals was

observed to move towards the S components. This is believed to occur due to the

constraints the embedded Cb crystal experiences at the crystal ends along the RD.

It is well known that S is one of the dominant texture components in heavily cold-

rolled Al samples (Figure 2.4, [15]). The direct observation of overall lattice rotations

towards S in embedded Cb crystals can be associated with the accommodation of the

compression plane shears. The absence of such behavior in the flat CSA samples is

possible because the ends of the Cb crystals are free to shear, even though the external
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orientations impose a compression plane shear. In the literature, the rotation of Cb to

S is addressed by considering the widening of the samples during rolling experiments

[16,17]. As the friction forces between the rolling mills and the sheet restrict the lateral

widening, an additional stress tensor about the RD is introduced [16]. While such an

interpretation may account for the rolling type deformation, in channel constrained

experiments the lateral widening can be assumed to be zero. However in an embedded

Cb crystal or a grain inside a polycrystal, the RD shears would continually alter the

slip geometry and would tend to form the S-bands at early stages of deformation.

Once the S-bands appear, the Cb orientation continuously rotates towards the final

S component. This generalization of the development of S-component is based on

the prerequisite of the easy availability of other active slip systems. In other words,

materials with a lower LHR (or high SFE) like Al would tend to rotate towards S.

End constraints on the Cb crystal arising due to the ε
XZ

shear from the adjacent

C orientation seems to have a greater impact than the ε
XY

shear coming from the

adjacent B orientation. The mean orientation of the deformed Cb crystal in the

CCbC-S sample is located at an equivalent position of [−0.68 0.59 − 0.41]/24.9◦

which is exactly midway between Cb and S1.

4.5.1.2 Role of ε
XY

and ε
XZ

shears

The Cb embedded CSA samples were observed to develop some degree of long range

orientation gradients (Figure 4.41) apart from the average rotation towards the S-

component. Such long range orientation gradients were not evident in the flat CSA

samples. The misorientation frequencies for all four Cb inner crystals in the CSA

samples are shown in Figure 4.42. The observed microstructures and the correspond-

ing microtextures in the deforming crystals are the result of the varying local strain

state. In case of the free end crystal assembly experiments (flat CSA samples) since

the RD shears are not constrained, the inner Cb crystals tend to develop far less com-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.41: Representative misorientation line profiles of the deformed Cb crystals
in the CSA samples: (a) BCbB-L, (b) BCbB-S, (c) CCbC-L, (d) CCbC-S. The dark
line represents the degree of misorientations with respect to the average orientation of
the whole data set, and the grey line represents the relative degree of misorientation
between adjacent points.
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plicated microstructures. Qualitatively, the Cb orientation as a whole rotates about

+TD towards (1̄01) [101] orientation without much orientation scatter. Such a trend

is shown Figure 4.42 for the BCbB-L and CCbC-L samples. From the in-grain mis-

orientation calculations the principal GNB misorientation axis were found to coincide

with the TD, i.e. [010]. Contrary to the above observation, in the end-constrained

(a) (b)

Figure 4.42: Misorientation distribution in inner Cb oriented crystals: (a) misorien-
tation from the mean of the data cluster (∆θM), and (b) misorientations across the
GNBs (∆θrel) with a minimum cut-off angle of 5◦.

experiments (embedded CSA samples) the internal structure evolves as a result of a

complicated strain state. The preferred axes of GNB misorientations were found to

be [012] and [211] in BCbB-S and CCbC-S samples, respectively. The corresponding

shifts in the peaks of the misorientation angles in BCbB-S and CCbC-S samples (Fig-

ure 4.42) suggest the occurrence of multiple sub-mean centers corresponding to the

various grain fragments present in the orientation space. Such long-range orientation

gradients (as illustrated in the line profiles, Figure 4.41b,c ) are a direct consequence

of the ε
XY

and ε
XZ

shear constraints.
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4.5.2 Influence of interaction on B orientation

The deformation structures of the B crystals in the CSA samples on the longitudinal

sections are illustrated in Figure 4.43. For the free-end specimen (GBG-L), the de-

formation structure resembles that of the single crystal, with two sets of fine, straight

band-like structures at ∼ ±35◦ to RD. The bands match well with the slip traces

of the active duplex slip systems (−b2, d3 for a starting orientation at φ1=144.74◦,

Φ=45◦, φ2=180◦). In the case of the end constrained B crystal (GBG-S sample),

the deformation structure appears inhomogeneous. Slip clusters like the previously

reported C single crystal (Figure 4.31) are observed to be inclined at +25◦ to RD.

The straight bands connecting the trace of slip clusters tend to deviate from linearity

as the slip clusters are approached. Thus, the connecting bands appear like S-like

bands (dotted curve in Figure 4.43b). Suppression of the ε
XY

shear at the ends of the

B crystal is believed to restrict the slip on one of the primary duplex slip systems.

Activation of secondary slip systems other than the primary slips may result due to

the suppression of ε
XY

shear. One such process could be cross-slip. In terms of the

texture stability, the formation of the S-bands marks the beginning of the average

orientation rotation towards S2 component (φ1=58.98◦, Φ=36.70◦, φ2=63.43◦).

The {111} pole figures for the deformed B crystals inside the CSA samples are

given in Figure 4.44. In the free-end GBG-L sample, the average orientation remains

near the starting B orientation. In contrast, the B crystal in the constrained GBG-S

sample moved to a position 10◦ away from S2.

The internal microtextures were further studied using the quaternion analysis

and presented in Figure 4.45. The microtextures in the B crystal of GBG-L sample

typically coincide with that of the single crystal of B orientation. The preferred

misorientation axes for both types of misorientations (qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
and qqqk+1

i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
) is

strongly aligned along ∼ [11̄1̄] (standard deviation = 2.6). The evolution of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.43: SEM channeling contrast images of the deformed inner B crystals on
mid-plane longitudinal sections of the CSA samples: (a) GBG-L, (b) GBG-S.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.44: Experimental {111} pole figures of the deformed B crystals in (a) GBG-
L and (b) GBG-S samples. The starting orientation is indicated by a ‘+’ mark;
located at (144.74, 45, 180) and (35.26, 45, 360) in (a) and (b), respectively. The
mean orientations are presented by the white dots; located at (148.43, 40.42, 173.66)
and (45.42, 39.32, 339.48) in (a) and (b), respectively. The nearby S-orientations are
located at S1 : (121.01, 36.67, 206.57) and S2 : (58.98, 36.68, 333.43).
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internal structure is revealed by the presence of alternating TD rotations (Figure

4.46a). In contrary, the microtextures in the B crystal of GBG-S sample were found

to be more uniform (standard deviation = 1.6) than oblong in the case of GBG-L. The

preferred in-grain misorientation axis for GNBs having more than a 5◦ misorientation

angle was calculated to be [0.61 − 0.71 0.35]. The uniform distribution of the GNB

misorientations in the GBG-S sample is illustrated in Figure 4.45b. A clear deviation

in the results from the free-end sample is obvious. These boundaries are an indirect

consequence of the ε
XY

shear constraint on the compression plane. Qualitatively, as

the inner crystal becomes flatter with increasing deformation the crystal experiences

a higher ε
XY

shear constraint driving lattice rotations towards the S-component. Such

observations have been predicted in the FE models of Beaudoin et al. [13].

Analyzing the deformation structure of the inner B crystal reveals that a varia-

tional strain evolution pattern can be established. The effect of the ε
XY

shear con-

straint is mostly noticeable at the crystal center (away from the interface). Thus the

crystal volume deforming alongside the G crystal near the interface tends to evolve

with a strain more like a single crystal of B orientation; while the center tends to

evolve with a complex strain path, thereby requiring activation of a few other slip

systems in addition to the original duplex slips. Figure 4.46 plots the misorientations

in the inner B crystals along ND in both GBG-L and GBG-S samples. The misorien-

tations in the GBG-L sample are straightforward, having alternating rotations. No

long-range orientation gradients were observed. In the case of the GBG-S sample, a

long-range gradient was observed confined ∼40 µm about the crystal center. Such a

region contains 3-4 slip clusters bands, in between which S-bands appear.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.45: qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
and qqqk+1

i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
misorientation vector distributions in 3-D Ro-

drigues space: (a) GBG-L, and (b) GBG-S.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.46: Misorientation line profiles in the deformed B crystals inside (a) GBG-
L and (b) GBG-S samples. The grey line represents the magnitudes of intra-grain
misorientation and the black line represents the magnitude of misorientation from the
mean position.
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4.5.3 Influence of interaction on C orientation

The deformation structures for the inner C crystals in the GCG-L and GCG-S samples

are shown in Figure 4.47a-c. In the free-end CSA sample (GCG-L), the behavior of the

C crystal closely resembles that of the single crystal C orientation, as discussed earlier.

This is more so due to the fact that the RD-ND shear which arises during the straining

of the inner C crystal is insufficiently constrained at both the compression plane and at

the crystal ends. Hence, the C crystal in the GCG-L sample continues to deform as an

independent C single crystal. On the other hand, the microstructure of the deforming

C crystal in the constrained GCG-S sample is apparently different (Figure 4.47b-c)

from that of the single crystal. The CP bands which were observed abundantly in the

C single crystal (§ 4.4.4), are almost absent or sparsely distributed inside the structure

as thin diffused lines. The overall deformation structure is replaced by S-type bands

in the matrix of the C crystal which is believed to occur as a result of cross slipping

on one of the co-directional slip system, as discussed in the following section.

The SEM/EBSD results for the inner C crystals are provided in Figure 4.48. In

the free-end C crystal sample, the average rotation can be described by 5◦+TD. In

contrary, the end-constrained C crystal was found to split into two halves for which

the mean orientations moved towards two complimentary S-components, i.e. S3 and

S4. The average rotations to these positions can be achieved by a combined +TD

and ±RD rotations. The current observation of such an orientation splitting of the C

crystal at a moderate strain of 1.0 has not been reported in the literature. Most of the

early works on C orientation suggest ±TD rotations contributing to an orientation

spread about the macroscopic TD axis, which falls in agreement with the current

observations made on the C single crystal and free-end C sandwiched crystals. Clearly

the TBH theory accurately describes the lattice rotations in the C crystal under a

PSC type deformation mode. Revisiting the deformation of the C single crystal; the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.47: SEM channeling contrast images of the inner C crystal on the longitu-
dinal sections in GCG-L sample (a), and GCG-S sample (b, c).

coplanar (CP) active systems rotate the lattice about −TD, and the codirectional

(CD) systems rotate the lattice about +TD. As explained earlier, the C orientation

evolves around the net effect of slip activities on these types of slip systems. The

observed RD rotations in the end-constrained C crystal cannot be explained through

a similar slip mode. To explain the ±RD rotations a quasi-TBH model with varying

slip amplitudes was adopted. The results of the lattice rotations up to a strain of

1.0 for a C orientation located at (φ1=270, Φ=35.27, φ2=45) are presented in Figure

4.49. It is evident that the different slip amplitude vectors operating inside the C
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.48: Reconstructed EBSD colored maps and the respective {111} pole figures
of the interacting C crystals inside (a) GCG-L and (b)GCG-S samples. The colorbars
indicate the spatial misorientations from the mean position of the orientation cluster.
The starting C orientations are located at (270, 35.27, 45) in both the samples. The
mean centers for the deformed orientation halves for the C crystal in GCG-S sample
are located at (295.1, 29.6, 21.2) and (247.4, 32.3, 150.7) for the ‘red’ and ‘blue’
regions on the map, respectively. The nearby S-components are indicated by the
open triangles which are located at S4 (301, 36.70, 26.58) and S3 (239, 36.70, 153.43).

crystal drove the original orientation towards the two complementary S-components.

In order to explain the observed microstructure in the end-constrained C crystal

two notable deductions on the basis of the proposed differential slip amplitude vectors

can be made:

• the disappearance of the CP clusters in the deforming C crystal can be at-

tributed to the absence of one of the active slip systems on the CP pair.

• one of the CD systems is twice as active compared to the other. A deformation
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mechanism that describes such unequal shearing on two slip systems having a

common Burgers vector is called “cross-slip”. The appearance of the S-bands

(wavy bands) is believed to be the direct consequence of the cross-slip mecha-

nism.

Figure 4.49: Theoretical lattice rotations based on a quasi-TBH formulation presented
on a {111} stereographic pole figure, ε = 1.0. Starting C orientation is at (φ1=270,
Φ=35.27, φ2=45), represented by the open square. dγγγ(s) represents the slip amplitude
vector on the active slip system set as predicted by the TBH theory under PSC,
{a1,−a2, c3,−d3}. The end orientations following the dγγγ(s) after a strain of 1.0 are
located at (φ1=295.1, Φ=29.6, φ2=21.2) and (φ1=248.6, Φ=37.2, φ2=152.4) for the
‘red’ and ‘blue’ orientation halves on the EBSD map, respectively.

The orientation clusters of the deformed microstructure was further analyzed using

the quaternion analysis (see § A.2). The results of the analysis on C crystals in both

GCG-L and GCG-S samples are provided in Figure 4.50. In the GCG-L sample,

the preferred axes of misorientation for both the orientation cluster, and the in-

grain misorientations were found to be close to [ ¯110], which also coincides with the

macroscopic TD axis. In contrast, the misorientation vectors in the GCG-S sample

were found to be uniformly distributed. This was apparent as the standard deviations

for the preferred misorientation axis in GCG-S and GCG-L samples are 1.5 and 2.2,
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respectively. Lower standard deviation along the strongest principal misorientation

axis signifies a uniform distribution (§ A.2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.50: Misorientation distributions of the interacting C crystals represented in
3-D Rodrigues space: (a) GCG-L and (b) GCG-S samples.

Both types of misorientations (∆θrel and ∆θM) from line scans are plotted as

shown in Figure 4.51. Alternating misorientations were observed in the GCG-L sam-

ple, suggesting the absence of any long-range orientation gradients. On other hand,

the GCG-S sample showed the orientation splitting with the presence of high angle

boundaries (misorientation ∼30◦). The maximum deviation in the magnitudes of

misorientation angles was observed to occur near this boundary. Suppression of εXZ

in the end-constrained GCG-s sample is believed to cause the orientation splitting.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.51: Representative misorientation line profiles of the deformed C crystals
inside (a) GCG-L and (b) GCG-S samples. ∆θrel and ∆θM misorientations are rep-
resented by the grey and black lines, respectively. Alternating rotations are evident
in GCG-L sample, as opposed to the C crystal in GCG-S sample which splits into
two halves.

4.6 Conclusions

Three single crystal orientations relevant to rolling textures in Al were experimentally

tested under PSC using a channel die set up. The crystal orientations were Cb, B

and C. Based on the experimental observations of the single crystals and aggregate

samples the following conclusions are made:

• A statistical procedure using the algebra of quaternion was used to characterize

the orientation clusters. Orientation mean center and preferred axis of rotations

were found to be two efficient ways of identifying the orientation cluster.

• The developing deformation substructure and subtexture in the ideal single

crystal orientations evolve according to the geometrical relationship of the ori-

entations with the external stress coordinate.

• Crystals with symmetrical active slip systems (like Cb) deform by partitioning

the slip activation equally across the external symmetry plane. A transition

band separating these two halves appear at the symmetry plane where remnants

of the original orientations are still detectable after ε = 1.0.
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• Major orientations lying on the α-fibre (G and B) under PSC remain stable up

to ε = 1.0. The transition of the texture from α-fibre to β-fibre at high strains

is not supported by the results of the single crystal behavior.

• Texture transition of the B orientation towards S (the strongest component on

the β-fibre) is possible when the ε
XY

shear is constrained. A free-end specimen

with inner B orientation does not rotate towards S, while an end-constrained B

orientation rotates towards S.

• C orientation (a primary component of β-fibre) tends to remain stable without

changing its starting position. The texture change from C to S is associated

with the degree of ε
XZ

shear constraint. Single crystals of C orientation rotates

about +TD to the Dillamore position. Free-end specimen with inner C orien-

tation remains stable at the original C position, while the end-constrained C

orientation tends to rotate towards the two complimentary S components.

• The transition of one stable orientation towards S is always marked with the

appearance of S-type bands in the deformation structure. Constraining the RD

shears (ε
XY

and ε
XZ

) tends to alter the slip mechanism by changing the shear

amplitudes in different operating slip systems. Dislocation cross-slipping on to

co-directional slip systems may cause formation of S-type bands.

• In a deforming crystal alternating orientation gradients appear due to the pres-

ence of various types of dislocation planar boundaries (twist or tilt) as a result

of dislocation accumulation on both sides of these boundaries. Single crystals

in channel die experiments do not produce any long range orientation gradi-

ents, thereby the deformation substructure and microtexture evolve around the

geometric relationship of the active slip planes and macroscopic boundary con-

ditions alone. In polycrystals, grain interactions result in the appearance of

long-range orientation gradients, the magnitude of which depends on the level
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of accommodation of the ε
XY

and ε
XZ

shears. The neighbor effect is mostly seen

at the grain interiors rather than at the boundaries. In constrained samples the

crystal center rotates towards S, while near the grain boundaries it remains

closer to the original orientation.
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Chapter 5

Copper: Role of grain interaction on

texture evolution in PSC

5.1 Introduction

Dillamore et al. [1] established the role of stacking fault energy (SFE) on the texture

transition in various high purity rolled FCC metals. Applying the cross-slip theory of

Seeger et al. [2] for Stage-III deformation, the authors showed the texture transition

as a function of the SFE parameter,
γ

SF

µbbb
; where γ

SF
is the SFE, µ is the shear

modulus and bbb is the Burgers vector. An experimental texture intensity ratio,
ITD

I20

,

was identified as a measure of the texture transition parameter, which decreases

with increasing SFE. As shown in Figure 5.1, Brass-type and Copper-type textures

develop during rolling in Ag and Al, respectively. This explanation is plausible as a

reduction in SFE creates an extended fault region where screw dislocations reduce

their ability to cross-slip. Such a mechanism is strongly believed responsible for the

texture transition in FCC metals.

Unlike the ubiquitous work on Al and its alloys in the literature, few experimen-

tal or modeling work has been published on the deformation texture evolution in

high purity polycrystalline Cu. Interestingly, there is good amount of modeling work

available on both Al and alloys representing two classes of metals in terms of SFE.

212
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Metal
γ

SF

µbbb
× 103 ITD

I20

Ag 2.864 1.31

Cu 6.515 0.71

Ni 11.494 0.49

Al 22.422 0.35∗

Figure 5.1: Room temperature texture ratio,
ITD

I20

vs.
γ

SF

µbbb
in various FCC metals,

after Dillamore et al. [1]. ITD and I20 are the {111} pole intensities at the TD and
at 20◦ from RD, respectively. The asterisk in the above table shows the extrapolated
intensity ratio parameter for Al, which was not measured for room temperature rolling

earlier. The shear modulus was calculated as µ =
√

C44(C11−C12)
2

, where the C’s are

the elastic constants found in Hirth and Lothe [3]. Experimental γ
SF

values were
taken from [4].

Characteristically, the rolling texture of Cu is grouped with Al where a strong C-type

texture is expected. There is no physical reasoning for such a classification as the

deformation microstructures in Al and Cu are different. In general cell-type disloca-

tion substructures are observed in Al, while Cu shows a more complex deformation

structure in various forms of microbands or microshear bands. In pure rolled Cu

polycrystals almost half of the grains are identified with High Wall Density (HWD)

structures, the other half with cell structure (or Low Wall Densities, LWD), along with

the presence of some microshear bands, as described by Leffers and co-workers [5,6].

Structural differences in the form of microshear bands (or microbands) distinguish

Cu from Al. Such deformation inhomogeneities tend to appear at strains as low as

0.15 [7, 8]. Collectively, the banding in Cu can be referred to as deformation bands
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and it is observed that with increasing deformation the structure is populated with

an increased frequency of deformation bands [9]. The complex dynamics of the dislo-

cation substructures unique to Cu could itself alter the texture evolution. Certainly

the modeling efforts so far have ignored the effect of the inhomogeneous deformation

structures in Cu, which is believed to contribute to the deformation texture. In one

modeling attempt, Kalidindi et al. [10] reported their texture results in an oxygen free

high conductivity Cu based on the Asaro-Needleman type constitutive function [11],

after evaluating the model parameters by approximating with the polycrystalline flow

curves. In a time-integrating finite element scheme like that of Kalidindi et al. [10],

incorporating a rate-dependent constitutive equation does not make any distinction

between Al and Cu except using a set of different material parameters evaluated for

Cu alone. This may be a reasonable procedure applied to rolling type of deformation

where the material can be reduced up to a strain of ∼ 4 (99% thickness reduction

corresponds to |ε| = 4.6.). For deformation processes like torsion where |ε| > 8 is eas-

ily achieved, a more rigorous constitutive response incorporating the inhomogeneous

microstructure must be included. It is realized that such an additional multitude

of parameters will increase the computational time. Not only are there structural

differences between Al and Cu at ultra high strain levels, but structural differences

exist at low levels of deformation too. The effect of such early structural differences

in Cu on subsequent deformation texture at higher strains remains unstudied.

Another possible reason for the abundance of deformation texture modeling work

on Al and alloys may be due to the technological importance of these materials

which draws considerable attention from the texture community ahead of pure Cu.

Nevertheless, texture evolution in pure polycrystalline Cu in rolling demands special

attention due to the complicated evolving deformation structure which is unique in

the so-called C-type textured metals.

Comparing the earlier results of the two CSA specimens (§ 4.5), it is evident that
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the embedded-CSA specimens show a stronger influence of interaction on the deform-

ing inner crystal. Hence, in this chapter majority of the work on the the embedded

CSA specimens is presented. The role of interaction on two ideal rolling texture com-

ponents, B and C are the orientation of interest. The embedded CSA specimens are

GBG and GCG. The current study is realized as an attempt to understand the defor-

mation behavior of the interacting grains in Cu. The deformation behavior of single

crystals of G, B and C orientations under rolling or PSC can be found in [12–19], and

for polycrystal deformation in [5,8,9,20]. Until now, there has not been an objective

experimental study to verify the role of grain interactions on rolling textures.

In the remainder of this chapter the following sections are presented. § 5.2 gives

the experimental procedures for the PSC tests and the sample preparation for elec-

tron microscopy investigation by using SEM/EBSD and TEM. § 5.3 discusses the

stress-strain responses of the Cu specimens from the PSC tests. The interaction be-

havior of the embedded B orientation in GBG CSA specimen is given in § 5.4. The

microstructural and microtextural results of the embedded C orientation in GCG

CSA specimen is given in § 5.5. § 5.6 gives the critical findings on the deformation

texture evolution in 99.99% Cu. A key procedure for the analysis of the orientation

data cluster obtained by the SEM/EBSD technique is provided in Appendix A.

5.2 Experimental Procedure

99.99% pure Cu single crystals were used to construct the CSAs. The procedure for

sample preparation steps can be found as described earlier, § 3.2.3.2. The crystal

dimensions for both the inner and outer orientations, magnitude of total applied

strain, initial orientations of the embedded crystals are listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: PSC sample data for the embedded CSA samples

Sample Crystal Geometry, RD×TD×ND, mm Net Plastic Inner Crystal Starting Orientation

Outer Inner Reduction (%) Reduction (%) of Inner Crystal (◦)
GBG 4.46×2.89×2.68 .420×.325×.450 66.3 75.1 (324.74, 45, 0)

GCG 5.25×2.89×3.03 .474×.405×.170 59.6 56.5 (270, 35.26, 45)

5.2.1 Room temperature PSC test

The crystals were assembled inside a channel die whose wall was wholly lubricated

with TeflonR© spray. Room temperature compression tests were carried out using an

Instron 8521 servo-hydraulic test frame at a displacement rate of 2 µm/s. The local

and total plastic strains are given in Table 5.1. The differences in the local plastic

strains in the post-deformed embedded crystals is noteworthy. The B crystal has

undergone a 9% higher local strain than the bulk, while the C crystal shows some

remarkable resistance to deformation by undergoing 3% less deformation compared

to the bulk. The resistance to plastic deformation of the C crystal is attributable

to the high starting Taylor factor. A similar level of global-local strain differences in

both B and C embedded Al specimens were also listed in Table 4.2. This suggests an

orientation dependent strain partitioning across the interfaces.

5.2.2 Electron Microscopy

Standard metallography practices were followed to prepare the samples suitable for

high quality SEM/EBSD analysis. The sample preparation was always finished with

a clean electropolished surface (polishing details were given in Table 3.2). Automatic

EBSD scans using step size of 0.3 µm across the entire width of the embedded crystals

were carried out using the Channel 5 software from HKL Technology. Regions near the

crystal ends were excluded from the analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the macro-view of the

longitudinal sections in the respective GBG and GCG specimens. The samples were
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analyzed at the center of the inner crystals. In order to identify the resolved structural

details in the deformed microstructures and the accompanied lattice rotations a few

TEM foils were prepared from regions of interest in the embedded crystals using

focused ion beam (FIB) milling. FIB milling was performed on the deformed crystals

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Mid-width longitudinal sections of the deformed (a)GBG and (b) GCG
samples.

using Ga+ ion in a Micrion 2500 FIB, operating at 50kV, 20pA and 10−6torr. The

advantage of using FIB is due to the convenient extraction of foil at desired sites of

interest on the deformed microstructure. 10 µm × 7 µm sized foils with thickness

∼100nm at various locations inside the embedded crystals were extracted. Structural

resolution was possible using a Philips CM-20 TEM with a LaB6 source, operating at

200kV. Small angle converging beams using 27.5nm and 55nm apertures were utilized

to capture the diffraction patterns inside successive successive structural features (e.g.

the deformation bands or microshear bands).
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5.3 Mechanical Response

The mechanical test results for the two embedded CSA samples and the G oriented

single crystal are provided in Fig. 5.3. Macroscopic images of the embedded CSA

specimens at mid-width longitudinal sections are given in Figure 5.2. Since the ma-

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.3: Room temperature stress-strain curves (a), shear stress vs. shear strain
curve for the G oriented single crystal (b), and flow hardening curve for the G single
crystal (c). Starting strain rates, (ε̇), for the embedded and single crystal samples are
∼ 3.5× 10−4/s and ∼ 7× 10−4/s respectively.

jority of the mechanical response in the embedded specimens comes from the outer
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G crystals, the stress-strain curves for these samples were expected to be very similar

to that of the G single crystal as observed in Figure 5.3(a). The deformation of the G

crystal can be analyzed further as this orientation acts as the matrix in transferring

the plastic strain to the embedded crystals. An exactly similar stress-strain curve

for channel compressed G orientation was reported by Borbély et al. [13] up to a

strain of 1.0. By assuming a constant Taylor factor of 2.45 for the G orientation,

the flow stress vs. flow strain and hardening curves were calculated (Figure 5.3(b)

and (c)). The hardening curve up to the limits of the applied strain in this study

closely matches with that of Zehetbauer and Seumer [25] for 99.95% polycrystalline

Cu deformed in straight rolling (Fig. 1 in [25]). At a strain of 1.0, Cu enters into

stage IV deformation, corresponding to a stress value of τ
IV
≈ 120 MPa. The upward

behavior of the hardening curve beyond τ
IV

as opposed to a constant hardening rate

suggests the increasing influence of friction on the flattened specimen. Therefore,

to reduce any influence of friction in the CSA specimens, the maximum strain was

limited to ∼ 1.0. The behavior in terms of local microstructure and texture of the

internal crystals are given in § 5.4 and § 5.5.

5.4 Deformation of embedded B orientation

As reviewed in § 2.5.1, single crystal of B orientation are expected to have a very high

structural and textural stability up to high strains. The stability of the B orientation

can mainly be attributed to the relaxation of the free ε
XY

shear as seen in single crystal

tests or in non-interacting B oriented grains in polycrystals. From a texture point of

view the stability of the B orientation in polycrystalline deformation is crucial as it is

usually associated with the rolling texture transition from α-fiber to β-fiber in FCC

metals. It is assumed that when the B orientations remain stable to high strains then

the development of β-fiber components is delayed in FCC polycrystals. There has
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been no direct experimental information available in the literature about whether the

behavior of interacting B orientations (or grains) can trigger such a texture transition.

In the present section the results of the embedded B orientation are discussed in terms

of the deformation microstructure and microtexture.

5.4.1 Microstructure

The deformation structure of the B crystal is shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. After

this level of strain no cell structure is visible on the longitudinal plane. As well, no

shear bands are present as previously reported [14, 16, 18]. The structure is mainly

divided into two types of deformation bands. The term “deformation band” is used

here to distinguish them from the shear bands for which large pure shear is restricted

inside the bands (will be seen in case of the embedded C crystal). For the sake of

generality other kinds of bands such as transition band, kink band and micro band,

but not shear bands can all be grouped under “deformation band”. As shown in

Figure 5.4, two types of deformation bands were observed to be inclined at ∼ ±30◦

to RD. The deformation bands are typically 0.2− 0.5 µm wide and can run about

20 µm in length.

Clearly the deformation bands are aligned crystallographically and found to be

falling closely within the traces of the active slip planes (dotted lines in Figure 5.4).

From the slip geometry of the B crystal in PSC, (011) [211̄], two slip systems are found

to be highly stressed, namely; (111) [101̄] or −a2, and (1̄11) [1̄1̄0] or c3. Since the de-

formation bands are seen to be crystallographic in nature for convenience they will

be referred to as (111) band or (1̄11) band based on their alignment with the respec-

tive slip planes. The nature of band interactions results in a highly inhomogeneous

structure which is discussed below.

Although the band orientations fall within the slip traces, a disproportion contri-
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bution from both the slip systems can be observed. From Figure 5.4, qualitatively it

can be seen that the (1̄11) bands contribute more to accommodate the plastic strain

than the (111) bands. Most of the (111) bands are tightly spaced within a narrow

range of about 2 µm or less (circled region in Figure 5.5). These bands are seen to

be interspersed within a much wider region where (1̄11) bands are observed. The

inter-band spacing of the (111) bands is approximately 10− 20 µm. The character-

istics of the intersection of these two types of bands depends on the strength of the

(111) band. Generally, the higher the number of individual bands contributing to the

(111) slip plane the stronger the interaction with the (1̄11). This also causes some

alignment of (1̄11) bands and a gradual bending towards (111) make the (1̄11) bands

appear like S-type bands. A considerable portion of the (1̄11) band, appearing to

align along the (111) band, comes close to the compression plane and seen parallel

to RD. As shown in Figure 5.6, the bands across the (111) band rotate towards RD

(within the dotted lines). Also, the band widths in (1̄11) are irregular in nature at

the intersecting regions. The formation of sessile dislocation junctions due to the

reaction of the participating dislocations on both systems can be attributed to the

waviness in the walls. Apart from the interaction with the strong (111) bands, there

could be a few weaker (111) bands, which are easily crossed over by the intersecting

(1̄11) band. Such cross-overs create kink bands as indicated by the arrows in Figure

5.5.

A broad description of the deformation structure in the B orientation in Cu has

been provided so far. However, a few sites in the middle of the (1̄11) bands where the

two slip systems interact were also observed (marked inside the square in Figure 5.5).

Such interaction is crucial to the stability of the B orientation which is regarded to be

stable up to very high amount of reduction i.e. > 95% [14,16]. In the next subsection

the the deformation microtexture and local orientation changes in the embedded B

crystal are discussed.
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Figure 5.4: SEM channeling contrast image of the deformed B crystal, (011) [211̄].
Crystallographic orientation of the deformation bands with respective slip plane
traces.

5.4.2 Microtexture

The results of an SEM/EBSD scan on an area of 60×30 µm inside the deformed B

crystal are shown in Figure 5.7. Overall the (011) [211̄] orientation remained stable;

the mean orientation of the deformation cloud was found to be within 3◦ of the

starting orientation. However, from the {111} pole figure a slight alteration in the

microtexture data can be noticed. From the reconstructed EBSD map (Figure 5.7(a)),

the opposite rotations pertaining to the (111) and (1̄11) bands can be clearly seen.

The ‘red’ color on the map signifies the locations where the crystal has rotated about

−TD, while the ‘yellow’ color signifies the regions where the crystal has rotated about

+TD axis. Both the colors identify the opposite lattice rotations inside the (1̄11) and

(111) bands, respectively. Part of the yellow region could come from the (1̄11) bands
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Figure 5.5: TEM bright field image of the deformed B crystal, (011) [211̄], operating
voltage 200 kV. Circle: shows strong interaction of (111) bands with (1̄11) bands,
square: short regular intersection of the two types of bands, arrows: kink band over
a weak (111) band.

when they intersect with the (111) band resulting in a rigid body type of rotation

about −TD. Since most of the applied strain is accommodated by the c3 slip system

in the form of (1̄11) bands, in order to attain strain compatibility some degree of

slip concentration occurs on the −a2 slip system. Hence, at certain locations inside

the narrow (111) bands, the lattice rotates about −TD axis up to 50◦ (blue spots

on the EBSD map). This kind of high degree of local rotations was not reported

earlier [14,16]. The reason could be due to the use of X-ray pole figures in the earlier
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Figure 5.6: TEM bright field image of the deformed B crystal, (011) [211̄], operating
voltage 200 kV, converging beam with 55 nm spot size for the diffraction patterns.
(111) band lies crystallographically 32◦ away from the RD. The dotted lines signify
the (1̄11) band rotation towards RD.

studies, where such a minor texture component could have been easily missed.

Based on the quaternion analysis of the orientation data obtained from the EBSD

scan, the misorientation inside the embedded B crystal was quantified. The results

of the calculations are summarized in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.2. It is evident that the

misorientations associated with the deformation structure are purely crystallographic

in nature. A few large misorientations are confirmed. As discussed earlier, these

highly misoriented volumes arise due to the shear intersection of the two active slip

systems. The misorientation axis for these minor volumes is also found to be close to
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.7: EBSD scan results of the B crystal in the GBG sample, local ε = 1.39,
scan step size 0.3 µm, EBSD indexing rate 80%. (a) Reconstructed map after noise
reduction, showing the spatial distribution of the misorientations about the preferred
axis of rotation (r∗3 = [0.45, −0.76, 0.47]). Note that -r∗3 is only 14◦ away from
TD (1̄11̄). The colorbar indicates the signed misorientation angles in degrees. (b)
Stereographic {111} pole figure of the deformed B crystal, ‘+’ indicates the starting
orientation at (φ1 = 324.74, Φ = 45, φ2 = 0), white dot identifies the calculated mean
orientation at (φ1 = 321.75, Φ = 44.87, φ2 = 3.7). (c) Color coded 3D representation
of the orientation data inside the fundamental Rodrigues space.
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the principal axis of lattice rotation ([0.45, −0.76, 0.47]).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Misorientation vectors in the embedded B orientation in GBG sample
presented inside the 3D Rodrigues space, ε = 1.39. (a) Misorientation vectors based

on the mean orientation, type qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
; and (b) Misorientation vectors based on

the relative orientations, type qqqk+1
i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
with a cut-off angle of 5◦. The principal

misorientation axis is close to -TD,[11̄1], for both types of misorientations.

In search of identifying the presence of any long-range orientation gradients, two

misorientation line plots are calculated. The line directions were chosen to be per-

pendicular to the bands in Figure 5.7. The line plots are shown in Figure 5.9. Both

relative misorientations between adjacent points (∆θrel.) and misorientation from the

mean orientation of the line (∆θmean) were considered. The alternating ± misorien-

tations indicate the absence of any long range orientation gradients along the pair of

analyzed lines. Therefore, no effect of grain interaction on the B orientation can be

established. This leads to the conclusion that the stability and intra-grain microtex-

ture in B crystals in pure Cu is far less susceptible to the nature of the neighbors and

the deformation is purely orientation dependent.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Representative misorientation line profiles along the band directions; (a)
along line AB, and (b) along line CD in Figure 5.7.

Table 5.2: Principal misorientation axes in the embedded B orientation, GBG sample,
ε = 1.39

Type of Principal axis Anisotropy of spread Range of misorientation

misorientation RRR∗α
(

σα

σ

)
angles (◦)

qqqk
i

(
QQQ

)−1
[ -.76 -.60 -.26 ] 0.70 ( -7.3 8.9 )

[ .48 -.34 -.85 ] 0.83 ( -10.1 6.1 )

[ .45 -.76 .47 ] 1.71 (-50.8 18.4 )

qqqk+1
i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
[.87 .48 .12 ] 0.79 ( -14.1 9.3 )

[-.30 .31 .90 ] 0.93 ( -9.6 7.8 )

[.40 -.82 .41 ] 1.37 (-45.9 44.0 )
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5.5 Deformation of embedded C orientation

As pointed out in § 2.3.3, the role of reduction in SFE on both textural stability and

microstructural stability is best observed in the C orientation (generally in orienta-

tions present on the τ -fiber) rather than any other orientations. This is due to the

appearance of shear bands in the deformed microstructure which make the applied

deformation increasingly localized inside the shear bands. Numerous single crystal

results on the deformation behavior of C orientation in low SFE metals (including

rolling Cu at liquid nitrogen temperature) were reviewed in § 2.3.3. Nonetheless,

there has not been a single report of the deformation behavior of C orientation in an

interacting environment. In the following the experimental results obtained in the

current study for an interacting C orientation are discussed.

5.5.1 Microstructure

The deformation microstructures of an embedded C crystal, (112) [111̄], are shown

in Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12. As seen on the longitudinal sections, the deformation

structure is clearly divided into two types of band morphologies. The first type of

band appears as a cluster of tightly spaced narrow bands, inclined at 24◦ away from

RD. The second type of band appears straight, forming at an angle ∼45◦ towards

RD. Based upon their geometry of appearances, these two types of bands are labeled

as CP cluster and CD bands, respectively. From an orientation point of view, the CP

cluster bands appear to be crystallographic in nature, while the CD bands appear

close to the macroscopic plane of maximum stress. Applying the TBH theory to the

(112) [111̄] orientation, four active slip systems are found to operate under PSC. Two

active systems are found to be coplanar sharing the common slip plane, and the other

two are a codirectional pair sharing a common Burgers vector. The active CP pair

of slip systems are (111) [011̄] (a1) and (111) [101̄] (−a2); the active CD pair of slip
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systems are (1̄11) [1̄1̄0] (c3) and (11̄1) [1̄1̄0] (−d3). Thus, the CP cluster bands have

clearly formed on the active coplanar plane, (111), and match well with the trace of

the (111) slip plane. The CD bands on the other hand are noncrystallographic and are

located 15◦ away from the slip plane trace. Based on the geometry of the deformation

bands two types of microbands (MB) have been proposed [7]. Non-crystallographic

microbands forming at ±45◦ to RD are called first generation MBs (MB1). Crystal-

lographic microbands which are aligned along the active {111} slip planes are called

second generation MBs (MB2). In polycrystalline rolled Cu samples Leffers and co-

workers [5–8,21] made the distinction between two types of grains on the basis of the

type of MBs. These authors postulated that grains having noncrystallographic MBs

(aligned along ±45◦) are a result of grain interactions. Contrary to this, the current

result shows the presence of both MB1 and MB2 types of microbands in a single C

orientation. Similar results of appearance of dual MBs in polycrystalline Cu have also

been reported by Fernandes et al. [22]. Current microstructural observation on the

C crystal is in complete disagreement with that of Christoffersen and Leffers [6], who

proposed a C oriented grain would only form MB1 type of structure. Following the

above stated definitions of the two types of MBs, analogously, it can be stated that

our definition of CP cluster bands correspond to MB2s, and CD bands correspond to

MB1s. The local deformation inhomogeneities in these two types of bands are further

investigated in order to correlate their formation with the evolving microtextures in-

side the C orientation. The resolved microstructure under TEM for both CP cluster

bands and CD bands are shown in Figure 5.11 and 5.12, respectively.

Any CP cluster band was found to be composed of multiple number of fine bands

having widths in the range of 0.05− 0.2 µm and lengths of several micrometers. Most

of these fine bands are aligned along the CP slip plane, while some move towards

the compression plane. The crystallographic origin of these narrow bands suggest

these bands must have evolved from MB2s. As the amount of strain increases a
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Figure 5.10: SEM channeling contrast image of the deformed GCG crystal assembly
on the longitudinal section. Two types of deformation banding in the C orientation
are identified as the CP cluster band (in between the dotted lines) and CD band
(outside of the dotted lines). The interface between C and G is clearly visible.

strong inhomogeneous deformation arises. It is believed that higher amounts of slip

concentrate inside these narrow bands until they reach a stage where they become

microshear bands (micro-SB). At very high rolling reductions (> 95%), a few of

the micro-SBs can cluster together in both their width direction and longitudinal

direction to form a macroscopic shear band (MSB). These MSBs are readily seen in

the C oriented single crystals of low SFE metals or at low temperature of deformation.

In the case of Cu, the amount of pure shear which operate inside the micro-SBs is

moderate compared to the case in alloys. The transformation of the micro-SBs to an

MSB in Cu is a result of pure shear accumulation with straining. The higher the stress

acting on the CP plane, the greater is the amount of the pure shear accommodated

inside these micro-SBs. It is therefore realized that the appearance of the micro-SBs

in the C orientation in Cu is a stress-stabilized phenomenon. As discussed earlier
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(§ 4.4.4.1), the C orientation moves to the D orientation during early deformation.

At this position, the (111) CP slip plane, is the most critically loaded plane. The

inclination of this plane is very near the macroscopic plane of maximum stress (±45◦

to the compression plane). Such a situation results in an increase in the shear stress

for the CP plane, τ
CP

. Outside of the CP cluster bands there is minimal slip occurring

in the CD bands. Hence, the microstructural stability of the C orientation in Cu has

to be understood in terms of the development of the micro-SBs and their ability to

form MSBs. Another observation inside the CP cluster bands is that the individual

micro-SBs are interspersed within a network of CD bands. The stability of the micro-

SBs is influenced by the nature of interaction of the CP and CD slips within the CP

cluster bands. Winther [24] proposed that the closer the boundary is to the slip plane,

the more the slip is concentrated on that plane. While this statement seems to be

partially correct, it can be extended to state that the nature of the boundaries and the

local increase of Schmid stress favor such planar slip concentration. In the case the

G and B orientations no slip concentration is observed even though the dislocation

boundaries are found closer to the slip plane. The microstructural stability of G and

B may be due to the uniform interaction of the two intersecting active slips which

eventually inhibits slip concentration on any particular active slip plane. Therefore,

a diamond shaped dislocation structure is seen in the G and B orientations (this is

more evident in the G orientation than the B, as G has two symmetrically loaded slip

planes inclined at 35◦ to the rolling plane, shown in Figure 2.12b).

The residual dislocation structure inside a CD band (outside of the CP cluster

bands) is shown in Figure 5.12. These bands can be correlated with the MB1s of

Malin et al. [16] and Leffers et al. [8]. As stated earlier, the boundaries of these bands

are found to be non-crystallographic since the theoretical slip trace for the CD slip

pair for the D orientation is inclined at ∼ 27◦ to RD, and the bands were found to

be inclined at ∼ 45◦ to RD. These non-crystallographic boundaries were not found
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Figure 5.11: TEM bright field image of the deformed C crystal. Site specific TEM
foil extracted using FIB on a CP cluster band. CBED patterns with zone axis close
to < 110 > obtained using 55 nm and 27.5 nm spot sizes, operating voltage 200 kV.

to be continuous in nature. Thus one or two MB1s (often broken) separate the CD

bands. The boundaries are separated by a distance of 2− 4 µm from each other. As

seen from the convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns, the zone axes

for regions across the boundaries are very close to 〈1̄10〉, which exactly matches with

TD. The misorientations across these boundaries are negligible. This finding confirms

that the CD bands contribute far less shearing to the net deformation. It is likely

that once they are formed during the early stages of deformation (after the lattice has

rotated from C to D), the dislocation activity inside these bands becomes increasingly
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idle, which means the slip concentrates inside the CP cluster bands. An attempt to

reconcile the ensuing lattice rotations with the deformation microstructure is made

in the next section.

Figure 5.12: TEM bright field image of the deformed C crystal. Foil extracted on a
CD band. 〈110〉 zero order Laue zones obtained using 55 nm beam, operating voltage
200 kV.

5.5.2 Microtexture

The results of an SEM/EBSD scan on an area of 50×38µm inside the deformed C

crystal are shown in Figure 5.13. As can be seen, most of the orientation information

remains unresolved inside the CP cluster bands. This is due to the severe amount of
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local plastic shearing in these cluster bands. Outside of these cluster bands the EBSD

indexing is fairly good, being close to 80%. This indexing variation further indicates

the inhomogeneous distribution of plastic shearing in the bulk of the C crystal. The

mean orientation of the orientation data cluster was found to be close to the starting

orientation, but it should be noted that the mean orientation calculation is biased

towards the position of the orientation cluster in the CD bands. In an average sense,

the mean position has shifted about +TD axis by 4◦, which is in general agreement

with the lattice rotation of C towards D. A few pixels inside the CP cluster bands

were found to be located near G, ND-rotated Cb, and complimentary C orientations

(Figures 5.13c and 5.13d). In order to improve the indexing hit rate inside the CP

cluster bands, a separate careful scan on one of the CP band was conducted with a step

size of 0.2 µm. The orientations are shown in Figure 5.14a. Again, it was impossible

to resolve the orientations of the fine micro-SBs that constitute the CP cluster band.

The results only show +TD rotations which are believed to be from the regions of

CD bands which are intersected and divided inside the CP cluster band. The +TD

rotations can also be identified by a decreasing middle Euler angle (Φ). The position

of the orientations on a {111} stereographic pole figure with a decreasing Φ step

size of 10◦ is shown in Figure 5.14b. A similar orientation path for the experimental

results on the CP cluster bands is seen, with the exception that the orientation of the

micro-SBs are absent. Opposite lattice rotations inside the micro-SBs are expected

(−TD rotations). Wagner et al. [19] reported similar results of high +TD rotations

in a 95% rolled Al-Cu sample, but the authors also found far-less pronounced −TD

rotations, which could be due to the negligible volume fraction of the CP microshear

bands. A few of the minor texture components resulting from the +TD rotations are

ND-rot Cb, (001)[110] and complimentary C (1̄1̄2) [111]. These minor components

can also appear as a continuous streak of orientations rotated about +TD (as shown

in Figure 5.14). Here it appears that the ND-rot Cb has a stronger intensity than
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other minor textures. Negative TD rotations can lead to a few other minor texture

components like (111)[112̄] and G, (110)[001̄]. Only two pixels in the whole EBSD

scan were identified to be located near G. The presence of G inside the CP cluster

band confirms the occurrence of opposite lattice rotations. A physical basis for the

formation of these bands are shown in the schematics of Figure 5.15.

It is no doubt that the opposite lattice rotations inside the CP cluster bands

continuously evolve with increasing strain. The nature of interaction between the

micro-SBs and the CD slips (inside the CP cluster band as a whole) induce some de-

gree of compatibility across the boundaries. The degree of interaction between these

two types of local shearing should be a function of the net applied strain. Higher

compatibilities across the boundaries at low deformation results in opposite lattice

rotations. At some intermediate strain level when the MB2s transform to micro-SBs

a sudden discontinuity in the compatibility may arise. Once the compatibility breaks

down, the lattice rotations inside the CD regions slow down while the micro-SBs con-

tinue to deform by pure shear. The compatibility between matrix/SB was neglected

in the analysis of Wagner et al. [19]. In contrast, based on the present findings the

+TD rotations can only be explained due to a priori existing compatibility criterion

at the CP-CD boundaries. A schematic describing the possible micromechanics inside

a CP cluster band is shown in Figure 5.15.

Relative misorientations and average misorientations from the mean position in-

side the CD bands (outside of the CP cluster band) were computed and presented

in Figure 5.16. It should be pointed out that the orientations falling outside of the

CP cluster bands cluster around the classical D orientation and stay at this position

even at higher reductions. The relative misorientations suggest an alternating pattern

while the misorientation profile from the average position suggest a cyclic orientation

gradient with a period of about 50 µm and amplitude of ±6◦. At this intermediate

strain (ε = 0.83), the long range effect due to the presence of CP cluster bands may
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: SEM EBSD scan on the deformed C crystal, ε = 0.83, scan step size
0.3 µm. (a) As-scanned orientation map showing poor indexing on the CP cluster
bands. (b) Noise-reduced and reconstructed spatial misorientation map. The noise
was reduced by an iterative neighbor approximation method. The Colorbar indicates
the signed misorientation angle of each pixel relative to the preferred axis of rotation
(r∗3 = [−0.56, 0.83, 0.05]). (c) Color coded stereographic {111} pole figure. Triangle
and circle indicate the starting and mean orientations, respectively. Starting position:
φ1 = 270, Φ = 35.27, φ2 = 45; mean position: φ1 = 274.39, Φ = 30.54, φ2 = 40.33
(d) 3D Rodrigues representation of the orientation cloud. A few pixels are located
near G, ND-rot Cb, and C′ orientations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: {111} stereographic pole figure (a) inside a CP cluster band, scan area
= 14×8µm, step size = 0.2 µm, indexing rate 40%; (b) for orientations at 10◦ de-
creasing interval in Φ starting from C (112) [111̄] to complimentary C orientation (C′)
(1̄1̄2) [111].

cause some orientation gradient in the adjoining CD bands.

5.5.3 Early deformation in C and indirect influence of grain

interaction

The deformation behavior of C orientation in medium and low SFE metals is complex.

The resulting microstructure at high deformation can be traced to the deformation

inhomogeneities arising from MB2s at small deformations. A physical basis for the

formation of the microshear bands and the stability of such bands under continuous

deformation is provided below. Five factors are identified as critical for the formation

of the MB2s in pure Cu.

• There must be an odd number of active slip planes (not slip systems) operating

inside the grain, most notably three.
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Figure 5.15: Schematic of the CP cluster bands and CD bands in C orientation on
a longitudinal section. The ‘+’ and ‘-’ signs indicate the opposite lattice rotations
present inside the CP cluster band. ‘+’ sign identifies the positive lattice rotation
inside the trapped sections of the earlier CD bands within the CP cluster band, while,
‘-’ sign identifies negative lattice rotations inside the individual microshear bands.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: Misorientation line profiles along the line AB in Figure 5.13b.

• One of the slip planes must be oriented close to the macroscopic plane of max-

imum shear stress, i.e. inclined near ± 45◦ to the rolling plane and parallel to

TD.
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• Gradual alignment of the high dislocation density walls in the direction of the

maximum macroscopic stress.

• The remaining non-coplanar slip systems must provide an anchoring mechanism

on the walls by forming hard sessile stair rods. Selective interaction of the two

non-coplanar slips results in an alternating polarization of the cell walls.

• Increased shear stress τ
CP

on the CP slip plane causes progressive collapse of

the alternately polarized cell walls resulting in rapid dislocation annihilation.

The micromechanisms for the growth of the MB2s are schematically shown in

Figure 5.17(b). The absence of any cell boundary inside the MB2 as seen in the weak

beam TEM structure gives some indications of the validity of the aforementioned

points. The rotation of the C orientation towards D (∼ 8◦(+TD) away from the

starting C) is found to be a crucial step for the initiation of slip concentration on the

active CP plane. At D, the Schmid factor for the CP systems is 34% higher than the

CD systems.

The above explanation establishes a strong orientation dependent deformation

behavior in the C crystal. In a polycrystalline environment the induced effect of grain

interaction might cause some alteration in the deformation patterns. Consequently,

direct evidence of grain interaction on the C orientation is difficult to assess. However,

an indirect measure of grain interaction on the deformation of C is given here. It is

realized that at every level of strain the flow localization inside the CP cluster bands

must compete with the effect of interaction. The stability of the CP cluster band as

a whole will be partially influenced by the interaction with the near neighbor grains.

It is believed that the micro-SBs inside the CP cluster band are stress-stabilized

and the stability is directly proportional to τ
CP

. In a single crystal test when the

crystal experiences higher levels of stress on the CP plane (reaction stress due to

roll contacts or from the punch in channel experiments, Figure 2.8) the micro-SBs
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: (a) TEM weak beam image of an MB2 in a rolled Cu polycrystal,
reduction 30% [8]. (b) Schematic of the early stage cell boundary collapse.

become increasingly stable. In an interacting grain environment, the C crystal will not

experience such a high reaction stress, thus weakening the strength of micro-SBs. One

particular observation in the deformed microstructure (Figure 5.10) is worth noting.

The cluster bands are found to be more tightly spaced away from the interface than

near the interface. The integrity of the C-G interface in the current study is shown

in Figure 5.18. It is understood that there must be some partial relaxation of the

reaction stress near the crystal interface with G. Such a relaxation can lead to the

activation of the other potential slip systems near the interface (most likely the CD

pair). The diffused local stress prevailing at the micro-SB head as it approaches the

interface (or more generally a grain boundary) will weaken the stability at its end and

hence the CP cluster band weakens as the interface (or grain boundary) is approached.

Thus it can be stated that the micro-SBs in the C orientation in Cu or low SFE metals

are stress-stabilized and there exists an indirect role of grain interaction.
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Figure 5.18: TEM bright field image of the GCG sample, showing one interface
between the G and C crystals. Small nano-sized voids can be detected along the
boundary.

Analogously, from the strain point of view, Zehetbauer [23] reported a weaker mu-

tual screening of the strain fields due to the collective dislocation structures near the

grain-boundary in a cold rolled polycrystalline Cu sample. Such a weaker screening

due to the dislocation organization at the boundary may very well enhance the chance

for activation of other slip systems. This would lead to a situation for homogeneous

slip activation and the local strain would be renewed to a diffused state. The resulting

homogeneous slip will reduce the stability of the micro-SBs, gradually making them

ineffective near the grain boundaries. Such a mechanism cannot be experimentally

verified in this study. It is realized that a grain size dependent microstructure and

microtexture analysis on an embedded C oriented grain needs to be established. Here

it is proposed that large sized grains in Cu with a strong starting texture component
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around C would develop a strong texture around {111} 〈112̄〉 and G {110} 〈001〉 as a

consequence of negligible interaction. Decreasing the grain size would cause a tran-

sition towards the S-type texture (like in Al). Such experimental studies are left for

future investigations.

5.6 Conclusions

Microstructural and microtextural stabilities of two ideal rolling texture components

B and C in high purity Cu are tested in an interacting medium. Overall, up to medium

applied strain (ε ∼ 1.0) the deformation response of both crystals was found to be

strongly dependent on the starting orientations, thereby, the role of grain interaction

was found to have minimal effect. The following conclusions can be made:

• Deformation texture in the B orientation remains very close to the starting

orientation. However, a minor texture component develops close to the com-

plimentary B orientation by a TD rotation. The magnitude of TD rotation

depends on the local interaction of the two symmetric slip systems.

• Deformation bands aligned on the trace of the active slip planes of B orientation

are seen. Orientation stability is maintained in an average sense when the slips

are uniformly divided throughout the bulk of the crystal. The deformation

bands are of microband and kink band types. Microbands are found to be

regions of high lattice rotations about TD. The lattice inside the microbands

rotate to the complimentary B position. No lattice rotations inside the kink

bands are observed, thus the orientations on the kink bands remain at the

starting position.

• Deformation texture in C orientation is divided into two parts. The majority of

the crystal volume stays near the D orientation. A minor volume of the crystal
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where slip is concentrated is found to contribute to rapid lattice rotations.

• Both microshear bands and regular bands on the codirectional slip pair coexist

inside a wider band which appear as a cluster band. Opposite lattice rotations

(±TD) are seen inside these cluster bands, which are aligned along the coplanar

slip plane.

• The lattice rotation evolutions inside the cluster bands are found to be depen-

dent on the compatibility across the microshear bands.

• An indirect measure of the grain interaction on the stability of the microshear

bands is proposed.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

In general, the local deformation of individual grains in a polycrystalline metal can

greatly be altered by allowing the grains to interact with, as opposed to the case

they are deformed as individual single crystals. The introduction of grain interaction

creates a state of local deformation inside a grain where the intrinsic effect due to

grain orientation is altered. The state of local deformation refers to the set of slip

systems which must operate to carry out the next increment in strain. Taylor-type

models are sufficient at the beginning of deformation for identifying this set of active

slip systems, but as the deformation progresses the assumption that the “same slip

vector acting with equal shear amplitude on every participating slip system” becomes

questionable. A variational shear mechanism can set forth which will be a function of

both orientation and interaction. It is known that the incremental plasticity always

depends on the starting orientation of the grains (intrinsic effect) and/or the grain

interaction (extrinsic effect). Differentiating these two effects from each other at high

strains poses a problem as they tend to act simultaneously. However, the material

constitutive response includes both the individual effects and their interdependency.

Understanding the local constitutive relation at a grain level may help differentiate

the two effects. Obviously, there is no direct way to quantify the contribution of grain

interaction alone to the local mechanical response. In contrast, the response based

on starting orientations are easy to study through single crystal experiments and

the material dependent constitutive relations can be built from these types of tests.
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Also, mathematically the mechanical response (and the associated texture evolution)

can be determined by assuming any simplified homogenized theory applied to the

individual grains. Such a calculation is equivalent of finding an average response for

the polycrystal which is assumed to be a group of single crystals. In contrast, it is

difficult to model and more so to interpret the physics of the kind of ‘variability’ that

comes with the introduction of grain interaction. Either way, intrinsic or extrinsic

effects develop a cluster of orientations inside a grain and produce some degree of

gradient which does vary the texture intensities. As suggested by Kocks [1, 2] these

orientation clusters may proceed from variations in initial slip and subsequently cause

plastic rotations to bring orientation gradients. The orientation gradients can be

carefully studied and a distinction between the intrinsic and extrinsic effects can be

made, at least at the grain scale. Based on the experimental methodologies and the

results shown earlier, this chapter discusses the various source of orientation gradients

and tries to conceptualize the critical effects of grain interaction during deformation

texture development. Combining both orientation and interaction, four different types

of grain behavior are proposed.

• Stable and interacting orientations

• Unstable and interacting orientations

• Stable and non-interacting orientations

• Unstable and non-interacting orientations

6.1 Material dependent grain interaction

The results of plastic deformation of a selecet few embedded ideal orientations shed

some light on the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors which can alter the local
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deformation (at grain scale). The effect of both is to induce heterogeneity inside the

grain by discontinuous slipping on various slip systems. The single most important

factor that causes the grain scale heterogeneities is the intrinsic one, as opposed to

the popular assumption in modeling works that grain scale heterogeneities come from

the extrinsic sources like grain interactions.

The micromechanical formulation of plastic deformation in internal grains is ar-

gued in terms of both strain and stress continuity across the grain boundaries. How-

ever, discontinuities between adjacent grains appear owing to the differences in the

starting orientations of the grains. The effectiveness of a mathematical solution

(or a model thereof) in predicting plasticity depends on how the discontinuities are

smoothed out. In an interacting scheme the role of the extrinsic effects due to grain

interaction is a natural procedure itself to smooth out the individual anisotropic

response of each orientation. This argument can be viewed as if there exists an inter-

dependency between both the intrinsic and the extrinsic influences. The bridging

mechanism between the intrinsic and extrinsic factors comes via the constitutive re-

lationship of the metal. Two examples are cited below. The basic premise for the

mechanical response is primarily dependent on the starting orientation of individual

grains to the external axis (either stress or strain) at low strains, and subsequent

overlap between intrinsic and extrinsic factors as straining continues.

6.1.1 High interacting continuum of grains

In this example a high degree of interaction between adjacent grains can be accommo-

dated inside the bulk of the grain. A grain of certain orientation which was deforming

in an earlier stage through homogenized external influence, gradually experiences in-

creased interaction. Interaction brings the grain to a new state of deformation where

the discontinuity has to be accommodated by the activation of a few other slip sys-
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tems which were so far inactive. The extra demand for the accommodation of the

discontinuity depends on the constitutive behavior of that grain (or the material).

Low latent hardening ratio and frequency of cross-slip are two of the factors which

would favor meeting the demand for the extra slip. If a grain inside a polycrystal

deforms homogeneously (kinematically stable orientation), then the introduction of

interaction would have little effect on the structure, although there would be some

texture change. If there exists some structural heterogeneity in a grain before in-

teraction is introduced, then the grain would prefer to deform with additional slip

systems. This change in the state of deformation in an interacting medium makes

the grain structurally more stable. In either case, the structure becomes more stable

in a highly interacting continuum of grains. However, the increase in average number

of active slip systems would lead to different end textures. The implication is that

certain metals or test conditions which promote grain interaction may have the most

stable structures. Test conditions which favor the promotion of increasing grain inter-

actions are those which enhance ‘recovery’ during deformation, for example lowering

the strain rate, ε̇, or increasing the deformation temperature.

For an interacting medium, the rigid approximation of Taylor’s full constraint

homogenized theory can still serve as a suitable procedure, but only in a gross sense.

An improvised solution might be achieved through a Taylor-based formulation in a

finite element scheme. One question arises if the role of interactions in a continuum

as treated by FE schemes should only be limited to adjusting the balance laws which

enforce both compatibility and equilibrium at a higher length scale, or should they

be allowed to take part in altering the constitutive response at a lower scale of crystal

plasticity?
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6.1.2 Low interacting continuum of grains

In contrast to the previous example, another classification for metals can be made

where local deformation is almost shielded from the neighborhood effects. The defor-

mation in this class of metals is completely dictated by the starting orientation of the

grains and the constitutive response is completely material dependent. The average

number of slip systems active per grain is lower than the above interacting case. The

observed discontinuities in the microstructure are purely based on the kinematic sta-

bility or instability of individual grain orientations. From the current experimental

study, deformation in Cu tends to behave as a low interacting medium. Orientation

based slip operations continue to operate to high levels of strain. Lamellar deforma-

tion banding can be anticipated where one or two slip systems are active suppressing

the inter-slip system dynamic recovery which is otherwise seen in the case of an inter-

acting medium. Hence test conditions which would delay the ‘recovery’ process should

be assumed to provide a non-interacting environment, for example high strain rates

and low test temperatures. This class of metals (or test conditions) can be modeled

by relaxed constraint theories, or modified Sachs type iso-stress approximation [3].

6.1.3 Comparison between interacting and non-interacting

metals

From the current experiments it was possible to compare the deformation textures

in both Al and Cu in the embedded samples. The most suitable case for observing

material dependent interaction effect would be in the B and C orientations. The Cb

orientation was excluded as this orientation is kinematically unstable when tested

in single crystal form. It is to be pointed out that though the C orientation shows

some structural instability, the instability is not due to kinematic reasons, rather,

the origin of instability is believed to be material dependent. As discussed in the
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previous chapter, the C orientation in low SFE metals would show a higher degree of

instability than for the case of a high SFE metal. Table 6.1 illustrates the differences

in texture stability that exists between Al and Cu. In the case of a non-interacting

medium like Cu, both the embedded orientations behave similarly to their single

crystal counterparts. In contrary, the starting orientations for the embedded samples

in Al show a strong influence of interaction. In both B and C orientations in Al,

the average crystal orientation was found to be almost half-way between the starting

orientation and the respective S-components. Thus it can be argued that the general

observation of S-texture in high SFE metals [4] comes directly as a result of grain

interaction and the individual grains attain a state of deformation where slip is carried

out in an excess number of slip systems even though it is energetically less favorable.

Table 6.1 also compares the experimental test results with the simulated textures

of Raabe et al. [5] obtained by their use of crystal plasticity based finite element

method (CPFEM) in an exact similar crystal configurations of B or C orientation

embedded inside a G orientation. The lack of capturing both the average rotation

(in case of Al) and the associated orientation spread is apparent. Thus it is proposed

that in order to capture a gradient-type texture evolution it is necessary to consider

a renewed constitutive response which takes into account the excessive slip, at least

for the case of interacting metals.

6.2 Observing interaction via orientation gradients

Under the application of both gradient-free or imposed-gradient loading conditions,

grains tend to develop certain types of orientation gradients. Spatially in the de-

formation microstructure these gradients are contained in the form of GNBs. The

spatial refinement and the successive orientation characteristics inside the deforma-

tion blocks can be studied and the effect of neighbor-interaction (extrinsic) can be
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Table 6.1: {111} stereographic pole figures of the embedded orientations surrounded
by the G orientation. Rows (i) and (ii) indicate the B orientation and C orientation
respectively. Columns (a) and (b) are the experimental pole figures in Al and Cu
respectively, ODFs are generated with a 2.5◦ halfwidth size. Column (c) shows the
calculated pole figures from a CPFEM simulation up to 50% thickness reduction
(reproduced from Raabe et al. [5].)

(a) (b) (c)

(i)

(ii)

successfully distinguished from that of the effect of starting orientation (intrinsic).

Intrinsic type dependence result in alternating orientation gradients inside the bulk

of the grain, while extrinsic dependence gives rise to a long-range orientation gradient

across the bulk of the grain.

From the experimental results on the embedded CSA tests (§ 4.5), it was found

that all the internal orientations (Cb, B and C) developed some degree of long range

orientation gradients. Long range orientation gradients can be categorized to occur

in metals providing an interacting type environment, for example in Al. These type

of gradients are inherent in polycrystals where the deforming internal grain would

be strongly affected due to the demand for the accommodation of the local shear

strains. Inside the grain, deformation is ‘adjusted’ by a continuous lattice rotation

from one end to the other. In a non-interacting or a moderate interacting medium
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(at moderate strain levels), for example in Cu, such gradients are not observed. The

most suitable orientation in Cu where one may observe the presence of long-range

orientation gradients is in B as opposed to the C orientation. This is due to the

inherent kinematic stability of the B orientation over the C orientation irrespective

of the material dependence stability. As shown in § 5.4.2, no long-range orientation

gradient was observed. This confirms the absence of grain interaction in the B-

oriented Cu metal (at least up to ε = 1.39). It should be pointed out that the

absence of long-range orientation gradient does not necessarily mean the absence of

orientation gradients. Rather, the observed orientation gradients in the embedded B

orientation in Cu arise solely due to the starting orientation itself, and therefore are

seen to be of an alternating nature which does not build up across the bulk of the

grain.

6.2.1 Interaction dependent orientation spread

As stressed earlier, the effect of the orientation and interaction are observed simulta-

neously and there exists considerable overlap between the two. The statistical analysis

introduced in § A.2 can be used to study the distribution of the orientation gradients

inside a deformed grain. The anisotropy of such distributions can be carefully stud-

ied to separate the effect of orientations from interaction. The anisotropy is believed

to arise due to the limited number of slip systems active for any given local strain

state. Single crystal of a particular orientation under PSC was observed to produce

a very high anisotropic orientation spread. The anisotropy of an orientation cluster

is calculated by the ratios of the magnitude of the components for the misorientation

principal axes (σ1

σ̄
, σ2

σ̄
, σ3

σ̄
having σ3

σ̄
≥ σ2

σ̄
≥ σ1

σ̄
). The distribution can be approximated

with shapes of ellipsoids of varying magnitudes. For an isotropic orientation cluster

the ellipsoids approach the shape of a sphere. It is to be seen whether in interacting
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materials the orientation clusters tend to move towards spheres as opposed to their

single crystal counterpart. Table 6.2 compares the orientation spreads in terms of

the three ideal starting orientations in Al as selected for this study. The comparison

is made between the nature of the spread between the three separate test geome-

tries; single crystal, flat-CSA and embedded-CSA. It can be clearly seen that both

the single crystal and the flat-CSA samples exhibit a strong anisotropic orientation

spread, having σ3

σ2
> 2.0, while the embedded CSA-sample attain a maximum value

of σ3

σ2
= 1.65. The internal orientations in flat-CSA samples did not show any sign

of interaction, thus resulting in equivalent values for σ3

σ2
like that of the single crys-

tal orientations. Thus, the importance of constraining the free in-plane shears (ε
XY

and ε
XZ

) is emphasized to detect any grain interaction effect. Maximum reduction

in misorientation anisotropy was observed in the embedded C orientation (GCG-S

sample), having σ3

σ2
= 1.16. The decrease in anisotropy is a result of the participation

of a few extra slip systems to accommodate the local variational strain due to grain

interaction. It is also known that the C orientation has a very high M value (3.67),

a hard orientation case where the orientation tends to work less for an increment of

strain. One such minimum work state can be achieved where the slip can abandon

the current system and continue slipping on another (e.g. cross-slip). Certainly, grain

interaction brings the grain to a state where it can work less under the influence of a

diffused local strain state. The anisotropy in the embedded B crystal also drastically

decreases, σ3

σ2
drops from ∼3.0 in both single crystals and flat-CSA tests to 1.65 in

the interacting test. Like C a similar argument can be made for B, except the further

work minimization due to grain interaction would be less severe, as B orientation has

a smaller M value of 2.45 and is considered a soft orientation. The Cb orientation is

easily influenced by the neighbor as it is known to be kinematically unstable. Any

slight change in the local strain influences the slip selection during early deformation.

With increasing deformation the in-plane shears can be accommodated, by activating
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new slip systems. As a result, an isotropic orientation cluster is obtained.

6.2.2 Grain splitting

Sometimes a single grain is seen to split into a few orientation clusters which continu-

ously drift away from each other in the orientation space with the applied deformation.

The transition between these clusters are seen as bands (called transition bands) con-

taining fragments of the original orientation. The occurrence of grain splitting inside

the original grain interior can be interpreted as a kinematic instability (orientation

dependent) or material dependent instability. These two types of grain splitting in

an unstable single crystal orientation and an unstable interacting orientation are dis-

cussed below.

In the current study both types of splitting were observed in Al, while grain split-

ting was completely absent in Cu. In single crystal experiments, the splitting occurs

only for the symmetric orientation where all the four {111} slip planes are equally

loaded and each contains just one active slip system. This condition is validated

for the Cb orientation. Therefore, a slight alteration in the loading geometry would

typically destabilize the local deformation. Even though the PSC type of tests are

assumed to be gradient-free, it is practically impossible to impose a gradient-free load

due to the presence of friction in the test setup. A negligible amount of friction is

strong enough to split the four active slip systems into pairs of two. The alternat-

ing through-thickness shear strain gradients (ε
XZ

and ε
Y Z

; in particular ε
XZ

which is

zero at the mid-plane height, and attains a maxima at 1
4
th or 3

4
th height) can cause

the Cb crystal to split. The orientation splitting disappeared for the embedded Cb

orientations when surrounded by B and C, thus suggesting an applied strain state

other than PSC type must have been imposed on the Cb crystal as a whole. The

symmetry of the Cb orientation relative to the straining axis is lost which results in a
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Table 6.2: Anisotropic orientation spread approximated as ellipsoids. The principal
components of the spread are identified as the crystallographic misorientation axis
vectors relative to the mean orientation (R1, R2 and R3, earlier introduced as R∗

α in
§ A.2). The mean of the orientation has been shifted to the origin of the axes. Note
that in case of grain splitting only one half of the orientation cluster is included in
the calculation.

Orientation Single crystal flat-CSA embedded-CSA

C
u
b
e

B
ra

ss
C

o
p
p
e
r
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long-range type orientation gradient across it. In real polycrystals, the effect of grain

sizes on such behavior can be indirectly derived. Qualitatively, large grain sized Cb

orientation where an alternating type imposed shear strain can still be applied, would

tend to contain the transition bands, while the small grains might behave the way

it has been shown here (the crystal height for the Cb orientations were ∼550 µm).

The role of grain size can be seen to be crucial with regard to the recrystallization

texture, as the transition bands still contain fragments of starting Cb orientation and

can provide preferential site for nucleation as they contain large stored elastic energy

(thermodynamic instability), while the surrounding orientation clusters can provide

a preferential medium for grain growth (growth instability).

The only case of grain splitting in the interacting Al samples was observed in the

embedded C orientation. As stated earlier, in an interacting environment in Al, the

slip is normally redistributed onto new slip systems and hence a typical long-range

type orientation gradient across the crystal dimension is expected. The occurrence of

the transition band at exactly midplane height (Figure 4.47c) is rather surprising. The

possible reasons for the grain splitting could be the imposition of an alternating ε
XZ

gradient in the thickness direction, which may occur due to the ε
XZ

shear constraint

from the adjacent neighbor. When ε
XZ

shear is allowed for example in the free-end

crystals, the C orientation deforms in a homogeneous fashion on the predicted CP and

CD slip systems. In the case of the embedded C orientation, the adjacent neighbor

(G) imposes a severe constraint on the ε
XZ

shear strain by not allowing the free

ε
XZ

shear strain. The analogous case would be the alternating ε
XZ

shear strain which

exists due to friction in single crystal experiments, but in the embedded C orientation

experiment similar shear pattern is obtained due to the internal ‘adjustment’ of grain

interaction at the crystal boundary. Once an alternating ε
XZ

shear strain across

the whole width of the C crystal is established the homogeneous slip distribution is

reorganized. The C orientation is one of the complicated orientations (others would be
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on the τ -fiber close to C), where redistribution of slip due to interaction is internally

accommodated on three slip planes; one coplanar and two codirectional planes. In Al

at some stage of deformation the alternating ε
XZ

shear strain divides the crystal into

two halves, where two types of slip vectors operate. The results of such differential

slip vectors were discussed in § 4.5.3 and shown in Figure 4.49. In order to explain

the inhomogeneous structure in the form of the transition band, a material dependent

mechanism is proposed.

In the early stages the deformation in the C crystal in Al is carried out primarily

on the CD pair of slip systems, but As soon as the D orientation is reached severe

slip concentration occurs on the active CP plane. A strong local recovery process on

the CP slip plane sets in, thus disrupting the homogeneous deformation to a state of

instability. Across the CP plane where the recovery is intensified the material deforms

independently of each other and the plane appears as a dividing plane between them.

The orientation clusters across the recovery plane move further away from each other

with applied deformation. Thus the internal accommodation of the ε
XZ

shear is

believed to trigger the grain splitting. Like the Cb single crystal case, the role of

grain size on grain splitting in C orientation can be studied for Al. It is believed that

by reducing the grain size, the formation of the transition bands can be avoided and

the grain interactions may show some long-range orientation gradients across the C

grain.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, and to summarize, considering both

the intrinsic and extrinsic effects, the four classes of grains are identified in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Classification of grains in FCC polycrystalline deformation.

Type of grains Remarks

(i)
Stable and interacting;
B(Al), G(Al)

Average orientation rotates slowly towards S-component.
Isotropic orientation cluster develops around the average
orientation. Accumulating type long range orientation
gradients describe the cluster.

(ii)
Unstable and
interacting; Cb(Al),
C(Al)

Fast rotation of average orientation towards S-component.
A severe local recovery process splits the grain into two
orientation clusters. Each cluster shows isotropic
distribution of orientation about the mean position. Long
range type of orientation gradients build up inside the
clusters.

(iii)
Stable and
non-interacting;
B(Cu)

Average orientation stays close to the starting orientation.
Minor texture components are observed at the shear plane
intersections. Non-isotropic distribution of orientation
cluster about the average orientation develops. At higher
reductions the stability of the orientation can be disrupted.

(iv)
Unstable and
non-interacting;
C(Cu)

Inhomogeneous microtexture and microstructure develop
due to slip concentration on the coplanar slip plane which
also coincides with the macroscopic shear plane. Texture
evolution of the codirectional region slows down and
becomes gradually stable at D orientation, with an
isotropic orientation distribution around D. Very strong
anisotropic orientation cluster develops inside the coplanar
band regions which are identified as ±TD rotations.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

A unique experimental investigation was carried out to assess the effect of grain

interaction on rolling texture development in FCC metals. High purity (99.99%) Al

and Cu were chosen, because they represent two distinct classes of rolling texture.

Relevant orientations (Cube, Goss, Brass, Copper) were deformed in both single

crystal and crystal sandwich aggregate (CSA) forms. Plane strain compression (PSC)

type of deformation was performed at room temperature and starting strain rate of

∼4×10−4/s using a channel die set-up. It was established that Al shows a greater

degree of effect of interaction than Cu. The main conclusions from the experimental

observations on the deformation behavior of Al and Cu are cited below.

• The flow hardening (dτ
dγ

vs. τ) behavior in Al suggests that, at ∼35 MPa flow

strength the stage-III hardening saturates and enters into stage-IV deformation.

The slip system flow behavior was found to be orientation dependent. For

perfectly stable orientation, like G, the stage-IV hardening (θ
IV

) was found to

be 3.5 × 10−4µ. Hardening in B orientation also results in a similar stage-

IV value, except, saturation begins at a lower flow strength of ∼27 MPa. In

the plastically unstable orientation, e.g. C, the θ
IV

was found to decrease to,

1.2× 10−4µ. The instability of the C orientation is related to the local recovery

261
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process on the active coplanar slip system leading to slip clustering. The flow

behavior of the Cb orientation was found to be completely disrupted from the

uniform hardening behavior of the slip systems in Al. Orientation splitting

(textural hardening) and the appearance of the transition band makes it difficult

to assess the slip hardening behavior in Cb orientation.

• In general, orientations on the α-fiber show higher textural stability than ori-

entations on the β-fiber. A higher texture stability was obtained in case of G

and B as compared to C orientation when all are strained to equivalent strain

levels. Cb orientation was found to be the most unstable orientation due to its

symmetric orientations of the starting slip systems. With increasing strain, the

Cb orientation shows kinematic instability and leads to orientation splitting.

• Using the mathematics of quaternions, a procedure for quantifying orientation

spreads in deformed grains was developed. The statistical analysis of the orien-

tation cluster identifies the three principal directions of misorientation vectors.

The eigenvalues along these principal axis directions give a bound to the mis-

orientation distribution. Two types of misorientation vectors were used in the

current analysis. One, when calculated relative to the average orientation pro-

duces the outlines for the orientation cluster in the orientation space. Two,

when calculated between adjacent orientations produces the outlines for the

misorientations which prevail across the deformation boundaries. In this sec-

ond type, a minimum cut-off angle can be specified to identify the average

misorientation axis for the GNBs inside the microstructure. The biggest ad-

vantage of such statistical analysis is that the calculated misorientations can

be easily transformed from one co-ordinate to another co-ordinate, for exam-

ple the misorientations can be expressed in either crystallographic coordinates

([100], [010], [001]) or external loading coordinates (RD, TD, ND). This allows
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one to make some qualitative estimate of the orientation spread if it is crystal-

lographic or non-crystallographic (external influence due to friction).

• At the applied strain of 0.9, both B and C single crystals showed a magnitude

of 1.2 and 0.6 RD shears, respectively. The respective RD shears for B and C

are identified as γ
XY

and γ
XZ

respectively. Grain interaction is realized through

the degree of constraints on these shears which are imposed due to the presence

of an adjacent neighbor.

• Free-end CSA samples (flat-CSA) did not show any effect of grain interaction. It

was revealed through the statistical analysis of the orientation which gave equiv-

alent orientation spread when compared with the single crystal results. Hence

in order to observe the effect of interactions it is necessary to have enclosed

orientation assemblies, or real polycrystals with known internal orientations.

• Deformation microstructures in G and B single crystal orientations were found

to be uniform, while heterogeneous microstructure was found in the Cb and C

single crystal orientations. The perfectly uniform deformation structure in G

orientation was found to be the result of a uniform distribution of LC sessile

junctions on the two symmetric active {111} slip planes. Analogous to the mi-

crostructural behavior a similar orientation behavior was observed in all four

single crystals. Both G and B orientations remained close to the starting posi-

tion, while Cb divided into two orientation halves for which the mean centers

were predominantly rotated by TD, with a minor rotation about ND. The av-

erage orientation of the C crystal was rotated by 6.4◦ about +TD, towards the

D orientation.

• The orientation halves in the Cb single crystal were separated by a transition

band which was found to contain fragments of the original Cb orientation. The

characteristics of the GNBs inside the DBs present across the transition band
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was found to differ from each other. One DB showed cumulative type of orien-

tation gradients, while the other showed alternating orientation gradients. The

difference in the GNB characteristics was associated with the non-saturating

stress field for the transition band.

• Cb orientation in an interacting environment was found to rotate towards the

S-component when surrounded by B or C orientation in Al. The RD shears

arising during the deformation of the outer orientations (either B or C) alter

the slip geometry inside the Cb orientation. The renewed strain state brings the

original Cb orientation which shear on a higher number of slip systems. Long

range orientation gradients due to the presence of neighbors can be seen across

the crystal width.

• B orientation in an interacting environment (in Al) was observed to rotate

towards S. The suppression of ε
XY

shear results in a more diffused strain state

which activates a few other new slip systems. Long range orientation gradients

were also observed.

• C orientation in an interacting environment (in Al) was observed to split the

starting orientation into two orientation halves, each rotating towards two com-

plimentary S orientations. Suppression of ε
XZ

shear results in a strain state

which requires increasing interaction between the CP and CD pairs of slip sys-

tems. This is not the case in the free-end C orientations, where CP and CD slip

systems operate independently of each other. Compatibility across the volumes

deforming either by CP or CD systems becomes a greater requirement at higher

strains than at the beginning of deformation. Until interaction is introduced

into the C crystal, it deforms on CP and CD systems independently. Regions

deforming on the CP undergo a higher amount of dynamic recovery due to slip

concentration. At some intermediate strain level the compatibility across the
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recovered plane is broken and further introduction of interaction results in in-

dependent lattice rotations inside the crystal halves. Long range orientation

gradients in both crystal halves were observed.

• Deformation of the B orientation in the embedded CSA sample of Cu behaves

more or less homogeneously. The average orientation remains at the starting

position. Fine inhomogeneous bands were seen where the two slip planes inter-

sect. The misorientation in these bands can be as high as 50◦ about an axis close

to TD. The behavior of the B orientation in Cu was found to be independent

of the neighborhood effect.

• Deformation of the embedded C orientation was found to be inhomogeneous.

The microstructure was divided into two regions, CP cluster bands and CD

bands. Applied strain is concentrated on the CP cluster bands, while CD bands

remain ‘quiet’ during high deformations. Overall, CD bands do not align along

the slip planes, CP cluster bands form close to the CP slip plane. Orientations

inside the CD bands move to the D position, and opposite lattice rotations inside

the CP cluster bands are seen. The effect of grain interaction on C orientation

in Cu or low SFE metals is realized through the collective strength of the CP

cluster bands. The higher the interaction, the weaker would be the strength of

the CP cluster bands, resulting +TD lattice rotations and vice-versa.

• Orientation, grain interaction and material dependence were found to be the

key factors for deciding rolling textures. For example, the same orientation

can behave differently in a different type of grain continuum. A four point

polycrstalline grain classification is proposed on the basis of starting orientation

and interaction: (i) stable and interacting, (ii) unstable and interacting, (iii)

stable and non-interacting, and (iv) unstable and non-interacting.
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It is the general conclusion of this thesis that grain interactions in rolled FCC

metals enable development of a strong S-type texture and bring the texture transition

from the α-fiber to the β-fiber with increasing strain. Non-interacting metals stabilize

around the α-fiber and a transition to the τ -fiber is possible at higher reductions.

7.2 Recommendations for future work

Following the extensive review of the deformation texture in FCC metals and the

experimental findings in the current study, a few proposals to extend the study of

grain interactions are made here.

Experimental improvisation

It is realized that the most difficult part in assessing the interaction contribution to

the deformation texture resides in availing a proper starting polycrystalline sample.

The proper sample in its definition takes into account the right starting orientations

for which the role of grain interactions can be quantitatively discerned. It was one of

the conclusions of the present thesis that interaction effects are not observed uniformly

for all starting orientations. Some orientations show more pronounced influence of

interaction (e.g. C, B and Cb) than others (e.g. G). Hence, it is crucial to include

such orientations in making a proper polycrystalline sample for which the evolution

of texture at different strain levels under PSC can be quantified. The systematic

experimental steps are given below:

(i) High purity single crystals of different starting orientations can be rolled and

annealed at various temperatures to produce polycrystalline samples. Amount of

initial strain, annealing temperature and time must be controlled in varying the grain

sizes of the samples.
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(ii) Following the annealing experiments, using X-ray texture measurements the

ODFs can be constructed. A search for the strongest component (around 30% volume

fraction) can be made.

(iii) Samples using a 3-axis goniometer inside an EDM can be machined such that

each sample has one strongest starting component (same amount as above around

30%). Individual experiments on samples containing strong C, B, S and Cb rolling

components must be repeated. Schematically, the preparation of samples having

individual strong components (g1, g2, etc.) from a starting sample having some g0

strongest component is shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Schematic showing of identifying samples having various strong compo-
nents from a starting polycrystal having g0 as the strongest component.

(iv) PSC type deformation experiments can be repeated for various grain sizes,

temperature range and strain rates.
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(v) Deformation experiments can be extended to include various other candidate

metals, e.g. Al, Cu, Ag, etc.
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Modeling improvisation

Improvisation of the current texture models is realized through the introduction of

the experimental quantification of both orientation distribution and misorientation

distribution for GNBs. As found in this thesis, orientation distribution and the mis-

orientation distribution for the GNBs in an internal grain are not necessarily the

same, hence computationally a procedure must be developed which can incorporate

these two types of distributions efficiently on a grain to grain basis.
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Statistical analysis of grain subdivision

The TBH principle gives a first hand unique solution of the possible set of active slip

systems for a specific combination of starting orientation and the applied deformation.

For any random orientation in plane strain compression the TBH theory predicts six

or eight slip systems, which is not necessarily true, as observed in experiments. Even

though the TBH theory may not be the governing theory at higher strains, at the

beginning of plastic deformation, a subset of the TBH prediction can be used along

with Schmid-type analysis, i.e. slip systems with the highest Schmid factors (a set of

two or four), to predict the active systems to carry out the imposed plastic deforma-

tion. These dislocations which accommodate the plastic deformation tend to develop

a variety of deformation substructures as observed in deformed microstructure. Thus

the structures can be viewed as a result of the interaction of the participating set of

dislocations and their dynamic accumulation with increasing deformation. In crystal

deformation these substructures which are a result of the dislocation patterning brings

in rotated volumes where the lattice orientations fluctuate between the subsequent

volumes. Adjacent rotated volumes are demarcated by ‘some’ type of dislocation

boundaries. Based on the boundary characteristics two major types of deformation

substructures are defined in the literature. Boundaries with a slightly higher mis-

orientation angle (> 5◦) are often grouped under the common name of GNBs, and

are generally observed as long dense dislocation walls (DDWs). Morphologically, two

adjacent DDWs contain tiny volumes which are misoriented by ∼ 2◦ from each other
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and are called cells. The cell boundaries run roughly in the transverse direction to

the DDWs. Many times the cell boundaries are referred to as IDBs [1].

Apart from the orientation-dependent deformation patterning in single crystals

(intrinsic), applied gradients in the deformation field or strain gradients arising due

to grain interactions in polycrystalline samples can influence the nature of deforma-

tion patterning. At the local microscopic level, the deformation patterns follow some

scaling law on the active dislocations. The dislocations rearrange to walls or bound-

aries in order to lower the internal energy by mutual screening of both elastic stress

fields and strain fields [11]. The misorientation of two adjoining volumes separated

by a dislocation wall is correlated with the dislocation content and the ‘net’ Burgers

vector of the dislocation boundary, only when the long range stress fields due to the

dislocations is neglected. The relationship between the misorientation at the bound-

ary between two crystallites (RRR/θ) and the ‘net’ Burgers vector is well known through

generalized Frank’s rule:

2 sin
θ

2
(VVV ×RRR) = ~BBB(VVV ) (A.1)

where the vector VVV represents an arbitrary vector lying on the boundary plane having

the plane normal as n̂nn, and ~BBB (VVV ) is the net Burgers vectors of all the dislocations

intersected by the vector VVV .

A detailed relationship between the dislocation spacings of all the participating

dislocations at the boundary and boundary misorientation is given by Hirth and

Lothe [2]. The method described by Hirth and Lothe has the potential of identifying

the active dislocations at the boundary through an extensive analytical method once

the boundary dislocations(bbbi), their spacings (DDDi) and the dislocation line vectors (ξξξi)

are estimated by TEM. For the present purpose, a simplified relationship between n̂nn

and RRR can be obtained and correlated with the EBSD misorientation data in order

to explain the local dislocation activity. In equation A.1 it can easily be seen that a
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boundary plane perpendicular to RRR (n̂nn ‖ RRR) gives a pure twist boundary, while RRR lying

on the boundary (n̂nn ⊥ RRR) gives a tilt boundary. After identifying these boundaries,

a qualitative description on the boundary formation and the effect of long-range

orientation gradients arising due to neighbors can be made. It should be pointed

out that, at higher strains the boundaries are more often wavy in nature, especially

for metals with high SFE like Al. Therefore, any estimate involving the GNB plane

normal is associated with certain degree of inaccuracy which can introduce some

indeterminacy in exact identification of the active dislocation sets across the GNBs.

However, this type of uncertainty is more common at the microtexture level where

the local deformation is dictated by the strain heterogeneities. Over the length of the

whole crystal, the local variance can be smoothed out after which a general statistical

information on the grain break up or orientation clusters (orientation fragments lying

close to each other in an orientation space) can be obtained. This procedure is

discussed in the next section. Once again the salient points of the grain subdivision

as evidenced through dislocation patterning can be summarized as follows:

1) Dislocations which carry the plastic strain are lattice irregularities associated

with long range stress fields.

2) For a crystal deforming in a polyslip mode, many types of dislocations may

interact with each other in annihilation and storage events, and minimize their stored

energy by forming organized structures in order to screen their associated stress fields.

3) Once the dislocation structures are formed, fresh dislocations interact with

these boundaries during subsequent deformation. The boundaries which gather the

incoming flux of dislocations refine monotonically throughout the course of deforma-

tion.

4) There exists a procedure called “Frank’s Rule” to calculate the possible ac-

tive slip systems based on the identification of boundary dislocation configurations
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(dislocation spacing, line vectors and Burgers vectors).

5) Constant accumulation of dislocations on either side of the wall (or disloca-

tion boundary) results in misoriented volumes across it. Once the screening of all

dislocations lying on the boundary is complete (lowest energy configuration), the

misoriented volumes can further move during loading and occupy specific positions

in the orientation space, as known as ideal texture components.

6) The boundaries separating the misoriented volumes can also be viewed as planes

where strain gradients are accommodated. The gradients can be associated with the

differences in the plastic shearing of adjacent volumes. In a perfect single crystal

experiment (assuming macroscopically homogeneous), the origin of the strain gradi-

ents could be due to the activation of different slip systems or activation of the same

slip systems to different magnitudes of shearing. The origin of strain gradients in

polycrystalline deformation can be attributed to the applied gradients in the bound-

ary conditions. Even in controlled homogeneous deformation experiments, gradients

can arise due to grain interactions, as the local boundary conditions may vary well

from grain to grain. Either way, the accommodation of strain gradients subdivide the

orientation and affects the texture more so at a length scale comprising a few grains.

It is sufficient to recognize that the dislocation activation and interactions sub-

divide the starting orientation to closely spaced crystallites in the orientation space.

The degree of subdivision of an orientation is a balance between the stability of that

orientation and the degree of strain gradients due to the grain interactions at grain

interfaces. The following analysis is developed to statistically quantify the subdivision

process in crystals.
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A.1 Orientation averaging of the EBSD data

Subdivision of a grain due to the deformation-induced dislocation boundaries intro-

duces orientation scatter in a deforming crystal. Individual orientation data inside

the scatter can be measured using automatic EBSD acquisition, pixel-wise on a cho-

sen grid. Automatic EBSD acquisition gives the orientations in the most commonly

used format of Euler angles, as defined by Bunge (φ1, Φ, φ2). Each of the measured

orientation is a rotation (ggg) operated to bring the sample frame to coincide with

the crystal lattice frame. There are alternative ways of representing these rotations:

(i) a 3 × 3 orthogonal matrix, with a determinant of +1, (ii) an angle of rotation,

θ, about a normalized axis RRR, or (iii) three-parameter Rodrigues vector, RRR × tan
θ

2
.

Spaces having base vectors along the three parameters (in Euler angles or axis-angle

or Rodrigues vector notations) are quite distorted, particularly the ‘misorientation

distance’ which differs from the ‘misorientation angle’. In order to deal with the mis-

orientations inside the orientation spread, the algebra of quaternions can be effectively

exploited [3], particularly when the averaging of the orientation spread is desirable.

The orientations obtained during EBSD scans can be converted to unit quaternions,

as

qqqk
i =

[
qk
0 ; qk

1 qk
2 qk

3

]
=

[
qk
0 ;
−→qqq k

]
=

[
cos

θk

2
; sin

θk

2
RRRk

]
(A.2)

where RRRk/θk is the k-th crystallite’s orientation in axis-angle notation. In the above

equation, qk
0 is a scalar term, while −→qqq k is a vector term. For any normalized unit

vector (RRRk), the norm of the quaternion,
∥∥qqqk

i

∥∥ =

√
3∑

i=0

(
qqqk

i

)2
, is always equal to 1.

The quaternion description of the orientations makes it possible to calculate the

mean orientation of an orientation cluster, by minimizing the sum of the squares of

the distance between any two given quaternions inside the whole cluster (qqqk
i ). Thus,
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the mean orientation QQQ is defined as the orientation for which the above sum has

the least value and can be computed iteratively by considering pairwise quaternions

and covering each data point for the whole data set. In a large dataset (some tens

of thousands data points) the iterative procedure becomes exceedingly lengthy. Al-

ternatively, Humbert et al. [3] solved the
∑
k

∥∥qqqk
i QQQ

∥∥2
minimization problem by using

Lagrange multipliers, along with the constraints;
3∑

i=0

(
qqqk

i

)2 − 1 = 0. For all the unit

quaternions inside the cluster, the mean quaternion can be obtained as the arithmetic

sum of all the quaternions divided by the norm of the sum:

QQQ =

∑
k

qqqk
i

∥∥∥∥
∑
k

qqqk
i

∥∥∥∥
(A.3)

In the above equation one must pay attention in selecting the ‘proper’ quaternion,

as ambiguities arise due to the imposition of symmetry operations (due to both sam-

ple and crystal). For example, in cubic lattice any orientation can be represented in 24

different equivalent forms. Sample symmetries need consideration in polycrystalline

samples under rolling type deformation tests. In the present analysis of deforma-

tion of single crystals inside channels, the sample symmetries can be omitted. The

introduction of a symmetry operation delimits the orientation space and introduces

a bounding plane. Thus a fundamental zone specific to a symmetric group can be

carved out and orientations inside the zone can be presented uniquely. Often in de-

formed samples, for starting grain orientations lying close to the symmetry plane,

the measured orientation data set obtained from the EBSD scans is divided across

the symmetry plane. As illustrated in Figure A.1, we can see that for such a divided

orientation data, the quaternion averaging procedure will lead to an erroneous mean

value. In order to avoid such a situation which results in an erroneous mean orien-

tation, a method is adopted which brings each orientation inside the data set (qqqk
i )
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the division of the orientation cluster due to the presence
of a symmetry plane in ‘some’ fundamental orientation space. ‘?’ indicates a wrong
position of the mean orientation for such a configuration of an orientation cluster.

closer to the very first orientation of the data set (qqq1
i ). First, the selection of qqq1

i from

the set of 24 equivalent solutions was made based on the the lowest angle of rotation

out of all 24 equivalent rotations. This can easily be done when the orientation is

presented in the axis-angle form. Then, the ‘proper’ selection of the quaternion for

each data point was made by maximizing the scalar term of the following quaternion

products1:
(
qk
0,j

)
max

: SSSjqqqk
i

(
qqq1

i

)−1 ∀ j = (1, 2, 3, ...24) (A.4)

where (qqq1
i )
−1

is the inverse2 of qqq1
i , and SSSj denotes the cubic lattice symmetry in

quaternion form (see § C.1). Thus based on the above expression each orientation

inside the cluster was represented as an unique quaternion.

1Product of two quaternions is another quaternion. When quaternions represent rota-
tions, the resultant rotation of qqqA followed by qqqB can be written as, qqqC = qqqBqqqA =[
qB
0 qA

0 −−→qqq B · −→qqq A; qB
0
−→qqq A + qA

0
−→qqq B +−→qqq B ×−→qqq A

]
2The inverse of a unit quaternion is the same as the conjugate of the quaternion, qqq−1 =

[
q0; −−→qqq

]
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A.2 Anisotropic scatter in orientation data

Often, the orientation cluster resulting from the deformation of single crystals or indi-

vidual grains in polycrystals has an anisotropic spread (e.g. ellipsoidal shape) in the

orientation space. In order to extract useful informations from the anisotropic spread

and associate them with the deformation structure, the quaternion algebra serves as

a handy procedure. In most cases a rotation axis in the direction of the maximum

spread in the orientation space is desired. Along this axis (can also be regarded as

the preferred axis of rotation), the rotations associated with the crystallites can be

analyzed. Following the sign of these rotations (positive or negative) a subtexture

gradient across the deformation structures can be established. Alternating rotations

tend to suggest no long-range orientation gradients, in which case the subtexture of

the deforming crystal can be associated mostly with the characteristic deformation

patterns of a single crystal owing to the orientation relationship of the crystal with the

macroscopic strain axis. In contrast, the existence of accumulating misorientations

across the deformation structures suggest the presence of long-range orientation gra-

dients (characteristics of polycrystal deformation) which can be associated with the

overall inter-grain constraints. Thus structural differences in deformed single crystals

to polycrystals can be ascertained if a formal procedure to quantify the spread is

established.

Following the calculation of the mean orientation as defined by equation(A.3),

quaternions for the misorientation of each data point can be calculated as given

below

δqqqk
i = qqqk

i

(
QQQ

)−1
(A.5)

In the above equation, the right hand side follows the regular definition of quater-

nion product as mentioned earlier. The scalar part of the resultant misorientation
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quaternion contains the magnitude of the rotation, δqk
0 = cos

δθk

2
; while the 3-

component vector part (δ−→qqq k
i = [δq1 δq2 δq3]) denotes the rotation axis relative to

the crystallographic coordinates of the mean orientation. One important feature of

the mean orientation is that, the mean orientation is the centroid of all the misorien-

tation vectors (δ−→qqq k
i ) which is located at the ‘origin’ of the misorientation space. This

is equivalent to stating that the first-order moment of the misorientation vectors is

zero, i.e.

µµµi = E
[
δ−→qqq k

i

]
= [0 0 0] (A.6)

where µµµi is the mean vector and E [ · ] represents the expectation 3. The shape of the

misorientation spread can be quantified by following a suitable procedure to form a

misorientation covariance matrix. The procedure is based on considering the second-

order moments of the misorientation vectors, from which the sample covariance matrix

can be formed as given below:

∆QQQ = E
[(

δ−→qqq k
i − µµµi

) (
δ−→qqq k

j − µµµj

)T
]

= E
[
δ−→qqq k

i δ−→qqq k
j

]− E
[
δ−→qqq k

i

]
E

[
δ−→qqq k

j

]
for i, j = 1, 2, 3

(A.7)

∆QQQ is a symmetric and a positive definite (δ−→qqq k
i do not all lie on one plane of the

misorientation subspace) 3×3 matrix, whose diagonal terms identify the sample vari-

ance4. The square root of the respective variances, λα, gives the corresponding

standard deviations, σα (Eq. A.8). This can be easily obtained through eigende-

composition of ∆QQQ matrix from which the three principal components (non-negative

eigenvalues, λα; with λ3 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ1) along the diagonal and their corresponding

3The expectation of XXX is: E
(
XXXk

)
=

(
1
n

)
n∑

k=1

XXXk

4Variance of XXX is: σ2 = var(XXX) = E
[
(XXX − µ) (XXX − µ)T

]
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eigenvectors (rrr∗α) can be estimated. The standard deviations are:

σα =
√

λα for α = 1, 2, 3 (A.8)

The ratios of the standard deviations to the average standard deviation (σ = 3
√

σ1σ2σ3)

gives the anisotropy of the spread [4]. The eigenvectors identify the principal axis

vectors which are expressed in the crystallographic coordinate system of the mean

orientation. The principal axis vectors inside the misorientation subspace can be

transformed to any other coordinate system through the inverse conjugation by a

quaternion5, in this case the mean quaternion (QQQ). Thus the three principal axes in

the original reference coordinate system can be expressed as follows:

RRR∗
α =

(
QQQ

)−1
rrr∗α QQQ (A.9)

Once the principal misorientation axes are identified, a sign carrying misorienta-

tion angle for each crystallite inside the spread can be calculated (Figure A.2). The

signed misorientation angle is:

∆θk
m = sgn

(
δrrrk

m ·rrr∗3
)
δθk

m
(A.10)

where δrrrk
m and δθk

m are the axis-angle notations for the misorientation quaternions

relative to the quaternion of the mean orientation, i.e. δqqqk =

[
cos

δθk
m

2
; δrrrk

m sin
δθk

m

2

]
.

Apart from characterizing the orientation spread (mean and the principal rotation

axis), misorientations on successive grid points of an EBSD scan can be calculated.

These misorientations are called relative misorientations (δqqqrel
i ). In connection with

5If VVV is a unit vector, conjugation by qqq is the operation: qqqVVV qqq−1. In this operation VVV is written
as a 4-component quaternion having 0 as the scalar part, which is also a pure quaternion. The
operation primarily results in a vector (again with a scalar term as 0) which is rotated by θ around

the axis uuu, where qqq =
[
cos

θ

2
;uuu sin

θ

2

]
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Figure A.2: Schematic showing of the sign carrying misorientation angles in the ref-
erence frame. rrr∗3 identifies the principal direction of maximum spread. Since the
misorientation vectors closely spaced near the perpendicular direction to rrr∗3 (on rrr∗1-rrr

∗
2

plane), a certain magnitude of a cut-off angle can be specified to highlight the misori-
entation across the dislocation boundaries by removing the low-angle misorientations
coming from the cell boundaries.

the deformation structure, δqqqrel
i quantifies the misorientation between adjacent cells

and cell blocks. Due to the limitation on the angular resolution of the EBSD technique

(no less than 0.5◦ in the present case), these misorientations may not be successfully

applied to study the cell boundaries, nevertheless, δqqqrel
i can successfully quantify the

misorientation between adjacent cell blocks. Following the definition of the quaternion

product, the relative misorientations can be defined as,

δqqqrel,k
i = qqqk+1

i

(
qqqk

i

)−1
(A.11)

The scalar term in the above equation contains the misorientation angle (∆θk
rel). In

order to identify the GNBs and their orientation relationship with the macroscopic

axes a population of ∆θk
rel > 5◦ was identified. This definition serves as a basis for

analytically studying the nature of the GNBs once the GNB’s geometrical orientation

relative to the macroscopic axes is obtained. For this purpose, extensive TEM results
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reported in the literature for Al single crystals deformed to strains close to the present

case can be used. Thus, Frank’s rule A.1 in association with the TBH theory, and

maximum stressed slip systems based on Schmid’s analysis can be applied to identify

the subtextures inside the cellblocks.
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Appendix B

Orientation transformations in various

notations

Orientations can be represented in various forms; Rotation matrix, Axis/angle, Ro-

drigues and Quaternion. The most notable representation is by Euler angles, {φ1, Φ, φ2}.
The transformation equations are presented in the following.

3× 3 Rotation matrix

g =




g11 g12 g13

g21 g22 g23

g31 g32 g33




(B.1)

Euler angles to 3 × 3 rotation matrix: The components of the 3 × 3 rotation

matrix for a set of three Euler angles, {φ1, Φ, φ2}, can be derived as:

283
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g11 = cos φ1 cos φ2 − sin φ1 sin φ2 cos Φ

g12 = sin φ1 cos φ2 + cos φ1 sin φ2 cos Φ

g13 = sin φ2 sin Φ

g21 = − cos φ1 sin φ2 − sin φ1 cos φ2 cos Φ

g22 = − sin φ1 sin φ2 + cos φ1 cos φ2 cos Φ

g23 = cos φ2 sin Φ

g31 = sin φ1 sin Φ

g32 = − cos φ1 sin Φ

g33 = cos Φ

(B.2)

3× 3 rotation matrix to Axis/angle: If the components of the rotation matrix

is known, the orientation can be reduced to a pair of axis/angle as given below.

ω = cos−1 trace(g)− 1

2

rrr =
[g23 − g32, g31 − g13, g12 − g21]√

r2
11 + r2

22 + r2
33

(B.3)

where rrr and ω are the axis and the angle respectively. trace(g) = g11 + g22 + g33

Axis/angle to Rodrigues vector: The 3-component Rodrigues vector for an ori-

entation known in Axis/angle form is:

ρρρ = rrr tan
ω

2
(B.4)

Euler angles to Rodrigues vector:

ρρρ = tan
Φ

2




cos
φ2 − φ1

2

cos
φ2 + φ1

2

,
− sin

φ2 − φ1

2

cos
φ2 + φ1

2

,
tan

φ2 + φ1

2

tan
Φ

2


 (B.5)
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Axis/angle to 3× 3 rotation matrix: If the axis/angle pair is known, the com-

ponent of the 3× 3 rotation matrix can be determined out as following.

g11 = r2
1 (1− cos ω) + cos ω

g12 = r1 r2(1− cos ω)− r3 sin ω

g13 = r1 r3 (1− cos ω) + r2 sin ω

g21 = r2 r1 (1− cos ω) + r3 sin ω

g22 = r2
2 (1− cos ω) + cos ω

g23 = r2 r3 (1− cos ω)− r1 sin ω

g31 = r3 r1 (1− cos ω)− r2 sin ω

g32 = r3 r2 (1− cos ω) + r1 sin ω

g33 = r2
3 (1− cos ω) + cos ω

(B.6)

where rrr = [r1, r2, r3].

Axis/angle to quaternion: The 4-component quaternion for a known axis/angle

pair is the following.

qqq =
[
cos

(ω

2

)
; r1 sin

(ω

2

)
r2 sin

(ω

2

)
r3 sin

(ω

2

)]
(B.7)

Quaternion to 3×3 rotation matrix: The 4-component quaternion , qqq = [q0; q1, q2, q3]

can be transformed to the rotation matrix as follows.
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g11 = q2
0 + q2

1 − q2
2 − q2

3

g12 = 2q1q2 − q0q3

g13 = 2q1q3 + q0q2

g21 = 2q1q2 + q0q3

g22 = q2
0 − q2

1 + q2
2 − q2

3

g23 = 2q2q3 − q0q1

g31 = 2q1q3 − q0q2

g32 = 2q2q3 + q0q1

g33 = q2
0 − q2

1 − q2
2 + q2

3

(B.8)
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Cubic symmetries

Table C.1: 24 Cubic symmetries in matrix, axis/angle and quaternion forms

Symmetry Axis/angle(◦) Rotation Matrix Quaternion

Identity


1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1


 1; 0, 0, 0

〈1
00
〉9

0◦
〈1

00
〉9

0◦
〈1

00
〉9

0◦
,
4
-f
o
ld

ro
ta

ti
o
n
s

(Q
u
a
d
s) [100]/90


1 0 0

0 0 1
0 1̄ 0


 1√

2
;

1√
2
, 0, 0

[100]/180


1 0 0

0 1̄ 0
0 0 1̄


 0; 1, 0, 0

[100]/270


1 0 0

0 0 1̄
0 1 0


 −1√

2
;

1√
2
, 0, 0

[010]/90


0 0 1̄

0 1 0
1 0 0


 1√

2
; 0,

1√
2
, 0

[010]/180


1̄ 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1̄


 0; 0, 1, 0

[010]/270


0 0 1

0 1 0
1̄ 0 0


 −1√

2
; 0,

1√
2
, 0

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page

Symmetry Axis/angle(◦) Rotation Matrix Quaternion

[001]/90


0 1 0

1̄ 0 0
0 0 1


 1√

2
; 0, 0,

1√
2

[001]/180


1̄ 0 0

0 1̄ 0
0 0 1


 0; 0, 0, 1

[001]/270


0 1̄ 0

1 0 0
0 0 1


 −1√

2
; 0, 0,

1√
2

〈1
10
〉1

80
◦

〈1
10
〉1

80
◦

〈1
10
〉1

80
◦ ,

2
-f
o
ld

ro
ta

ti
o
n
s

(D
ia

d
s)

[110]/180


0 1 0

1 0 0
0 0 1̄


 0;

1√
2
,

1√
2
, 0

[11̄0]/180


0 1̄ 0

1̄ 0 0
0 0 1̄


 0;

1√
2
,
−1√

2
, 0

[101]/180


0 0 1

0 1̄ 0
1 0 0


 0;

1√
2
, 0,

1√
2

[1̄01]/180


0 0 1̄

0 1̄ 0
1̄ 0 0


 0;

−1√
2
, 0,

1√
2

[011]/180


1̄ 0 0

0 0 1
0 1 0


 0; 0,

1√
2
,

1√
2

[01̄1]/180


1̄ 0 0

0 0 1̄
0 1̄ 0


 0; 0,

−1√
2
,

1√
2

[111]/120


0 1 0

0 0 1
1 0 0


 1

2
;
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2

[111]/240


0 0 1

1 0 0
0 1 0


 −1

2
;
1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page

Symmetry Axis/angle(◦) Rotation Matrix Quaternion

〈1
11
〉1

20
◦

〈1
11
〉1

20
◦

〈1
11
〉1

20
◦ ,

3
-f
o
ld

ro
ta

ti
o
n
s

(T
ri

a
d
s)

[11̄1]/120


0 0 1

1̄ 0 0
0 1̄ 0


 1

2
;
1

2
,−1

2
,
1

2

[11̄1]/240


0 1̄ 0

0 0 1̄
1 0 0


 −1

2
;
1

2
,−1

2
,
1

2

[1̄11]/120


0 0 1̄

1̄ 0 0
0 1 0


 1

2
;−1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2

[1̄11]/240


0 1̄ 0

0 0 1
1̄ 0 0


 −1

2
;−1

2
,
1

2
,
1

2

[1̄1̄1]/120


0 1 0

0 0 1̄
1̄ 0 0


 1

2
;−1

2
,−1

2
,
1

2

[1̄1̄1]/240


0 0 1̄

1 0 0
0 1̄ 0


 −1

2
;−1

2
,−1

2
,
1

2



Appendix D

Ideal rolling texture components

Deformation textures are typically represented by ODFs which are constructed in

Euler space. A few of the disadvantages of using Euler space are: (i)there exists a

three-fold multiplicity of the orientations inside this space; (ii) the 〈111〉 symmetry

bounds for the fundamental region in Euler space is not a straight plane, but a curved

surface; (iii) a degeneracy of the invariant volume element is found near Φ = 0.

In order to avoid such problems, Rodrigues space should be used as an alternate

orientation space. The advantages of Rodrigues space can be realized in symmetries,

which usually bound the space by straight planes. Thus, the rectilinear geometric

properties of Rodrigues space is considered as a better space of choice to represent

orientations. A fully discretized 3-D Rodrigues space for the cubic crystal symmetry

is shown in Figure D.1. The positions for various rolling texture components are

shown in Table D.1.
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Figure D.1: Truncated cube defining the fundamental 3-D Rodrigues space for the
cubic lattice symmetry (no sample symmetry). Octagonal faces represent the 〈100〉
4-fold symmetries and the triangular faces at the truncated cube corners represent
the 〈111〉 3-fold symmetries. Cube edge length is

√
2− 1.
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Table D.1: Uniformly distributed orientation spread of 10◦ about the ideal texture
components are presented in {111} stereographic projection (1st column) and inside
the 3D Rodrigues fundamental space for cubic symmetry (2nd column). The Ideal
orientations are (a) Cube, (b) TD-rotated Cube, (c) ND-rotated Cube, (d) Goss, (e)
Brass, and (f) Copper. In Rodrigues presentation the respective values of a, b and c
are (

√
2− 1), (

√
2− 1)(

√
3−√2) and (

√
3−√2).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Continued on next page
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Table D.1 – continued from previous page

(d)

(e)

(f)



Appendix E

Applied rotations on the longitudinal

sample sections

The following two rotations were applied to all the SEM/EBSD data which were

obtained on the longitudinal section of the deformed samples. The two rotations

(g1 and g2) are post-multiplied with the EBSD solution (g
EBSD

) to obtain the correct

orientation matrix.
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R

N
T

Y1

X1

g 2
=

Z 2(
+
27

0)

Z1

X2

Y2

Z2

Longitudinal sample section
EBSD scan on right half

g = g
EBSD

g1g2

g1 = Y1(+270)

Figure E.1: Schematic showing the applied rotations used on the SEM/EBSD data
to obtain the orientation data in the correct reference frame.



Appendix F

ODFs of the deformed specimens

ODFs generated inside the Euler space for the deformed crystals are shown as serial

φ1 sections in the following figures. The full range Euler angles for Cubic symmetry

alone is: 0 ≤ φ1 ≤ 360, 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 90, 0 ≤ φ2 ≤ 90. Note that 〈111〉 triad is not

considered for these limits.
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